




THE REVOLUTION IN THE ARAB EAST SINCE 1967:
Draft Theses, by Gus Horowitz

Introductory Note The internal links within the Arab world have been

The following theses were initially written as a con- woven together through a generally common history,
tribution to a discussion taking place in a drafting com- language, culture, religion, and by similar economic and

mittee designated by the United Secretariat of the Fourth social conditions that are generally found throughout a

International to prepare a draft resolution on the rev- vast and contiguous geographic area. This has led to

olution in the Arab East. The political line of the theses the development of an Arab national consciousness and

below is based upon the theses contained in the rst part aspiration for Arab unity which is more strongly rooted

of the 1971 SWP resolution on Israel and the Arab Rev- among the oppressed and exploited masses than any
olution, but this article deals with some questions at great- other social class or strata.
er length. Even so, the theses below do not given an The political fragmentation of the Arab people in no

exhaustive treatment of the subject. Like the SWP res- way reflected a desire of the broad masses for national
olution, these theses deal only with some of the broad separatism. It was forced upon the Arab people as a

general questions, and do not deal thoroughly with all product of imperialist domination. It has been maintained

the conjunctural developments in the Arab revolution dur- throughout the Arab world by new means developed fol-
ing this period. lowing the second world war. The imperialists today exert

These theses were drafted in November, 1972. They themselves to maintain the forced political fragmentation
have been edited for publication now. As a result, in of the Arab people (a form of national oppression).

Part I, thesis no. 7 there is a reference to the October, The imperialist-organized splintering of the Arab world
1973 war, but the theses as a whole do not include a has tended to heighten national particularism. The dif-

balance sheet of this war. They cover the period roughly fe'rent strata of the Arab ruling class (the semifeudal land-
from 1967-1971. —G. H., November, 1973 lords and aristocracy, the merchant and comprador bour-

geoisie, the nascent industrial bourgeoisie) and the social

PART 1' THEARAB REVOLUTION strata allied to it (the clergy, the military officer and

1 The Arab People governmental/administrative castes, sectors of the urban
and rural petty bourgeoisie, etc.) have a stake in mam-

. . . taining the particularist and rival interests of their na-

The Arab people are presently dlvlded Into more than tional states and some of their individual ties of de en-
. . . . . P

a dozen differenlt COUg1tI'l€S, eaclh with its own particular dency with imperialism. Although sectors of theindustrial

economic’ soda] an eaona _dynemii' At the_ same bourgeoisie have an interest in extending the capitalist
tlmli’ ;hey_cOnfmu_t; a_Smgle natlonahty’ faced with the market and increasing the potential for utilization of the
as o nationa ni ication.u economic resources and labor power of the Arab world,i--i they have been unwilling to take the decisive steps nec-
*A note on terminology: Ihave used the term "nationality" rather essary to achieve Arab unity; a denitive break with im_

than "nation" to describe the Arab people, because a pan-Arab - - - - - -

nation-state has not yet been established Although Arab na- pnahzm’ posslble only through a profound moblhzatlon
tional unication is a central task and the most likely course 0 the rab_masses'
of development, it has not yet occurred. Until such a develop- The achlevement of Arab umty corresponds most to
ment occurs, I think it is preferable not to utilize the term Arab the needs of the oppressed and exlnnned Arab mas5e5>

"nation," because other historical variants can occur; for ex- who have no Teal historical interest in maintaining na-"

ample the situation of Germany and Austria or in Latin Amer- tional particularism or artificial political divisions. To
ica. The term "nationality" indicates that a historical process bring about their economic and social advance requires

is $iiii.°¢¢\1f1'iI1_8, adis I10f <iBI1ifiVe1Y$eiT1@d- mobilizing the vast, still largely untapped human and
Similarly with the use of the term "nationality" to describe natural resources of the entire Arab World through a

the Palestinians or the Algerians’ °" Egypans’ °" Iraqis’ etc‘ planned socialized economic system Thus the achieve-
Here, too, it indicates that a process is occurring. The process _ t {A b . b . d ' t. ’t k .

of formation of separate Arab nations may be much weaker men 0 Ia umty’ a 0urgeo1s' emocra lc as ’ requlres
than in Latin America, for example, but it nevertheless is also the liberation of the Arab people from both foreign im‘
a process taking place alongside the process of formation of the Periansm and Arab eapnansln The Pan'A1'ab nationalist
pan-Arab nation, The existence of separate Arab states rein. consciousness of the Arab masses, which is fundamentally
forces this process. A prolonged delay in the formation of a directed against their national oppression, is objectively
pan-Arab nation state could strengthen tendencies to individual in the interests of the Arab socialist revolution (the term
nations-in-foriiiation. This may be unlikely but if One is i0 "pan-Arab," being used here in the generic sense).
be scientic, it should not be excluded. For this reason, I think The Arab revolution will not advance simultaneously
the terms "nationality" and "nationalism" are more useful in - - -

describing the Palestinians and Palestinian consciousness than am; uméormly 1? °t"9ry part of fthe Ara}; oI:ld' It WEI

other possible terms such as "sub-nationalism" or "regionalism." ma e e vances lr_s In one or a eW,c0un mes m, accor _

The coexistence of both processes should not be a dilemma ance with the relation of class forces in each specific case.

for Marxists. History is full of such dialectical phenomena. But experience nae shown that advances of the Arab
And all existing nations have been formed in such a dialectical revolution in any one ¢°11nt1'Y 01' region of the Arab
manner.—G. H. world (e. g. Algeria, Egypt, Palestine) affect all the Arab
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masses and impel the entire Arab revolution forward. 

2. Basic Tasks of the Arab Revolution 

The Arab revolution is a permanent and massive com
ponent of the colonial revolution. It is confronted with 
many of the same basic tasks, and shares many of the 
same problems as in other sectors of the colonial rev
olution. 

In addition to national unification, some of the key 
tasks facing the Arab revolution are the following: 

a) A genuine, thoroughgoing land reform, carried out 
through the revolutionary mass mobilization of the rural 
poor. This must be accompanied by measures to increase 
labor productivity such as large scale investments in agri
culture (fertilizers, irrigation, mechanization, etc.) and a 
program for social and cultural advance in the country
side (public health and literacy campaigns, etc.) 

b) A crash program for industrial development, as part 
of a balanced, overall economic plan. This requires na
tionalization of industry without compensation, state con
trol of foreign trade, centralized economic planning under 
workers control, accompanied by a general program to 
raise the skills and cultural level of the working class. 

c ) An end to the oppression of national, religious, and 
ethnic minorities. In the case of oppressed nationalities, 
such as the Kurds and South Sudanese Blacks, this will 
include implementation of the right of oppressed nation
alities to self-determination. 

d) The complete emancipation of women 
e) Winning the democratic civil and political rights char

acteristic of earlier "classical" bourgeois revolutions, and 
vastly expanding the rights of the toiling masses through 
establishment of a workers democracy. 

f) A massive educational campaign to eliminate cul
tural and religious backwardness, the product of cen
turies of class society, which has been reinforced by im
perialist domination. 

g) Genuine independence, breaking the economic and 
political subordination of the Arab people to the impe
rialist powers. Continued ill)perialist domination is the 
central obstacle to Arab national unification and the eco
nomic and social advance of the Arab people. 

The imperialist powers consider it a vital interest to 
dominate the Arab world, particularly because of the 
need to protect their oil supplies and investments. As 
a crossroads of Europe, Africa, and Asia, the Arab East 
has for a long time been important to imperialism be
cause of its strategic location from the military and eco
nomic points of view. Its position on the southwestern 
flank of the USSR makes it a strategically vital area in 
imperialist military strategy against the workers states. 

Throughout most of the Arab world, direct political 
domination by the imperialists has been abolished. Israel 
remains as a settler-colony and imperialist beachhead. 
A few small states on the Arabian peninsula have gained 
formal independence, but remain essentially imperialist 
puppets. In other cases, a more indirect form of impe
rialist domination is the norm. Several bourgeois Arab 
regimes have been able to gain a margin for maneuver, 
taking advantage of interimperialist rivalry and the con
flict between imperialism and the workers states. But this 
maneuvering room is strictly limited by the confines of 
continued economic subordination to imperialism and the 
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threat of direct military intervention by the imperialists 
or their client states in the area. Israel has been designated 
by the imperialists to play a permanent major military 
role against the revolution in the Arab East. Iran and 
Turkey have been built up militarily by imperialism as 
part of their encirclement of the USSR, and also as po
tential spearheads against the Arab revolution. 

A particularly important task facing the Arab revolu
tion is the destruction of the Israeli state and its replace
ment with a unitary Palestine. Israel is a settler-colonial, 
expansionist capitalist state, tied to imperialism, partic
ularly American imperialism. It was set up as a settler
colony apart from and in opposition to the Arab people, 
particularly the Palestinians. It functions today as an 
imperialist beachhead and spearhead against the Arab 
revolution. We support the Arab states in any military 
confrontation between them and Israel, regardless of the 
nature of the regimes of the Arab states. 

3. The Permanent Revolution and the Arab Revolution 

While the immediate objectives of the Arab revolution 
include a series of bourgeois-democratic tasks, these ob
jectives can only be achieved through the process of per
manent revolution: a revolution led by the working class 
at the head of a vast revolutionary mobilization of the 
oppressed and exploited toiling masses, chiefly the poor 
peasantry, culminating in the establishment of a workers 
state. This will necessarily be a socialist revolution directed 
against imperialism and· its local agents, including the 
Israeli settler-colonial state, and against the Arab bour
geoisie and semifeudal remnants. 

Only by championing the democratic demands of the 
rural poor and the oppressed masses in the Arab world 
can the working class summon them behind its program 
for the proletarian socialist revolution. 

The proletariat can win over sectors of the urban and 
rural petty bourgeoisie as its allies in struggle and can 
draw them behind its program; but the petty bourgeoisie, 
however radical, can play no independent historical role. 

The proletariat and its allies in the poor peasantry and 
most oppressed strata cannot in any way subordinate 
their interests to the "national" or "progressive" bourgeoi
sie, which everywhere holds back, diverts, and betrays 
the colonial revolution. 

4. The Fourth International 

The victory of the Arab socialist revolution can be as
sured through consistent development of the class struggle. 
This strategy is summed up in the program of the Fourth 
International, the world party of the socialist revolution, 
on the basis of generations of experience. The national 
sections of the Fourth International adopt tactics and 
strategy to implement the program of revolutionary Marx
ism in their countries. 

On this program, mass Leninist parties can be and 
must be constructed in the Arab countries and in Israel. 
Only these can provide an adequate revolutionary leader
ship capable of winning victory in the momentous strug
gles that lie ahead. 



5. Petty Bourgeois and Bourgeois Leaderships 

Along with the entire colonial revolution, the Arab rev
olution registered great advances in the years following 
the second world war. But in no part of the Arab world 
has the revolution been able to take a decisive, quali
tative step forward towards real social advance through 
the overthrow of capitalism and the creation of a workers 
state. The most advanced upsurges of the mass movement 
have been inadequately led, limited, and held back by 
the petty bourgeois and bourgeois leaderships of different 
varieties that have predominated in the Arab nationalist 
movement during this period: these include the FLN lead
ership in Algeria, Ba'athism in Syria and Iraq, Nasser
ism in Egypt, as well as other, less influential currents. 

The Algerian revolution involved a revolutionary mass 
mobilization sufficiently strong to break the direct colonial 
hold of French imperialism and to move on to establish 
a workers and farmers government in 1963. But this 
revolution was led by a multiclass front representing di
vergent class interests. In the absence of an adequate 
proletarian revolutionary leadership, the mass mobili
zations after 1963 did not extend much beyond the agri
cultural proletariat; the probourgeois elements of the army 
were able to consolidate themselves and overthrow the 
workers and farmers government through a military coup 
in 1965. 

Although developments in Egypt did not reach the stage 
of a workers and farmers government, Nasserism has 
been the most influential current in the Arab nationalist 
movement since the end of the second world war, par
ticularly in the Arab East, both because of the radical 
nationalist and anti-imperialist measures it undertook, 
and because of Egypt's great specific weight in the entire 
Arab world. 

The "Free Officers" coup of 1952 led to the installation 
of Nasser in power as spokesman for a radical petty 
bourgeois leadership revolting against the old corrupt 
regime's incapacity to modernize the country and stand 
up to imperialism. To the Arab masses, Nasser seemed 
to embody their most profound sentiments, and every 
progressive step taken by the Nasser regime met with 
a favorable echo from them: the defiance of Israel and 
imperialism, including the dramatic nationalization of the 
Suez canal and the turn towards the USSR for military 
and economic aid; the popularization of the idea of Arab 
unity; the agrarian reforms; the beginnings of industrial
ization; the expansion of education and skills; etc. 

But while carrying out progressive measures that gained 
great support among the masses, the Nasser regime pre
vented the development of any independent mass orga
nization or mobilization. It played an essentially Bona
partist role, seeking to utilize the pressure of the masses 
against imperialism and those sectors of the Egyptian 
ruling class most subservient to it- the landowning aris
tocracy, the merchant and comprador bourgeoisie-for 
the purpose of fostering the development of an industrial 
bourgeoisie. The Nasser regime broke the power of these 
backward strata of the ruling class and initiated extensive 
intervention into the economy by the capitalist state for 
the purpose of industrialization. But, while it needed to 
utilize the pressure of the oppressed and exploited masses, 
the Nasser regime above all dreaded their mobilization 
in struggle, even for its own proclaimed goals, for fear 
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that once set into motion, the action of the masses could 
have threatened capitalist rule entirely. 

As a result, the measures taken by the Nasser regime 
offered only limited and partial solutions to the immense 
problems of social and economic advance facing the Arab 
masses. 

Although it was dealt a stunning blow by the 1967 
defeat, Nasser's Bonapartist regime lingered on for a 
while. The effect of the defeat was cushioned by the tre
mendous mass demonstrations that occurred after Nasser 
offered his resignation; and the regime was buoyed up 
for a few years by the political revival of the Arab masses 
that accompanied the rise of the Palestinian resistance 
movement. The crushing blow delivered to the Palestinian 
resistance movement by the Hussein regime in Jordan 
in September, 1970, set the stage for a general turn to 
the right in the Arab world. It was at that point that 
Nasser died. His successor, Sadat, proceeded rapidly to 
denationalize key sectors of the economy, encourage pri
vate domestic and imperialist capitalist investment, and 
liquidate key features of the Bonapartist political regime. 

The balance sheet of Nasserism leaves it clear that 
the basic tasks facing the Egyptian masses still remain 
to be solved. It proves clearly that even the most radical 
petty bourgeois leadership, unless it transforms itself qual
itatively and undertakes proletarian revolutionary actions, 
as the Castro leadership did, cannot solve these basic 
social and economic problems. 

This failure of Nasserism typifies the failure of all the 
other bourgeois and petty bourgeois leaderships within 
the Arab nationalist movement. 

Nevertheless, the real socio-economic changes produced 
by the Nasser regime (particularly increasing the size 
and raising the cultural level of the proletariat) has greatly 
strengthened the objective potential for the emergence of 
an alternative proletarian revolutionary leadership ca
pable of offering an adequate revolutionary solution to 
these problems. 

6 Moscow, Peking, and the Communist Parties 

In order to gain greater room for maneuver vis-a-vis 
the imperialist powers and to advance their economic 
development, the bourgeois regimes in several Arab states 
have turned to the USSR and other workers states for 
military and economic aid. This has enabled Moscow to 
gain greater military and diplomatic influence in the Arab 
world, primarily in the Arab East. 

However Moscow's policy in the Arab world is funda
mentally governed by its global strategy of "peaceful co
existence" with imperialism on the basis of the status quo
which implies the maintenance of capitalism in the Arab 
world. The Stalinist bureaucrats view the Arab revolution 
as a threat to their goal of stabilizing and extending their 
military and diplomatic influence with the bourgeois Arab 
regimes. 

As far as the struggle against Israel is concerned 
Moscow's counterrevolutionary role has been blatant, 
beginning with its support for the establishment of the 
Israeli state. It opposes the Arab revolution's goal of 
destroying the Israeli settler-colonial state and has instead 
systematically encouraged the inclinations of the bourgeois 
Arab regimes to come to a modus vivendi with Israel. 

The Arab Communist parties are viewed by Moscow as 



tween U. S. imperialism and the Soviet workers state.

no more than pressure instruments and sacricial pawns Palestinian national unit was created. But in 1948, the
in their diplomatic bargaining with the imperialists and the settler-colonial state of Israel was established through the
Arab regimes. expulsion of the Palestinians from their homes. The Pales-

As in other parts of the colonial world the Stalinist tinian people were dispersed into the neighboring Arab
policy "socialism in one country“/"peaceful coexistence" has states, where their social condition was epitomized by their
been reflected in the line of the Arab Communist parties. consignment to refugee camps. Zionist aggression against
These parties promulgate the "two-stage theory of revo1u- the Arab people in 1967 led to the creation of hundreds of
tion," which in practical terms, means subordinating the thousands more Palestinian refugees.
interests of the workers and oppressed masses to the "na- The pressure of imperialist rule and the Zionist coloniza-
ti0r1l"b0llIg€0i$i€- tion of Palestine and the heroic struggle waged by the

Peking's policy toward the Arab world is conditioned Palestinians for their liberation led to the development and
by its rivalry with Moscow, but it is governed by the same reinforcement of a Palestinian national identity within the
fundamentally Stalinist "socialism in one country"/"peace- broader Arab national consciousness. This identity is il-
ful coexistence" line. Although Peking has not yet found the lustrated by the widespread popularity of slogans pro-
practical means of applying this policy on a scale com- claiming the demand for a unitary Palestine. Thus, as
parable to that of Moscow, Peking's goal is basically with other Arab peoples, the Palestinians form a distinct
the same: the extension of its military and diplomatic nationality within the broader Arab nationality.
influence with the bourgeois Arab regimes at the expense The Palestinian people have a long history of struggle
of the Arab revolution. Like the pro-Moscow Communist against Zionism, with the mass movement reaching earlier
parties, the Maoists in the Arab world also promulgate high points in the 1930s and in 1947-48. But after the
the Stalinist "two stage theory of revolution". creation of the Israeli state in 1948, the Palestinian move-

ment subsided for two decades under the demoralizing
Z The Danger of Nuclear Holocaust impact of the 1948 defeat, the resulting geographical dis-

persion and political disorganization, and the lack of a
The Arab East has been a center of confrontation be- l.evoiuonary_MarXist leadership

The various Arab regimes, despite their proclaimed sup-
on the one hand’ the lmpenalfsts Fonslder demmetlon port for the Palestinians, attempted to prevent the indepen-
Over the Arab East to be a vltal Interest; Whlle on the dent mass organization and mobilization of the Palestinian
other hand’ the area's proximity t° the USSR means people. It was not until after the defeat in 1967 that a new
that imperialist military advances in the area directly upsurge of-the Palestinian masses developed
aect Soviet strategic interests. Thus, the great danger
exists that imperia1ism's attempts to contain and crush 9_ The Rise ofthepalesh-m-an Resistance
the Arab revolution could lead it to escalate its interven-
tion into a nuclear world war. The Israeli settler-colonial The defeat of the Arab armies in 1967 was a stunning
state has been the source of four wars in the rst twenty- blow that shocked the Arab masses_ The Nasserne leader
ve years of its existence, with each new one bringing shin’ upon which the Arab masses, including the Pales-
the danger of nuclear confrontation closer. tinians, had pinned their hopes in the struggle against

Moscow's attempts to achieve "peaceful coexistence" with imperialism and Zionist lsrasl’ was exposed by the 1967
imperialism in the Arab East— at the price of guaranteeing debacle as incapable of lending this struggle
the existence of the Israeli settler-colonial state, and thus A new generation of Palestinian fighters now began to
denying the national rights of the Palestinian Pe°P1e—are look for ways to take their destiny into their own hands
illusory. No agreements between Moscow and Washington and involve themselves directly and independently in sling-
or between the existing regimes in the area can prevent gle for the liberation of palostino This led to the growth
a renewed npsnrge °f the Arab revohlnnn °r Change of the Palestinian resistance organizations, which achieved
the inherently expansionist nature and counterrevolution- mass support among the Palestinians and all the Arab
ary function of the Israeli state. Each new concession to people The upsurge of the Palestinian resistance had a
imperialism does not lead to long-term stability, but only profound effect in i-eve;-sing the demoralization among
whets the imperialist appetites for more. Only the victory the Ai-ah masses which had set in following the 1967
of the Arab revolution against Israel and imperialism defeat
can bring peace and stability to the area, and defuse the The Arab regimes initially Sought to utilize the renewal
danger Of a Wnrld nuclear nnnfhct Originating Ont nf a of anti-Zionist struggle by the Palestinian movement both
W81‘ in the Arab East ‘ in trying to recover their lost prestige and as a lever in

‘ negotiating for a "peaceful" settlement with Israel. The
PART ll_ THE l>ALE5T1NlAN LIBERATIQN petty bourgeois leaderships of the Palestinian resistsnce
STRUGGLE organizations were financially and organizationally tied

to various Arab regimes, and an independent revolution-
8- The Palestinian People ary-Marxist party was not built. Nevertheless, the develop-

Among the Arab peoples, the Palestinians have suffered ment of the Palestinian resistance as a mass movement
the most from the Zionist colonization of Palestine. with the proclaimed goal of winning Palastinian self-

A separate, independent Palestinian nation-state has determination registered a big advance for the Arab
never existed. After World War I, British and French im- revolution and posed an implicit threat to the established
perialism displaced the Ottoman Empire in the Arab East, Arab regimes.
and artifically carved out Palestine, Jordan, Lebanon, Revolutionary socialists give unconditional support to
Syria, and Iraq as their colonies. In this way, aspecific the national liberation struggle of the Palestinian people
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against Israel and imperialism; that is, support regardless for its democratic goals. It also took steps to appeal to the
of agreement or disagreement with the political line being Israeli Jewish masses with the aim of winning them away
put forward by the leadership of the movement at a given from Zionism.
time.

The strength of the Palestinian resistance derived from 10, The Defeat of the Palestinian Resistance
three basic factors:

a) The movement was centered around the demand for In view of the irreconcilable conict of interests between
Palestinian self-determination, as expressed in the call for the Palestinian struggle for self-determination and the will-
the liberation of Palestine and the replacement of the Israeli ingness of the Arab regimes to accept the Israeli state,
state with an independent, unitary Palestine. The various a test of strength between the resistance and the Arab re-
Palestinian groups expressed this demand in the form of gimes was inevitable.
different slogans, and it was most widely voiced in the The regimes in Jordan and Lebanon recognized the
slogan—"for a democratic, secular Palestine." The'struggle danger they faced and very early initiated clashes with
around this self-determination demand and other demo- the Palestinian resistance in an attempt to whittle down
cratic demands (such as secularism, political democracy, its strength (April and October 1969 in Lebanon; Novem-
rights for women) helped advance the Palestinian struggle ber 1968 and February and June 1970 in Jordan). The
and helped set an example for the entire Arab revolution. compromises reached after these clashes proved to be tran-
In particular, the determination not to give up the struggle sitory. The announcement of the Rogers Plan (conceived
for Palestinian self-determination differentiated the Pales- with the complicity of Moscow) set the stage for an all-
tinian resistance from the Nasserist, Ba'athist, and other out attack on the Palestinian resistance as the prelude
Arab regimes which announced their willingness to reach to an attempted settlement between the bourgeois Arab
an accommodation with the Israeli state. regimes, Israel, and imperialism at the expense of the

The demand for a unitary Palestine does not stand in Palestinian people.
the way, but helps advance the goal of unification of the In September 1970, the Hussein regime in Jordan
Arab nation. Regardless of the practicality or likelihood launched its bloody civil war against the Palestinian re-
of the creation of an independent Palestinian state prior sistance; this, together with the subsequent repressive opera-
to the unification of all or part of the Arab nationality, tions against the resistance in Lebanon and Jordan consti-
or prior to a victorious socialist revolution in one or tuted a major blow to the Palestinian liberation struggle.
more Arab countries, the demand itself helps mobilize The so-called "progressive" Nasserist and Ba'athist regimes
the Palestinians and all the Arab masses in struggle in Egypt, Syria, and Iraq, which were also threatened by
against Israel and imperialism. That is decisive in our the development of a mass Palestinian movement, sat
evaluation of the demand for a unitary Palestine. The back, hoping to see the resistance weakened, but wanting
upsurge of the Palestinian resistance around this demand the Hussein regime to appear to bear the responsibility
helped deepen the anti-imperialist and Arab nationalist for the repression.
consciousness of the masses throughout the Arab world, After the defeat of the Palestinian resistance, the mass
as experience has shown. This shows the indissoluble link movement went into a decline. This objective situation
between the Palestinian liberation struggle and the entire served to reinforce both right-opportunist and terrorist
Arab revolution. tendencies within the Palestinian movement, and enabled

b) Although the leadership of the Palestinian resistance the various bourgeois and petty bourgeois Arab regimes
was mainly petty bourgeois in outlook and social compo- to reassert and reinforce their influence over the resist-
sition, the movement had a mass base among the most ance organizations.
oppressed layers of the Palestinian people. The masses of An explanation for the defeat of the Palestinian resist-
Palestinian urban and agricultural workers and poor ance cannot be reduced merely to pointing to the mili-
peasants, above all those in the refugee camps, suffer tary superiority of the Jordanian and Lebanese regimes
most from national oppression. It is on these social strata over the resistance It is necessary to understand the po-
that the Palestinian struggle must be based to assure its litical limits of this leadership of the Palestinian struggle.
success. The central political error was most clearly and fully

c) Even though the leaders of the Palestinian resistance expressed in the notion of "primary" and "secondary" con-
stated that they did not want to intervene in the internal tradictions—the primary contradiction being that between
affairs of the Arab states, the resistance had a big effect the Palestinian people on the one hand, and imperialism
in radicalizing the masses throughout the Arab world; the and Zionism on the other; the secondary contradiction
resistance very quickly became a central element in the being that between the Palestinian struggle and Arab reac-
internal life of several Arab states, particularly in Jordan tion. According to this theory, the struggle against Arab
and Lebanon, where it had great mass support and a reaction was to be put off to a later stage of the revolu-
sizable number of fighters under arms. This posed an tion. From this owed two serious errors in the practical
objective threat to the bourgeois regimes in Jordan and policy of the leadership of the Palestinian resistance:
Lebanon and spurred tendencies toward independent mass a) The policy of noninterference in the internal affairs
action in an anticapitalist direction; these reached their of the various Arab states. This disarmed the Palestinian
high point during the 1970 civil war inJordan, where in masses politically by leaving them unprepared for the
a few areas there emerged popular assemblies that were inevitable confrontation that was to develop between the
embryos of dual power. resistance and the bourgeois Arab regimes and led the

In addition, the Palestinian resistance registered an ad- leadership of the resistance to refrain from drawing the
vance over Nasserism, Ba'athism, and similar political non-Palestinian Arab masses into their struggle in an
currents in its extensive efforts to win international support organized way.
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It was correct for the Palestinian resistance leadership world play an important economic and political role,
to seek military and financial help from the Arab regimes but which still remain subordinate to ie already estab-
and to center its propaganda against Israel and imperial- lished ruling bourgeoisie in the Arab states. The leader-
ism rather than the bourgeois Arab regimes. But at the ships of the central organizations of the Palestinian re-
same time it was necessary to prepare the masses for the sistance were ‘closely tied to the various Arab regimes
inevitable confrontation with the bourgeois Arab regimes. upon which they relied for weapons, money, and other
The best way of doing so was through exposing the ca- forms of material aid, but which, in turn, exerted great
pitulatory policy of these regimes towards Israel. inuence on their policies. These factors served to rein-

b) The failure to independently organize the Palestinian force the policy of noninterference in the internal affairs
working class, refugees, and poor peasants to fight for of the Arab states and the policy of subordination of the
their own independent class interests, which are necessarily class struggle to national multiclass unity.
anticapitalist. This reected the theory of "revolution in Moscow and Peking, although not forming the primary
stages," which holds that the class struggle has to be sub- political inuence over the Palestinian resistance leader-
ordinated for a certain period in order to achieve the na- ship, also helped reinforce these errors.
tional unity of all classes against the imperialist and Zion- The central lesson to draw from the experience of the
ist enemy. Palestinian resistance movement is clear: the validity of

One way in which this theory was expressed was in the theory of permanent revolution to the Palestinian liber-
the call for the establishment of a democratic state, that ation struggle. Several key points stand out in particular:
is, a state whose class character is left unspecified. This a) The power of the den'1Q¢1'atiC demand for sel.f-deter-
demand has historically been raised, particularly by the mination in mobilizing the dispossessed Palestinian masses
Stalinists, as a means of covering up the goal of estab- in struggle against Israel and imperialism and winning
lishing a bourgeois state. The popular and progressive the support of the masses throughout the Arab World-
self-determination slogan of the Palestinian resistance, "for b) The inadequacy of limiting the national liberation
a democratic Palestine," was confused with the incorrect struggle to this demand. To mobilize the masses in an
and disorienting slogan, "for a democratic state in I?ales- effective revolutionary struggle requires a program of
tine." democratic and transitional demands in the independent

A revolutionary-socialist leadership would have clearly interests of the urban and rural proletariat, and all op-
differentiated between these two slogans. It would have pressed strata. Such a program would aim at the mo-
pointed out that the democratic objectives expressed in bilization of the Arab masses of the entire region for the
the call for a "democratic, secular Palestine" could only defeat of Israeli settler-colonialism and the achievement
be achieved through a socialist revolution culminating in of Palestinian self-determination.
the creation of a workers state. c) The vacillang and treacherous role of the bourgeoisie

There are two other errors that must be pointed out. in the Arab world, which will hold back, betray, and turn
c) The overemphasis on the importance of military tech- upon the Palestinian liberation struggle. The petty bour-

niques in comparison with political program —despite the geoisie, however radical, cannot offer an independent alter-
fact that the effectiveness of the Palestinian resistance did native leadership. The task of winning the Palestinian lib-
not stem from its military activity (which was at a rela- eration struggle requires the political leadership of the
tively low level), but from the popular appeal of its call working class at the head of the oppressed and exploited
to struggle around the demand for self-determination and masses which have the power to win this objective.
the degree of mass mobilization that it began to set into d) Once mobilized, these forces will set into motion a
motion. revolutionary process that can end successfully only in

The prerequisite for militarilyeffective armed revolu- a socialist revolution culminating in the creation of a
tionary mass action against the Israeli state is the popu- workers state.
larization of a clear political program designed to mo- e) This revolutionary process is interlinked with the ad-
bilize the Arab masses in struggle for their own indepen- vance of the revolution throughout the Arab world. Thus,
dent interests, to win the broadest possible international there can be no complete separation between the program
support, and to split off as large as possible a section of for the Palestinian revolution and the program for the
the Israeli Jews from their support of Zionism. Arab revolution as a whole. This overall program in-

d) Although the leaders of the resistance correctly em- cludes a program of demands designed to mobilize the
phasized the central demand of self-determination, they support of the masses internationally and to draw the
failed to popularize immediate demands, such as "imme- masses within Israel away from Zionism.
diate Israeli withdrawal from all the occupied territories." f) To successfully lead this mass revolutionary struggle
Demands such as this could have further helped mobilize requires the creation of mass revolutionary-Marxist par-
the Arab masses and expose the maneuvers between Is- ties, in both the Arab states and Israel, linked together as
rael, imperialism, Stalinism, and the Arab regimes. part of a world revolutionary-Marxist party.

Although the Palestinian resistance movement registered
a political advance over Nasserism, Ba'athism, and simi-
lar petty bourgeois tendencies, the leadership of the Pa1es- PART 111- ISRAEL AND ZIQNISM
tinian resistance never completely surmounted its initial po-
litical background and training in these tendencies. It
remained a radical petty bourgeois leadership. 11, Ihe Revolutionary Struggle Within Israel

In social composition, the leadership of the Palestinian
resistance was closely tied to the Palestinian bourgeoisie A key task Of the Arab l'9V01\1ti0I1, and the central task
and upper petty bourgeoisie, which throughout the Arab of the Palestinian liberation struggle, is the destruction
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of the Israeli settler-colonial, expansionist, capitalist state. bring about a "sacred unity" between capital and labor.

To accomplish this task requires, first of all, the revo- The chief organizations through which this has been car-

lutionary mobilization of the Arab masses; and secondly, ried out have been the Histadrut and the Zionist political

within Israel, winning the largest possible support for parties which have the allegiance of the working class,

the Arab revolution and neutralizing the opponents of particularly Mapai and Mapam. These organizations orig-

the Arab revolution. The process of weakening and break- inated as part of the Zionist colonization project rather

ing the support that Zionism has among the Israeli Jews than as independent workers organizations; they exist

is at the same time the process of weakening and break- today as an integral part of the Zionist state.

ing the strength of the Israeli army Qd the entire state The bureaucracies at the head of these institutions have

apparatus. The struggle of the Arab masses against Is- consistently sacrificed the needs of the working class with-

rael must therefore find its points of support within Is- in Israel to the maintenance and expansion of the Zionist

rael itself and link up with them. state. They have opposed all independent workers’ strug-

In the first place, the Arab revolution will find a power- gles on the grounds that these conict with the interests

ful ally in the oppressed Palestinian Arab population liv- of the Zionist state.

ing on the territory controlled by the Israeli state. This There are no mass independent trade unions within

includes the 300,000 persons in the Palestinian Arab com— Israel. The only non-Zionist political party of significant

munity who remained within Israel borders after 1948 size is Rakah, a Stalinist party of several thousand mem-

and the nearly one million Palestinians living in the terri- bers, mostly Arabs, which supports the existence of the

tory that came under Israeli control as a result of the Zionist state while calling for democratic rights for the

1967 war. The struggle for the social and economic rights Arab minority. In order to organize effectively to win

of the Arabs within Israel cannot be realized within the significant gains, even on the limited field of struggle

framework of maintaining a Zionist state, a state that around immediate economic issues, the working class

by its very nature is organized along racist lines. The in Israel must form its Own independent trade unions

democratic struggles of the Arabs within Israel thus raise and other class organizations that reject the Zionist ar-

on objective challenge to Zionism. Among the central gument against class struggle in the face of the "threat"

demands of these struggles are the immediate elimina- of the Arab revolution. This is part of the necessary pro-

tion of all laws and practices conferring privileges on cess by which the Israeli working class can be drawn

Jews, particularly the law of return; the immediate with- consciously into opposition to the Zionist ideology and

drawal of Israel from all the territories occupied since institutions which hold back its struggle.

1967; the immediate right of return to their homes of Like the labor movement in Israel, all progressive move-

all Palestinian refugees who wish to do so. ments there, to struggle effectively for their immediate

The territorial expansion of the Zionist state following aims, must of necessity challenge Zionist propaganda
the 1967 war has had dual consequences. While its pur- and practices. Some examples are the following:
pose was to augment the resources of the Zionist state, a) The struggles of the "Sephardic" or "Oriental" Jews

the numerical increase in the Arab population within Is- within Israel. The discrimination they suffer in housing,

raeli borders has greatly exacerbated the internal contra- jobs, education, etc., shows that anti-Arab racism in Is-

dictions of Zionist society and helped expose Israel's care- rael logically spills over to foster racist practices against

fully built up image as a democracy. For example, the the Sephardic Jews by the Zionist establishment, which

tremendous sympathy for the Palestinian resistance among is of East European origin.
the Arabs inside the territories occupied after the 1967 b) The women's movement in Israel. The oppression

war, especially in the Gaza strip, made the Israeli occu- of women in Israel is reinforced by the requirements of

pation there more difficult, unmasking the image of"liberal- maintaining the Zionist state. For example, the unrestricted
ism" that the Zionist authorities had hoped to project. right to abortions is opposed by religious and Zionist au-

In contrast to the original Zionist conception of creating thorities on racist, demographic grounds as well as on

an exclusively Jewish state through the expulsion of the sexist grounds.
Arab people living on the coveted territory, this devel0p- c) Democratic struggles within Israel against censorship,
ment has brought Israel much closer to the classical form repressive police practices, "emergency" regulations, cur-

of colonialism, and has served to undermine the ideologi- tailment of academic freedom, religious restrictions on civil
cal credibility of Zionism. rights, etc. Propaganda about the encirclement and siege

There are potentially powerful allies of the Arab revolu- of Israel by the Arab revolution is employed by the Zion-
tion among the Jewish population within Israel. These ist regime to justify repressive measures directed against
social strata include the working class and those sectors Jews as well as Arabs.
of the Jewish population who are also the victims of Zion- d) Antimilitarist struggles within Israel. These struggles
ist ideology, practices, and institutions. To mobilize these immediately raise the question of opposition to Zionism.
forces as allies of the Arab revolution requires a program The Israeli army's great strength as a mass army with
of struggle which must be directed not only against the popular support is also its potential Achilles’ heel. The

"classical" capitalist structures of Israel, but also against growth of the antimilitarist, antiwar, and anti—Zionist senti-

Zionist ideology, institutions, and practices. ment among the masses can have a devastating effect

The Jewish workers in Israel are economically and on the army. Awell-applied proletarian military policy can

socially privileged compared to the Arab workers, both greatly aid the revolutionary struggle.
within Israel and the Arab East. But they have also been e) The youth and student radicalization in Israel. These

entrapped by their support to Zionism. In the name of movements are part of the international radicalization of
safeguarding the Jewish nation against the "threat" of the youth, which has been particularly inspired by the colonial
Arab revolution, the Zionist leaders have been able to revolution, including the Palestinian liberation struggle.
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Identification with radicalizing youth in other countries ternationalist alliance between the Jewish and Arab prole-
combined with the general antiauthoritarian attitudes of tariat in the Arab East and helps advance the socialist
rebelling youth will help lead Israeli youth to challenge revolution.
Zionism. A key problem after the victory of the Arab revolution

The revolutionary perspective within Israel is to link will be ending the current inequality between the Israeli
up these and all other progressive struggles with the Arab Jews and Palestinian Arabs in various areas. Preferential
revolution. This can be accomplished under the leader- measures must be adopted to assure that the economic I

ship of a mass revolutionary-Marxist party based on a and technical resources of a unitary state, including those I

program of transitional and democratic demands, in par- resources that exist within Israel today, are used to bring
ticular, anti-Zionist demands, which can lead to the aboli- about equality between the two peoples.
tion of the Zionist state, the realization of self-determina- It cannot be predicted in advance what particular
tion for the Palestinian people, and the victory of the methods and institutions will be worked out to administer
Arab socialist revolution. This is the only perspective in a future unitary state. The specific features will depend
the interests of the Jewish masses as well. to a large extent on the process by which the revolution

is achieved.
12, The Future Status of the Israeli Jews The Fourth International vigorously and completely

rejects the racist Zionist propaganda to the effect that the
Revolutionary Marxists differentiate between their at- Arab revolution constitutes a threat to the survival or

titude towards imperialism, the Zionist political movement, well-being of the Jewish masses now living in Israel. To
and the Zionist state on the one hand; and their attitude the contrary, the dynamic of the Arab revolution, like
towards the masses of Israeli Jews on the other. Despite that of the world revolution as a whole, is directed against
the artificial and reactionary manner in which the Israeli oppression of any kind, not towards introducing new
state was created and by which it is maintained today, forms of oppression. The entire history of the colonial
the Hebrew-speaking Jewish masses have the right to live revolution has borne this out.
within a socialist Arab East, with their democratic rights By making its democratic perspective clear in its propa-
guaranteed. ganda, the revolutionary movement in the Arab East can

This is not reducible to a question of the treatment of a help dispel the Zionist lies portraying the Arab revolution
religious minority. The Israeli Jews are a nationality, as as the enemy of the Israeli Jewish masses. This will help 3

is confirmed by their language, culture, and their own develop an internationalist consciousness among the
consciousness. But, in relation to the Arab people, and Israeli Jewish workers and their allies within Israel, and
the Palestinians in particular, they are an oppressor na- will thus help to augment the forces that can be mobilized
tionality, and recognition of this fact must be the starting to carry out the socialist revolution in the Arab East.
point for Leninists in resolving the question of their status 13, Zionism and A1tti_Semiti_gm
within a socialist Arab East.

The central task of the socialist revolution, insofar as the A key distinction must be made between the Israeli Jews,
national relations between the Israeli Jews and Palestinian who are an oppressor nationality in relation to the Arab
Arabs are concerned, is t0 take whatever steps are n6C8S- people, and the Jewish people in many other countries
sary to insure that the national oppression of the Pa1eS- who are victims of anti-Semitic oppression. Revolutionary
tinian Arabs is ended. This means defense of all demo— Marxists, the strongest opponents of Zionism, are also f

cratic rights of the Palestinian Arabs, up to and including the strongest opponents of anti-Semitism. The goal of J

their right to self-determination. The right Of the Pales- ending the oppression of Jews is a key goal of the world
tinian Arabs to self-determination includes their right to socialist revolution, ineluding the A1-ab revolution,
a. unitary Palestine embracing all of the pre-1948 borders, In the Western imperialist countries, anti-Jewish oppres-
even if this is a part of a larger unified Arab State sion was carried to the most barbaric extremes by German

The right of oppressed nationalities to self-determination imperialism under the Nazi regime, Anti_Jewish raeism is
is a unilateral right. That is, it is the right of the presently still strong in these countries, and a new rise of virulent
oppressed Palestinians to determine unilaterally whether anti-Semitism will remain a danger until irnperialism is
or not they and the Hebrew-speaking Jews will live in a destroyed.
unitary state or in separate states. The Israeli Jews, as the In the Soviet Union and the deformed workers states
present oppressor nationality, do not have that right. But of Eastern Europe, the Stalinist bureaucracy maintains
Within this framework, the Hebrew-Speaking J!’-‘WS, t1 Small and fosters national oppression, including oppression of
minority within the Arab East, are guaranteed all demo— Jews, and attempts to use anti-Semitism against dissidents
cratic rights of a national minority, such as language, of many varieties. The struggle of the Jewish people
culture, religion, education, etc. If appropriate, this can against their oppression in these workers states is part
include the right to local self-administration in Jewish of the antibureaucratic political revolution.
areas, but not the unilateral right to form a militia or In several colonial and semicolonial countries, Jews
other armed force; any form of local self-administration have been subjected to racist oppression, as have other
must be subject to the approval of the central govern- national, religious, and ethnic minorities. The Zionists
ment of the unitary workers state. have been able to take great advantage of the reactionary

The purpose of fighting for the right of the Palestinian policy that the Arab regimes have generally pursued in
Arabs to self-determination is to guarantee to them what- regard to the Jews in Arab countries. The advance of the
ever means they feel are necessary to end their national colonial revolution, particularly the Arab revolution, will
oppression. This fight is directed against imperialism and show a completely different alternative to the Jewish people
the Israeli state. Support for this fight helps forge an in- and will undercut Zionist propaganda.
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Zionism claims to be a national liberation movement. it perfectly to the imperialist process of controlling and
This is completely false. Zionism gained its initial base Balkanizing the Arab East. Imperialism, and in the first
of support among the oppressed Jews in Eastern Europe; place American imperialism, has played the major role
but it has always been a reactionary, racist political move in the creation, maintenance, and development of the
ment that developed for the purpose of establishing a Israeli state.
settler-colonial state in Palestine. Zionism utilized the per- Zionism does not advance the interests of the Jewish
secution of the Jews in Europe, particularly the Nazi holo- people—in Israel or anywhere else in the world. It
caust, as the pretext for achieving its aims at the expense counsels them to oppose the advance of the world revolu-
of the Arab people, who had no responsibility for the tion and entraps them into support of their own worst
oppression of Jews in Europe, and who are themselves enemies: the imperialist bourgeoisie.
victims of imperialist oppression. Only the victory of the world socialist revolution can

The settler-colonial nature of the Zionist movement fitted end the oppression of the Jewish people.

ISRAEL AND THE ARAB REVOLUTION
Resolution Adopted by the 1971 Convention of

the Socialist Workers Party
reprinted from Roots of the Mideast War, published

by International iSociaI'ist* Review, 1975
PART I form of a struggle to destroy the state of Israel. The

currently expressed goal of this struggle is, the establish-
The s°¢ie1t$t w°1'kel'$ Party gives une°nditi°1'1a1 ment of a democratic, secular Palestine. We give un-
5-“1PP°1't t° the national tibe1'ati°I1 struggles °t the conditional support to this struggle of the Palestinians‘Arab peoples against imperialism, that is, we sup- for se1f.determination_

port all these struggles regardless of their current leader- An integral part of our program for the Palestinian
ships. Our foremost task in implementing such support revolution and the Arab revolution as 9, whole is sup-
is to educate and mobilize the American people against port of full civil, cultural, and religious rights for all
U. S. imperialist actions in the Mideast. nationalities in the Mideast, including the Israeli Jews.

2. Israel, created in accordance with the Zionist goal The major Palestinian liberation organizations also
of establishing a Jewish state, could be set up in the advance this concept and view it as essential to their
Arab East only at the expense of the indigenous peo- attempt to win the Israeli Jewish masses away from
ples of the area. Such a state could come into exis- support to Israel.
tence and maintain itself only by relying upon impe- 4. Our revolutionary socialist opposition to Zionism
rialism. Israel is a settler-colonialist and expansionist and the Israeli state has nothing in common with anti-
capitalist state maintained principally by American im- Semitism, as the pro-Zionist propagandists maliciously
perialism, hostile to the surrgunding Arab peoples, and falsely assert. Anti-Semitism iS anti-Jewish l'8.CiSI‘n
It is an imperialist beachhead in the Arab world that used to justify and reinforce oppression of the Jewish
serves as the spearhead of imperialism's ght against people. Marxists have been and remain the most militant
the Arab revolution. We unconditionally support the and uncompromising fighters against anti-Semitism and
struggles of the Arab peoples against the state of Israel. the oppression of Jews.

3. The principal victims of the creation of Israel were The source of the oppression of the Jewish people in
the Palestinians—i.e., the Arabs who inhabited the re- this era is the capitalist system, which in its period
gion where Israel was established, who have been driven of decay carries all forms of racist oppression to the
from their homes or placed in subjugation within Is- most barbarous extremes. This was horribly illustrated
rael and the newly occupied territories. The Palestinians in the holocaust directed against the Jews of Europe
are a part of the Arab peoples, but they also form by Germe-ll imperialism under the Ne-Zi regime T0-
a distinct national grouping, with its own history of day» anti-Semitiem remain! Wideeluead in all °t the
struggle against imperialism. There were Palestinian up- Western imperialist countries. Until the capitalist sys-
risings in 1921, 1929, and during the 1930s, reaching tem is abolished in these countries there is the ever-
a high point in 193a19s9. At the height of the 1936 present danger that a new variety of virulent anti-
rebellion, the Palestinians conducted a six-month gen- Semim can 81186-
eral strike. Expulsion from their homeland through In the Soviet Union and the workers states of East-
the creation of Israel greatly intensied national con- ern Europe the privileged Stalinist bureaucracies per-
sciousness among the Palestinians. The upsurge of Pal- petuate and reinforce many forms of racism and na-
estinian nationalism in the recent period, especially tional oppression inherited from the previous capital-
after the 1967 war, was particularly marked in the ist era, including anti-Semitism and oppression of Jews.
refugee camps and newly occupied territories as 3 re. In these countries a political revolution is needed to
sult of the direct oppression these people have suered sweep away the reactionary bureaucracies and insti-
at the hands of Israel. The September 1970 civil war tute the norms of proletarian democracy, equality, and
in Jordan further intensied Palestinian national con- inle1'n8.ti0nalism-
sciousness. In the colonial and semicolonial countries, including

The struggle of the Palestinian people against their those in the Arab world, the bourgeois regimes per-
oppression and for self-determination has taken the petuate and foster racism and oppression against na-
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tional minorities, including the indigenous Jewish pop- mass force of the socialist revolution.
ulation. Only when the colonial and semicolonial coun- 5- In the epoch of imperialism, neither the Palestin-

tries win complete national liberation, through the pro- ians in particular, nor the Arab peoples in general,

cess of permanent revolution culminating in a social- can fully attain the goals of their struggle for national
ist revolution, can the oppression of these national liberation, national economic development, and other

minorities be ended. demoeratie tasks, except through the process of perma-

The struggle against anti-Semitism and the 0pp1'es- nent revolution. These objectives can only be fully re
sion of Jews is part of the struggle to abolish all forms alized and guaranteed by the victory of the working
of racism and national oppression. This struggle can class at the head of the toiling masses, chiey the peas-

be fully and finally won only in alliance with all the antry, in a revolution against the imperialists, their
oppressed of the world. Israeli agents, the Arab national bourgeoisie, and Arab

Zionism is not, as it claims, a national liberation feudal remnants. The program of this revolution will
movement. Zionism is a political movement that de- combine democratic and transitional demands directed

veloped for the purpose of establishing a settler- toward the creation of a workers state. This proletarian
colonialist state in Palestine and that rules the bour- strategy implies unconditional support for can-ying out

geois soeiety headed by the Israeli state today in al1i- the democratic tasks. The national bourgeoisie, wheth-

ance with world imperialism. er "progressive" or "conservative," cannot lead the strug-

Zionism does not represent or promote the interests gle for national liberation and democratization to vic-

of the Jewish people. Within Israel, the Zionists lead tory over the imperialists, but instead limits, diverts,

the Jewish masses into the trap of opposing the na- and suppresses it.

tional liberation struggle of the Arab peoples, a just 6. To lead the struggle for national liberation to

and democratic struggle that will ultimately be victori- eorr1P1etioI! through the process of permanent revolu-

ous. The racist oppression of the Israeli state against tion, the ¢1'eati0I1 Of mass revallltiollary-soeieiist Per‘
the Arabs is paralleled by racist oppression within ties is absolutely essential in both the Arab countries

Israel against Jews who come from the Arab coun- aI1dIsl'ael-
tries and other colonial and semicolonial countries. 7- Sileh Parties do not yet exist either in the Arab

Israeli capitalism exploits the Jewish workers in addi- countries or iri isre~e-i- At the Present time» only 3 few

tion to supei-exploiting the A1-ab woi-kei-s_ police re. 'I‘rotskyist cadres are active in those countries. In Is-

pression against Arabs carries over to increasing re- reel, a smell 8ro“P ot Trotskyists Psrtieiliete ih tre
pression against those Jews who oppose Zionism. Cler- Israeli Soeielist Organization» e- heterogeneous gro‘-1P‘

ical restrictions on civil liberties affect Jews, and Arabs ihg Yet to he Won to Political shPPort or the Fourth
even moi-e_ International and Leninist organizational concepts. In

The Zionists promulgate the lie that to be Jewish is E11roPe arid North America 3 Prorriisirlg tieveiolirrierit

to be a Zionist, and therefore a supporter of Israel has heeh the Wihhihg or a riolriher of Are-h cadres

and imperialism. They thus make it easier for racist from diereht Mideast eohhtries to TrotskYisrh-

demagogues in other countries to foster anti-Semitism None of the various Palestinian liberation organi-

among the masses. The Zionists and their imperial- zations meet the criteria for such revolutionary-socialist
ist allies, who were incapable of ghting for the sal- parties, in theory, program, or organization. How-

vation of the Jews against Nazism, are incapable to- ever, among these groupings numerous militants have

day of defending the interests of Jews where they are appeared who can potentially be recruited to the Trot-
oppressed. skyist movement. The best of them are to be found

Cynically utilizing the crimes of the Nazis as a pre- in the major Palestinian liberation organizations. The

text, and with the complicity of the Soviet bureaucracy September 1970 civil war in Jordan demonstrated that

and the Stalinist movement, the imperialists and Zi- the Palestinian liberation organizations have deep ties

onists created the state of Israel at the expense of the with the Palestinian masses. An important and hope-

Palestinians, who had nothing whatsoever to do with ll sign is that Stalirlism has not slleeeeded ill attract-

the Nazi crimes. Portraying the victim as the crimi- ing, holding, or shaping the major Palestinian libera-

nal, imperialist and Zionist propaganda now attempts tion groups.
to equate the Palestinian goal of national liberation At the present time, in view of our limited informa-

with the barbaric genocidal actions of the Nazis. One tion and the lack of clarity among the Palestinian

of the factors enabling the imperialists and Zionists groups about the political issues behind their splits

to make this false comparison is the widespread rac- and their organizational dierences, and the fact that

ism against the Arab peoples that exists in Europe, no one of these organizations has incontestably be-

North America, and Israel. come the decisive leadership of the Palestinian struggle,

The imperialists and Zionists to the contrary, the it would be prature for us to give any one of them

basic interests of the Jewish masses of Israel reside in speeial support over the others. We should maintain

alliance with the Palestinian liberation struggle and an attitude of general support to the Palestinian strug-

support of the goal of a democratic Palestine. We have gle and in that sense to all the main struggle organi-
incessantly warned Jews throughout the world: Zion- zations, reserving full freedom to present our own views

ism leads you into conict with your potential allies on program and other issues.

_ie oppressed of the world—and has led you to 8. Although one of the goals of the Arab revolution

ally with your worst enemy, imperialism. Imperialism will be the unity of the Arab peoples, we cannot ap-

in its death agony has already led to one holocaust proach this perspective schematically or formally. His-

against European Jewry; it can inict similar catas- torical developments, not least the divisive role of im-

trophes again unless it is overthrown in time by the perialism, have created separate Arab states and dif-
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ferences among the Arab peoples. The revolution will It would be wrong to attempt to draw a blueprint for
therefore unfold in an uneven way throughout the re- the exact juridical and governmental forms of a dem-

gion, and can leap ahead or suffer setbacks in one Or ocratic Palestine or a united socialist Middle East. We

another of the Arab states or Palestine. We envisage cannot predict the length, severity, or the vicissitudes

the establishment of a united socialist Middle East. of the revolutionary struggles in the Middle East or
But such a political formation will not issue from a provide a recipe for the tactics that will be employed.

simultaneous and uniform revolution throughout the All of this depends upon many factors, including the

area. development of the revolutionary struggle in the im-
The dialectical relationship between the Palestinian perialist countries and the workers states, the pace of

revolution and the Arab revolution as a whole was development of Leninist parties in the Middle East,

graphically illustrated at the time of the 1970 eivil and the extent to which the Israeli Jewish masses can be

war in Jordan. The logic of the Palestinian struggle won away from adherence to the Israeli state to active

against Israel led to a situation approximating dual support of the Palestinian and general Arab liberation
power in Jordan and a new stage in the independence movements.
of the Palestinian fighters from the Soviet bureaucracy Our program for the Palestinian revolution and the

and those Arab regimes that accepted the Rogers plan. Arab revolution as a whole includes support of full
This pitted the Palestinian masses in a revolutionary civil, cultural, and religious rights for all nationalities
struggle against the Hussein regime. in the Mideast, including the Israeli Jews. But, while

9. The bourgeois regimes in several Arab states have we support the right of the Israeli Jews to pursue their

turned to the USSR for economic and military aid to national culture within the framework of a democrat-

help their economic development and to cotmterbalance ic Palestine, -we are opposed to the Israeli state.

imperialist pressure. As a result, in recent years the Two of the key arguments used by Zionists in de-

Soviet Union has become more deeply involved dip- fending the Israeli state are: (1) The Jewish people, an

lomatically and militarily in the Middle East. The Mid- oppressed nationality throughout the world, have a

dle East, which borders on the Soviet Union, is an right to self-determination. The existence of the Israeli

area where imperialist power immediately endangers state is the realization of that right. Because of the his-

the workers state, and is consequently an area of vital torical oppression of the Jewish people, the right to

lmpoance for soviet fol-qgn policy, maintain the Israeli state supersedes the national rights

But the international policy of the Soviet bureaucracy °t the Palestinian Arabs? (2) Hewever °ne may dle‘

is predicated on its conservative and narrowly con- agree with the Preeerlt P°llelee °t the Israeli etete Or

ceived identification of the bureaucracy's own interests the manner °t lte ereetltm» the leraell state must he

with the interests of the workers state. It sees the Arab defended egelnet the Arab Pe°Plee» heeenee e Vlet°rY

liberation struggle as a pawn that can be sacriced in t°t' the Arab tevetutton and the deetruetten °t the I5‘
its dealings with impe,.ia1ism_ Moscowvs goal is a Mid_ raeli state would result in genocide, mass expulsion,

dle East settlement based upon the maintenance of the °t the °PPt'eeei°n °t the Jews Presently living tn Israel-

capitalist status quo and a division of this area into
stable spheres of inuence between it and imperialism. Both of these arguments are false to the core.

The Soviet bureaucracy and the Stalinist parties in The 8it\1ti0I1 Of the Israeli Jews is essentially ‘ht’
the Middle East oppose all independent revolutionary ferent from that of Jews in other parts of the world.
developments that threaten this status quo ftmdamen- The struggle against anti-Semitism and the oppression

tellwsuch 88 tl1ePl1le8liIli8n libertien struggle of Jews in other countries is a progressive struggle

However, despite the enmity of Washington and the directed against their oppressors. In some circumstances

double-dealing of Moscow, the Arab revolutionary strug- the demand for self-determination for oppressed Jews,

gle will continue in spite of temporary setbacks and directed against the oppressor nation, could become

defeats until complete national liberation is attained. appropriate. Thus the Bolsheviks under Lenin and

The central role played by U. S. imperialism in con- Trotsky recognized the right of the Jews in Russia

tinually attempting to contain and crush the Arab rev- to set up a state on their own territory, if they wished.

olution raises the dangerous possibility that it will force However, the oppression of Jews in other countries

the Soviet Union into a military confrontation in the does not justify the creation and maintenance of the

Middle East that can easily escalate into a worldwide existing Israeli state at the expense of the Palestinians,

nuclear war. This places special obligations upon the W110 Were not and are not 1'e5P°n5ll>le t°r the °PPree-

SWP to educate the American people about, and mo- sion of the Jews. There, the situation is the reverse.

bilize opposition to, Washington's aims and actions The Israeli Jews form an oppressor nationality of a

in the Mideast. The perilous situation there highlights settler-colonial character vis-a-vis the Arab peoples. The

the mutual interrelation and interdependence of the three Israeli state is the means by which this oppression is

main sectors of the world revolution: the socialist rev- maintained
°l1ltl0rl in the etlveneed ee»Plte~ll8t ¢011Iltl'ie5; the P0‘ From the point of view of the Leninist concept of the
litical revolution in the bureaucratically deformed or right of nations to self-determination, the key fact is
degenerated workers states; and the combined democrat- whether the given nationality is an oppressed national-
ic and socialist revolutions in the colonial countries. ity or an oppressor nationality. Revolutionists call for

the right of self-determination for oppressed nationali-
PART II ties, those that are being denied their democratic rights

through national oppression. This demand means that
his resolution aims to outline only the basic the oppressed nationalities have the right to decide

I general points of political principle involved to form a separate state, or to exist in a unitary or
in a Marxist approach to the Mideast crisis. federated state alongside a former oppressor national-
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ferences among the Arab peoples. The revolution will It would be wrong to attempt to draw a blueprint for
therefore unfold in an uneven way throughout the re- the exact juridical and governmental forms of a dem-
gion, and can leap ahead or suffer setbacks in one or ocratic Palestine or a united socialist Middle East. We
another of the Arab states or Palestine. We envisage cannot predict the length, severity, or the vicissitudes
the establishment of a united socialist Middle East. of the revolutionary struggles in the Middle East or
But such a political formation will not issue from a provide a recipe for the tactics that will be employed.
simultaneous and uniform revolution throughout the All of this depends upon many factors, including the
area. development of the revolutionary struggle in the im-

The dialectical relationship between the Palestinian perialist countries and the workers states, the pace of
revolution and the Arab revolution as a whole was development of Leninist parties in the Middle East,
graphically illustrated at the time of the 1970 civil and the extent to which the Israeli Jewish masses can be
war in Jordan. The logic of the Palestinian struggle won away from adherence to the Israeli state to active
against Israel led to a situation approximating dual support of the Palestinian and general Arab liberation
power in Jordan and a new stage in the independence movements.
of the Palestinian fighters from the Soviet bureaucracy Our program for the Palestinian revolution and the
and those Arab regimes that accepted the Rogers plan. Arab revolution as a whole includes support of full
This pitted the Palestinian masses in a revolutionary civil, cultural, and religious rights for all nationalities
struggle against the Hussein regime. in the Mideast, including the Israeli Jews. But, while

9. The bourgeois regimes in several Arab states have we support the right of the Israeli Jews to pursue their
turned to the USSR for economic and military aid to national culture within the framework of a democrat-
help their economic development and to counterbalance ic Palestine, we are opposed to the Israeli state.

imperialist pressure. As a result, in recent years the Two of the key arguments used by Zionists in de-

Soviet Union has become more deeply involved dip- fending the Israeli state are: (1) The Jewish people, an
lomatically and militarily in the Middle East. The Mid- oppressed nationality throughout the world. have 8
dle East, which borders on the Soviet Union, is an right to self-determination. The existence of the Israeli
area where imperialist power immediately endangers state is the realization of that right. Because of the his-
the workers state, and is consequently an area of vital torical oppression of the Jewish people, the right to
imporgame for soviet foreign po11¢y_ maintain the Israeli state supersedes the national rights

But the international policy of the Soviet bureaucracy °t the Pdleetlnlell Are-be; (2) l'l°WeVe1' °t1e me-Y dle'
is predicated on its conservative and narrowly con- e~8l'ee Wltll the Preeent Pellelee °f the lereell state 01'

ceived identication of the bureaucracy's own interests the manner °f lte efeatlen» the lereell state must be

with the interests of the workers state. It sees the Arab defended egeltlet tl1e_AIeb Pe°Plee» beeedee 9- Vlet°1'Y
liberation struggle as a pawn that can be sacriced in tor the Arab revolutloh _ahtl the destructmh °t the ls‘
its dealings with imperia1ism_ Moscow-S goal is a Mid_ raeli state would result m genocide, mass expulsion,

dle East settlement based upon the maintenance of the °r the °PPt'e"l°h °t the Jews Pl'e5ehtlY llvlhg lh lel'eel-
capitalist status quo and a division of this area into
stable spheres of inuence between it and imperialism. Both of these arguments are false to the core.
The Soviet bureaucracy and the Stalinist parties in The 5it118ti0l1 Of the Israeli Jews is essentially dlt'
the Middle East oppose all independent revolutionary ferent from that of Jews in other parts of the world.
developments that threaten this status quo fundamen- The struggle against anti-Semitism and the oppression
telly. Such 88 the Palestinian liberation struggle. of Jews in other countries is a progressive struggle

However, despite the enmity of Washington and the directed against their oppressors. In some circumstances
double-dealing of Moscow, the Arab revolutionary strug- the demand for self-determination for oppressed Jews,
gle will continue in spite of temporary setbacks and directed against the oppressor nation, could become
defeats until complete national liberation is attained. appropriate. Thus the Bolsheviks under Lenin and
The central role played by U. S. imperialism in con- Trotsky recognized the right of the Jews in Russia
tinually attempting to contain and crush the Arab rev- to set up a state on their own territory, if they wished.
olution raises the dangerous possibility that it will force However, the oppression of Jews in other countries
the Soviet Union into a military confrontation in the does not justify the creation and maintenance of the
Middle East that can easily escalate into a worldwide existing Israeli state at the expense of the Palestinians,
nuclear war. This places special obligations upon the who were not and are not responsible for the oppres-
SWP to educate the American people about, and mo- sion of the Jews. There, the situation is the reverse.
bilize opposition to, Washington's aims and actions The Israeli Jews form an oppressor nationality of a
in the Mideast. The perilous situation there highlights settler-colonial character vis-a-vis the Arab peoples. The
the mutual interrelation and interdependence of the three Israeli state is the means by which this oppression is
main sectors of the world revolution: the socialist rev- maintained
olution in the advanced capitalist countries; the po- From the point of view of the Leninist concept of the
litical revolution in the bureaucratically deformed or right of nations to self-determination, the key fact is
degenerated workers states; and the combined democrat- whether the given nationality is an oppressed national-
ic and socialist revolutions in the colonial countries. ity or an oppressor nationality. Revolutionists call for

the right of self-determination for oppressed nationali-
PART II ties, those that are being denied their democratic rights

through national oppression. This demand means that
his resolution aims to outline only the basic the oppressed nationalities have the right to decide

I general points of political principle involved to form a separate state, or to exist in a unitary or
in a Marxist approach to the Mideast crisis. federated state alongside a former oppressor national-
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ity, or to adopt some other form of self-determination, are real problems which will denitely have to be sur-

as the oppressed nationality so chooses. The oppressor mounted after the victory of the Arab revolution. Even

nationality has no right to decide this question. The under the most favorable conditions in which the so-

purpose of ghting for the right of self-determination cialist revolution in the Middle East can take place,

for oppressed nationalities is to guarantee them what- many vestiges of national oppression suered by the

ever state forms they believe are necessary to end their Arab peoples will still remain for a time. The revolu-
oppression. In the epoch of imperialism, the national tionary policy is to give preferential treatment to the

liberation struggles ot oPPresse<l nationalities tend to formerly oppressed nationalities as the only means
merge with the world socialist revolution against im- by whleh they can overcome all the eeonomie, social,
perialism through the process of permanent revolution. and cultural deprivation; that they have suffered at

This revolutionary dynamie is entirely missing irom the hands of Israel and the imperialist countries.
the eoneelit that the Israeli Jews-an oPPTes-‘>‘o" na- Within the revolutionary movement there have been

tionality Vis'a'Vis the Arab PeoPles—haVe a right to some different but nevertheless mistaken positions re-
a separate state. Proletarian internationalism includes gal-ding the right of llle leraell Jews to self.delermlrla_

the recognition that the struggles of the oppressed na- lion some of the spokespeople for the Israeli Social.

tionality and the toiling masses in the oPP1'essor nation- ist Organization have raised these arguments in the

ality have the same enemy- But it does not at all en" most clearly developed form. We dierentiate their mo-
tlorse the eoneelit that oPPressed nationalities must tivations and positions from those of the Zionists. They
suPPort the right of selt'<letermination oi the oPP1'essor are courageous Israeli revolutionaries who oppose Zi-
nationality onism and call for the integration of the Israeli Jews

The burden for forging a ghting internationalist in e socialist federation of the Mideast
alliance rests on the proletarian movement of the op- Their reasoning goes along the following line:
pressor nationality or cotmtry. It must prove in deeds The Israeli Jews form e new Hebrew nationality sep_

that it is opposed to its own bourgeoisie on this ques- er-are and drener from the Jewish people in other parts

tt°n bY ghting side hy side with the °PPt'°ss°d_tta' of the world. After a victorious socialist revolution,
timiatities anft suPP°1'tin8 their "slit t° settdetennma" this minority nationality within the Mideast should have
h°h' Thehe ‘sf h° eqhahoh hetweeh the_deh_thhh for the right to self-determination. In such a revolution-
heh'detemhhah°h for the Vietnamese’ whlch 1_s threch ary context, self-determination for the Hebrew nation-
ed against ih?p_eriahsm_ahh it? lackeys Salghnor ality would not result in a Zionist-type settler state
for the Palest1n1ans,.wh1ch is directed against their un- opposed to the Arab revolution Although this demand
periahst and Israeli oppressors, and the demand to is not meant to be applied now and is not designed

sttfpport the Israeli state‘ Thegnezs girected on irehgrlf to imply support to the maintenance of the Zionist
o the imperialists against e a s, primar y e t t .t h urd . ed t f 1 ti
Palestinians. In the current situation, this demand mo- :1:,e’p;o;r:m f0i;et;:lsMid::; 3: gsererotoafgzggaxe are
bilizes the Israeli Jews against the Arabs, who are op- process or winning the Hebrew masses away from Zr
pressed by Israel. onism_

This argument is wrong.
The question of whether or not the Israeli Jews form

a separate nationality from Jewish people in other parts
of the world is subject to theoretical investigation. But

l I the secohd argument of the Ztothsts ts eqhahy that issue is not relevant to thematter under discussion.
tat“ It ts h°t lttstthahte t° assume that a like It does not follow that because an Israeli Jewish na-
ly tieyeloliment oi the Arab revolution will be tionality exists, either as a separate entity or as part

the tuture oliliression oi the lsraeli JeWs- There is no of world Jewry, we must automatically support its right
reason to believe that the Arab liberation movement— to a separate state in the Mideast. Nor does the right
contrary to the dynamic of such struggles everywhere of self-determination ow from the fact that a given
else, contrary to the basic principles being put forward nationality may be numerically a minority national-
by its most advanced components (the Palestinian lib- ity- Each Case must be examined separately Within
eration fighters)—will institute a system of national the totality of the given conditions, the key fact being
oppression against the Israeli Jews. To consider that whether a given nationality is an oppressor nation-
the Arab revolution will necessarily threaten the na- ality or an oPP1'esse<i nationality-
tional oppression of the Israeli Jews is an unfounded To Leninists, the right Of self-determination is not
fear of the revolution itself, a fear which is incited for an abstract moral right belonging to all nationalities
counterrevolutionary reasons by the imperialists and at all times and under all <!i1'¢l1Instan¢e8- it is a polit-
Zionists. ical demand for oppressed nationalities that is raised

Of course, the possibility of future oppression of the for the following purposes: (a) by guaranteeing them
Israeli Jews cannot be theoretically excluded. A bu- whatever state forms they feel are necessary to end

reaucratic deformation or degeneration of thestatepower their national oppression, it mobilizes the presently
issuing after a successful revolution in Palestine could oPPresse<l nationalities in struggle against their oP-
conceivably result in systematic oppression of the Jews. Pressors; (ii) it mobilizes the Working elass of the oP‘
Under such eh-eumetaneeg, the demand for their right pressor nations to struggle against its own ruling class

to self-determination could become appropriate. But on this question; (C) in this Way it lays the basis tor
this unlikely future possibility does not justify the e;¢- forging a genuine internationalist alliance between the

isting oppression of the Arab peoples through the main- national liberation struggle oi °PPressetl nati°ne-titles
genanee of the [smell slate and the class struggle of the working masses in the

In contrast to this speculative future danger, there oliliressor eount1’ies-
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These are the main reasons why the self-determina- Israeli Jews, as we have in the past, that their future
tion struggles of oppressed nationalities lead in the lies only in aligning themselves with the Palestinian
direction of a socialist revolution, which will eventually and general Arab liberation movements, wholeheartedly
lead to the abolition of the nation-state. These three and without any reservation whatever. It will be to
factors are all missing from the demand for self-de- the extent that they do this that they can escape from
termination for oppressor nations. the trap that Zionism and imperialism have set for

Even if the demand for self-determination for the them in the Mideast.
present oppressor nationality—the Israeli Jews—is to A related slogan that has been raised by spokesmen
be implemented only after a socialist revolution, the of the {$0 is for the dezionization of Israel, This
raising of it at the present potntean only he interpreted slogan is wrong if it is counterposed to the demand
as directed against the presently oppressed nationality of the Palestinian liberation movement for a democratic
-the Arab peoples As sueh, there is no revolutionary Palestine, because in that case it can be interpreted
thrust to this demand- to mean support for the maintenance of Israel. Revo-

Sinee the Leninist demand tor the right of oppressed lutionists support all struggles within Israel against
nations to set-trdeterminatton is designed to guarantee every Zionist discriminatory law and practice, but since
them the state forms they feel are neeessary to end the national oppression of the Palestinians cannot be
their oppression, the implication of the argument for ended within the framework of the maintenance of the
future Hebrew self-determination is that this demand Israeli state, these struggles must be linked with the
is necessary to guarantee that the Israeli Jews will goal of replacing Israel with a democratic Palestine.
not face national oppression after the victory of the
Arab revolution. As was said before, this danger is
not at all real and ressin . Leninists raise demands
that speak to the actiial sitiation, which is the exact PART III
o osite: the Israeli Jews are the o ressor national- _ ,

itgpvis-a-vis the Arabs. To raise sugh) a demand now f°c_al pomt of the world rmfoluuon’ the rev°'
. . . lutionary struggle in the Mideast has become

asfa Zafeguard agantllit 8' posslble inure ddarziger ls A even more important since the 1967 war. The
;‘;:]“‘:h:d'su‘::’gs’;‘e’e;om€ ggeijgltrizyiofnme 1967 military defeat was followed immediately by a

f the ressed Palestinians and other Arabs a ainst mass upsurge m Egypt that Prevented the replaeemento opp g . . . .

the Zitiiisiiiii ;:si:.;.i;;:;:".1?..i‘;::2:. Ziii.“i9‘2‘7
On the tactical level it is also wrong to raise the was the subsequent growth of the Palestinian resistance

demand for the right of self-determination of the Israeli movement, reecting the heightened Palestinian national
Jews, even -if the right were not to be applied now, consciousness after the 1967 defeat. The Palestinian
but only within the context of a successful revolution resistance based its ght around the demand for self-
in the Mideast. Among the Israeli Jews, such a demand determination through the establishment of a democratic
would reinforce the racist fears, fears fostered by the Palestine. This put it into direct conict with any at-
imperialists and Zionists that the Israeli Jewish masses tempted denial of this right through a settlement be-
do have something to fear from the victorious Arab tween imperialism. Stalinism, the Israeli state, and the
revolution. It is unlikely that Israeli Jews will be c0n- bourgeois Arab regimes. The independent struggle for
vinced to support the Palestinian struggle to destroy Palestinian rights gained widespread support among
the state of Israel on the ground that the Palestinians the masses throughout the entire Arab world. It has
and other Arab peoples promise them the right to set also won widespread solidarity in other sectors of the
up another state in the future to protect themselves world revolution, particularly the colonial revolution.
from oppression by these same Arabs, Such a demand In the imperialist countries of Europe and North Amer-
would be easily twisted by the Zionists to their own ica, the democratic goals of the Palestinian revolution
advantage. The Zionists would argue that the Israeli have helped dispel the hnpaet of imperialist and Zr
Jews have a state and self-determination today, and onist propaganda among large seetions of the rad‘
that the duty of those who believe in this right for ieahzing Vanguard sinee 1967, important sections ot
the Israeli Jews is to fight now to preserve Israel, even the radieahztng Youth have heen Won to support ot
though they may disagree with many aspects of the the Arab revolution-
Zionist state. The outcome of the 1970 civil war in Jordan was

Moreover, such a demand would certainly be unde1'- a severe setback for the Palestinian resistance and the
stood by the Arab masses as a disguised form of Zion. entire Arab revolution. The Palestinian resistance was
ism. To advance such a slogan in the present circum- able to deepen its ties with the Palestinian masses in
stances would call into question the genuineness of the course of the bate and in certain areas large
our support to the Palestinian struggle for national masses were involved in the struggle against the Hus-
liberation. sein regime, but Hussein was able to win a military

Instead‘ of raising slogans which reinforce the racist victory. Although the Palestinian resistance was not
fears that Zionism and imperialism foster among the destroyed, it was forced to accept severe limitations
Israeli Jews, it is the duty of revolutionists to show on its ability to function politically and militarily. Since
the Israeli Jews how Zionism is wholly and completely then, the Hussein regime has pushed forward with mil-
against their interests, how it has led them into the itary and political measures to diminish the remaining
trap of opposing the Arab liberation struggle and of power of the Palestinian resistance. After the civil war
aligning themselves with imperialism, the worst enemy in Jordan several Arab states moved closer to an ac-
of the Jewish people everywhere. We explain to the commodation with imperialism.
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The continued drive by imperialism and the Israeli colonial revolution. The expansion of these movements
state, in collusion with the Kremlin and the bourgeois will be important factors in the increasing growth of
Arab regimes, to impose a "settlement" with Israel that sentiment in solidarity with the Arab revolution.
would deny Palestinian national rights will generate The key slogans around which a broad-based, united-
a new resurgence of struggle by the Palestinian peo- front opposition can develop to Washington's aims and
ple. The experience of other sectors of the colonial actions in the Mideast are analogous to the slogans
revolution shows that this can occur within a relatively around the issue of Vietnam. No U. S. troops to the
short span of time. The ongoing political discussion Mideast!—if the threat of direct U. S. military inter-
among the Palestinian ghters after the experience vention is again posed. Bring the Troops Home Now!
of the 1970 civil war in Jordan can mean that this —if the threat becomes actual. During the 1970 civil
new resurgence of struggle will occur on a more ad- war in Jordan, the slogan of no U. S. troops to the
vaneed politicallevel Mideast won wide support within the organized anti-

The fact that the United States is the chief imperi- war movement.
alist power involved in the Mideast makes opposition An important side of the SWP's work in defense of
to Washington's aims and actions there our central the Arab revolution is the Qpporhlnity it provides to
task in defending the Arab revolution. During the 1967 gain a hearing for our ideas among Arab, Israeli,
war itself, the SWP was the only major organization and other Near Eastern students in the U. S. It is our
on the left to rally to an internationalist defense of the obligation to try to convince as many Near East rev-
Arab revolution. Since then, as the importance of this olutionaries as possible of the ideas of Trotskyism.
sector of the world revolution has increased, defense Consistent work along this line can help lay a basis
of the Arab revolution has been an increasing part for the formation of Trotskyist parties in the Arab
of the SWP's political activity. During the 1970 civil countries, Israel, and other Near East countries when
war in Jordan, the SWP campaigned against the threat these students return home. The development of such
of direct U. S. military intervention. parties will be key to the success of the socialist rev-

The SWP's political work in this area has centered olutioninthe Near East.
on an educational campaign to coimter imperialist and Another important side of the SWP's work in defense
Zionist propaganda against the Arab revolution. Con- of the Arab revolution is the increased opportunities
tinuing this campaign remains the central focus of our it provides to explain our position on the Jewish ques-
political activity in defense of the Arab revolution. This tion. This question is important internationally, because
campaign takes the form of thorough press coverage of the history of past and present anti-Semitism and
of developments in the Mideast, expanded publication the potential that this danger can become virulent in
of literature, participation in debates, teach-ins, orga- the U. S. Combined with opposition to Zionism and
nizing speaking tours, and other means of educating the Israeli state is our irreconcilable opposition to any
the newly radicalizing forces to an internationalist po- form of anti-Semitism or oppression of Jews. We must
sition on this question. make it clear that revolutionary internationalists are

the best and most consistent ghters for the rights of
While support to the Arab revolution is still limited Jews wherever they suffer oppression, and that the op-

to a small vanguard in the United States, this support pressed peoples everywhere are the only reliable allies
has been growing steadily since 1967. Key reasons of the Jewish people. This is important in countering
for this are the impact of the actions of imperialism the appeal of reactionary hooligan groups like the
and Israel in the Mideast; the growing radicalization Jewish Defense League, Whieh Pretend t0 be fighters
in the U. S., with its tendencies towards internationalist 501' the rights Of Jews, While trying t0 draw the Jew-
and anticolonialist consciousness; and an identification ish masses into $t1PP°1't for their enemies and °PP°5i'
of the Palestine Fighting forces with the Vietnamese. The ti0l1 t0 their P0tel1ti1 e1lie$-
growing national liberation struggles within the U. S., The Zionist establishment is disturbed because so
primarily those of the Black and Chicano peoples, gen- many Taditial Jewish Y°\1th in the United States have
erate solidarity among these nationalities and supporters turned aWaY f1'°m Zionism and t°Wa1'd the Arab l‘eV'
of their struggles with the struggles of nationally Qp- olution. Many of them are in the Trotskyist movement
pressed peoples everywhere. The mass antiwar move- and 8 rm and elear policy on the Arab revolution,
ment has sensitized large numbers of people to the Israel, and the Jewish question will win over many
role of U. S. imperialism and to solidarity with the m01‘e-
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THE MARXIST POSITION ON ISRAEL AND THE ARAB REVOLUTION
Report Adopted by the SWP" National Oommitteew Plenum

March, 1971, by Gus Horowitz
reprinted from SWPWDis-sussion Bulletin, Vol. 29, No. 5

Ever since the 1967 war, when Israel the confrontation between the workers
attacked Syria, Jordan, and Egypt, the state and U.S. imperialism. It is not
Mideast has not ceased to hold the accidental that the confrontation
attention of the world. Next to the war between them in the Middle East has the
in Indochina, political developments in potential to escalate into a world-wide
the Mideast have probably been the nuclear war.
major international issue in the world
press. Even before 1967, in fact, poli- The strategic importance of the
tics in the Mideast -- and in Palestine Mideast for world imperialism and its
in particular -- has been a central importance in the conflict between the
factor in international politics.' world's two super-powers heightens the

international impact of politics in
One of the reasons for the impor- this region of the world. Political

tance of the Mideast was dramatically developments in the Arab Mideast, and
illustrated in the past couple of months the conflict between Israel and the
by the disputes between the world oil Arab peoples, strongly affect develop-
trusts and the major oil producing ments in the rest of the Arab world,
countries over the price of oil. These and have an impact on politics in Turkey,
disputes threw a spotlight on the Iran and sections of Black Africa. If
importance of this commodity in the the Arab people succeed in tearing the
Mideast. The most recent figures reported Middle East our of imperialism's control,
in the New York Times showed that "West- this would have a profound impact on
ern Europe relies on the Arab countries these and all other colonial and semi-
and Iran (a non-Arab country in the colonial areas of the world, and would
Mideast) for nearly three-quarters of deal imperialism a mighty blow -- as
its supply, while Japan is 90 percent well as dealing a blow to the Stalinist
dependent on the same area" (January bureaucracies in the workers states.
2, 1971). The worldwide impact of the Palestinian

resistance movement and the solidarity
Of the major capitalist countries that it has received in all sectors of

of Europe, the following is the break- the colonial revolution give but a small
down: Britain gets 70 percent of its oil preview of the effect that a victorious
from this general area; France gets 80 revolution in this area would have.
percent; West Germany, 90 percent; Italy,
95 percent. Except for Libya and Algeria In addition, as we have seen al-
in North Africa, the rest of these big ready, political developments in the
oil producing countries in the area are Arab Mideast have a deep impact within
in the Mideast proper. the capitalist countries of Europe and

North America. Part of the growing
And although the U.S. presently radicalism in these areas is the fact

draws only three percent of its oil that mass consciousness of, and solid-
consumption from this area, Mideast oil arity with, the colonial revolution has
is strategically vital for U.S. imperial- been increasing. The spotlight of atten-
ism in the long run, because of the vast tion focused on the Mideast has accelerated
reserves of oil that exist in this area. the process of solidarity with the Arab
Moreover, American oil corporations own revolution, one part of the colonial
the controlling interest in most of this revolution. Next to the Vietnamese, the
oil. Their investment and profits both Palestinian liberation fighters have
run into the billions of dollars. been seen by increasing numbers of new

radicals as an inspiring example of
These figures alone illustrate the the worldwide upsurge of the colonial

key importance of the Mideast to imperial- masses.
ism.

Another factor which makes develop-
In addition, by its strategic loca- ments in the Mideast important in terms

tion in terms of military and trade routes, of domestic politics in North America and
and by its function as a link with Black Europe is the interrelationship between
Africa and India and the rest of South Israel and the Arab revolution and the
Asia, the Mideast has long figured high Jewish question, which is important
in international strategy of the imperial- here and in Europe.
ist powers. It was a key area to their * * *
strategy during both world wars.

The draft resolution does-not
We should also keep in mind that attempt to deal in comprehensive fashion

Iran and Turkey border directly on the with all aspects of the Arab revolution.
Soviet Union, and several Arab states It concentrates on the Mideast, and in
are close by, making this a key area in particular on the dynamics of the Pales-
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tinian liberation struggle and the heightened dramatically sfter 1967- This
relationship of Israel to the Arab revolu- affords a good illustration of how
tiOn_ imperialism itself, and the nationalism

of oppressor nations, can condition, mold,
In many ways, Palestine is key to and even help create the nationality and

the Arab revolution in the Mideast. As nationalism of oppressed peerles-
we know, one of the results of World War
I was that the entire Mideast came com- The Palestinian struggle for national
pletely under the control of British and liberation, for self-determination, is_
French imperialism. Imperialism, following directed against the Israeli state, which
the strategy of divide and rule, carved is the cause of their oppression, Although
up the Arab area generally known as the capitalist regimes in the neighboring
Syria into four states: Syria, Lebanon, Arab states try to come to a modus
Palestine and Transjordan. Though this vivendi with imperialism's Israeli beach-
nation-state division was artificial, head, the Palestinians cannot do so without
and the Arab peoples were not consulted denying their own existence as a people.
at all, it was, nevertheless, a major This gives the Palestinian struggle for
factor in shaping the nature and dynamics self-determination a particularly sharp
of political developments that were to thrust vis—a—vis Israel and imperialism,
come later. helps impel it forward independently and

in opposition to the policy of the
The most important result of this bourgeois Arab regimes end the stslinists,division was the opening up of Palestine and means that the Palestinian liberation

for colonization by Jews from Europe, struggle has e deep effeet on the revele-
who came in accordance with the Zionist tionary struggle in other Arab e°untTlee~goal of establishing a Jewish state there. The grewth and development ef the Pelee"Despite the fact that most of the Jews tinian resistance movement after 1967
who came to Palestine were themselves has b0The Out this assessment tee-victims of oppression, this colonial
settlement, just like others of its kind Thus the nature and fuhstien Ofin other parts of the world, was directed Israel, and the dynamic of the Palestin-
against the indigenous Arab peoples of ian struggle for national liberation,
the area, The Israeli state that was make the question of Palestine centralfinally established in 1948, a state to the entire Arab revolution. It is
founded at the expense of the oppressed this aspect of the Arab revolution that
Arab peoples, could only come into the draft resolution concentrates on.
existence and maintain itself by relying * * *
on imperialism -- as it turned out,
primarily U.S. imperialism, which dis- At the time of the 1967 War: theplaced British and French imperialism as SWP was the only major radical organiza-
the dominant one in the area after World. tion in the U.S. to put forward a clear
War II. The settler-colonial, capitalist, line in defense of the Arab revolution
and e pansionist state of Israel functions against imperialism and Israel. This
as a leachhead for imperialism in the flowed from our basic line on the colon-
Mide at, a spearhead against struggle of ial revolution, as applied to the con-
the ab masses to liberate themselves crete situation in the Mideast. Sincefrr .mperialist domination. The wars of I967, we have continued with a propa-
19L 1956, and 1967 bear out this ganda campaign to educate the American
ash isment completely. They show that the people about the role of U.S. imperialism
national liberation struggle of the Arab and Israel in the Mideast, and to win
people in the entire Mideast must be support and solidarity for the Arab revo-
directed against both imperialism and its lution.Israeli beachhead.

In the course of this propaganda
Most of the hundreds of thousands campaign, as increasing numbers haveof Palestinian Arabs who inhabited the been won to support of the Palestinian

area where Israel was established were liberation struggle, and as the Pales-driven from their homes, while those tinian struggle itself grew, it has become
who remained were forced to live as an necessary for party speakers and publica-
oppressed minority within Israel. Israel's tions to deal much more often with aattack against the Arab states in 1967 whole range of political issues involvedled to the creation of hundreds of in the Mideast. Thus it is appropriate
thousands of new refugees. and necessary to state the party's line

on Israel and the Arab revolution in
We characterize the Palestinians clear and comprehensive resolution form-

as an oppressed nationality, a people
who are oppressed not simply as Arabs The resolution is in three parts.in general, but also specifically as The first part is a basic statement, inPalestinians. They are a people whose thesis form, of our general line. The
consciousness of their oppression as second part is a more extended explana-Palestinians, in addition to being_part tion of our position on self-determination
of the oppressed Arab peoples, has as it relates to the principles behind
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the future state forms that will arise the Mideast which would deny the Pales-
in the Mideast -- as opposed to both the tinian people the right to self-determina-
Zionist position and to some mistaken tion. To justify this, the CP propogates
positions taken by anti-Zionists. The the illusion that the oppression of the
third part gives a brief summary of what Palestinian Arabs stems, not from the
has happened in the Mideast since 1967, settler-colonialist nature of the Israeli
and the role and tasks of the SWP. state, but from the policies of the

present government of Israel, and that
This report will point out and consequently a just solution to the

expand upon a few of the key points that Mideast conflict can be attained through
are in the draft resolution. a reform of the Israeli government.

* * *
Herbert Aptheker, one of the leading

The first point to single out is CP spokesmen, gave a speech on October 21,
our support to the Palestinian struggle 1970 in which he spelled this out:
for self-determination, as opposed to
Israel and imperialism. The current goal "A change for the better is there-
of this struggle is the destruction of fore altogether possible.... To secure
the Israeli state and its replacement by peace in the Middle East and the future
a democratic, secular Palestine. It is of Israel, a reversal of the present
the elementary duty of revolutionists Israeli policies is required. The Israeli
to give unconditional support to this government must accept the U.N. resolu-
struggle of the Palestinians for self- tion in its entirety and agree to proceed
determination. on its basis...To accept the 1967 Reso-

lution means and requires, of course,
Support to the Palestinian struggle abandoning the policy of annexation. It

for self-determination is one of the means accepting a just solution to the
dividing lines between revolutionary refugee question -- again as recommended
socialism and Stalinism. The resolution first by the U.N. in 1948 and reiterated
points out how, although Moscow has every year since. Fundamentally it means
become more deeply involved in the Mid- a turn in the government of Israel --
east, it sees the Arab liberation struggle a policy of alliance with the Arab
as a pawn to be sacrificed in its dealings peoples against imperialism and not an
with imperialism. Its goal is the mainten- alliance with im erialism against the
ance of the capitalist status quo in the Arab peoples." (Emphasis in originalf
Middle East, including the maintenance I

of Israel, and a division of this area Aptheker concludes his speech by
into stable spheres of influence between attacking the Palestinian liberationit and imperialism. Thus, Moscow opposes movement: "Ultra-Left and ultra-Right
the Palestinian liberation struggle as always and everywhere in fact work
a threat to its policy. In fact, the together. So in the present case, thoseStalinists have been opposed to the who in the name of some mythical radical-
Palestinian struggle for self-determina- ism or some fanatical nationalism demandtion for a long time. As we know, Moscow an end to Israel are exactly the ones
supported the establishment of Israel in who most strengthen the extreme right
1948 against the Arab peoples and against forces in Israel and in Saudi Arabia and
an independent Palestine. in the United States.

There is a good illustration of "No, the survival of Israel is athis that appeared a couple of weeks ago matter of grave concern for all en-in the Christian Science Monitor. Their lightened mankind; but the survivalreporter interviewed David Ben Gurion, of a racist, expansionist, aggressive
and this is what Ben Gurion said: tool of oil cartels and of Nixon is not

the same as the survival of Israel!"
We cannot forget that the Russians ("For a Just and Durable Peace in the

were the first people to help us, and Middle East," published by Committee
b§f0re 1948 were the only ones to stand for a Just Peace in the Middle East)sincerely with us when the United States
put an arms embargo on us." If the position of the Stalinistsis opposed to self-determination for the

One of n r€l Gromyko's speeches oppressed Palestinians, the position ofin the U.N. then was one of the most the social-democrats is even worse. TheZionist speeches I have ever heard." Socialist Party and its youth group, the
Young People's Socialist League, support

They sent us arms through Israel and American imperialism againstCzechoslovakia when we needed them most. the Arab peoples. In fact, they haveI doubt whether we would have been able gone on a campaign in defense of Israel,to defeat the Arabsnin 1948 and 1949 considering this their special respon-without their help. (February 20, 1971) sibility in view of the growing dis-affection and opposition to Israel in
The position of the American the radical movement. This was spelled

Communist Party is the same as Moscow's: out by one of the organizations in whichfor the imposition of a settlement in they play a key role, the Youth Committee
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 -it
for Peace and Democracy in the Middle an oppressor nationality or an oppressed
East, whose two directors are social- nationality. Even in the latter case
democrats. This group states in its basic raising the demand for self-determination
piece of literature that: may or may net be ePprePIiete- But we

never demand self-determination for op—

"This [campaign] is especially Pfeesor netienelities.
urgent now because some political groups
with influence among young people are There are analogous cases in other
trying to turn our generation's justified parts of the world. In South Africa and
opposition to imperialism and war into Rhodesia, there are presently white
support for the anti-democratic, mili- states, which are the means by which
taristic campaign against Israel being the Blacks in these countries are oppressed
waged by some Arab governments, Arab One of the goals of the revolution in
guerrilla movements, and their inter- both of these countries is the overthrow
national allies." of white rule by destroying these settler-

states and establishing democratic
It goes on to call Fateh "fascist- Our program includes democratic rights

like" and says that "an Arab victory could for whites, but we do not think that the
quite possibly bring the Middle East, whites have a right to a separate white
with its important strategic location and state. That would be a demand directed
its vast oil reserves, under Soviet against the oppressed Black Africans,
domination." The social-democrats‘ con- who would see it as a means of defending
ception of peace is to call for greater and perpetuating the special acquired
U.S. arms aid to Israel. privileges of the whites.

This group, and SP literature in It is worthwhile to take a moment
general, makes a special point of red- to review what Trotsky had to say about
baiting the SWP for our party's active this situation as it related to revo-
campaign in defense of the Arab revolu- lutionary strategy in South Africa. On
tion. A particularly malicious feature April 20. 1955 he wrote a letter discussing
to this SP campaign is the false charge some programmatic theses that had been
that anti-Zionism and anti-Semitism drafted by e sreup of Left Oppeeitieniete
are identical. The SP is one of the major in South Africa. Excerpts from this letter
sources of this lying slander. appear in Leon Trotsky on Black National-

ism and SeIT:Determination. Trotsky
The Progressive Labor Party has said, in part:

not said much or done much in relation
to the Mideast. But its position of "Under these conditions the South
opposition to the nationalism of oppressed African Republic will emerge first of
peoples sets it against the Palestinian all as a 'black' republic; this does
liberation movement and its struggle for not exclude, of course, either full
self-determination. equality for the whites, or brotherly

, * , relations between the two races --
depending mainly on the conduct of the

Our position of support for self- whites. But it is entirely obvious
determination for the Palestinians not that the predominant majority of the
only differentiates us from our major population, liberated from slavish
opponents in the left, but has also helped dependence, will put a certain imprint
to deepen our understanding of the on the state.
national question in general, an under-
standing which we have been applying to "Insofar as a victorious revolution
a variety of particular situations all will radically change not only the rela-
over the world. Some important aspects tions between the classes, but also
of our position on the national question between the races, and will assure to
are developed further in the second the blacks that place in the state
section of the draft resolution, which which corresponds to their numbers,
explains how this relates to our program insofar will the social revolution in
for the Jews living in Israel. While South Africa also Have a national
we are for their full democratic rights ch&r&eter-
within the framework of a democratic
Palestine, we are opposed to the Israeli "We have not the slightest reason
state and the concept of self-determination t0 e108e Our eyes to this side of the
for oppressor nationalities. question or to diminish its significance.

On the contrary, the proletarian party
As the resolution points out, we should in words and in deeds openly and

do not regard the right of self-determina- boldly take the solution of the national
tion as an abstract moral right for all (racial) problem in its hands....
nationalities at all times and underall circumstances. Each particular "When the thesis says that the
situation must be examined separately, slogan of a ‘Black Republic‘ is egually
within the context of the given overall harmful for the revolutionary cause as
situation. The key principled question is is the slogan of a ‘South Africa for the
whether or not a given nationality is Whites,‘ then we cannot agree with the
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form of the statement. Whereas in the the Israeli state is now doing to the
latter there is the case of supporting Palestinians. They reveal a racist
complete oppression, in the former there attitude toward the nature, motives,
is the case of taking the first steps goals, and aspirations of the Palestinian
toward liberation. people as a whole.

"We must accept decisively and It is our duty to strongly combat
without any reservation the complete and this attitude toward the Palestinian
unconditional right of the blacks to people. We cannot give one inch to this
independence. Only on the basis of a fear of the victory of the Arab revolu-
mutual struggle against the domination tion.
of the white exploiters can the solidarity * * *
of black and white toilers be cultivated
and strengthened." (pp. 59-60, 1970 The final portion of this section
edition) of the draft resolution deals with some

mistaken arguments that have been raised
When we raise the demand for self- by members of the Israeli Socialist

determination for oppressed nationalities, Organization. We Should boar in mind that
we do not do so because of the abstract the ISO is not a Trotskyist organization,
or moral idea that all nationalities although a small group of Trotskyists
are entitled to statehood, but as a do participate in it. The ISO has a great
means of mobilizing the oppressed deal of prestige in the radical movement
nationalities against their oppressors, because of its forthright anti-Zionist
mobilizing the working class in the 0ppres- stance taken within Israel itself, and
sor nation against its own ruling class as such, the positions taken by its
on this question, and thus laying the representatives have had considerable
only basis for a genuine internationalist authority within the radical movement.
alliance between them. As we know, the Various individuals and organizations
liberation struggles of oppressed have raised arguments similar to some
nationalities lead in the direction of of those ISOers have raised. But the ISO
a socialist revolution, while the members have expressed these arguments
nationalism of oppressor nationalities in the clearest and most fully developed
acts to perpetuate national oppression form, so that is why the draft resolution
and capitalist rule. deals with these arguments as expressed

* * * by various members of the ISO.
, * * *

The second section of the draft
resolution also takes up the false argu- Another important part of the draft
ment raised by the Zionists that the resolution is the section dealing with
victory of the Arab revolution will our line against anti-Semitism and the
result in the oppression of the Jews oppression of Jews in the United States
presently living in Israel. This is per- and other countries. By the nature of
haps the central argument that the Zionists the situation in the Mideast, discussion
rely on. While the traditional Zionist on this question is usually interlinked
arguments have had limited appeal, even with discussion on the Mideast.
among the majority of Jews, this parti-
cular argument plays upon the tremendous The Zionists and their supporters
horror and revulsion that the masses of argue, not only that the Palestinian
people have over the Nazi holocaust, and liberation struggle is against the
the determination that such a thing must interests of the Jewish masses in Israel,
not happen again. But it is totally false but also that those who support the
and slanderous to equate the Palestinian Palestinian liberation struggle are anti-
liberation struggle with NaZ1_type Semitic. They have gone on a veritable
fascism. It is false both subjectively and campaign propagating this slander. One
objectively -- both in terms of the of the bases of their argument is the
stated goals of the Palestinian resistance lie that to be a Jew is to be a Zionist.
0¥$8nlZ&t1onS, and in terms of the objec-
tive political dynamic of national The resolution clearly spells out,
liberation struggles. The dynamic of the along with our opposition to Zionism,
liberation struggles of oppressed peoples our opposition to all forms of anti-
is directed against oppression -- beginning Semitism and oppression of Jews. We
with their own national oppression and differentiate between the situation of
extending to all forms of oppression and the Israeli Jews, who form an oppressor
exploitation. The entire history of nationality vis—a—vis the Arab peoples,
national liberation struggles has borne and the situation of the Jewish people
this out. in the western imperialist countries,

the European workers states, and several
At bottom, these unjustified fears colonial and Semi-cQ1Qnia1 countries,

about the future of the Israeli Jews are In these latter areas, the Jewish people
psychologically based upon projection, have generally formed an oppressed
that is, the assumption that the Pales- nationality or grouping. We have always
tinians would do to the Israeli Jews what supported the struggle in these countries
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against anti-Semitism and the oppression anti-Semitism. This is something that we
of Jews. It is part of the struggle for resolutely oppose and condemn. Not only
the socialist revolution. does this type of Stalinist prepesende

damage the struggle against Zionism in
Our clear line on this question shows the Middle East, but it also drives

how Zionism is against the interests of Jews in Eastern Europe into the arms of
the Jewish people, as well as being against the Zionists, and bolsters imperialist
the Arabs. We point out how the Israeli propaganda against the workers state.
state functions against the interests of
the masses of Israeli Jews. In addition, One function of Stalinist anti?
we expose the inability of the Zionizts Semitism, portrayed as so-called anti?
to fight for the interests of Jews ere Zionism, is its use to attack opposition
they are nationally oppressed or subject movements that develop in the Soviet
to the danger of a virulent anti-Semitism. Union and Eastern Europe. In Poland, for
Our line on the Jewish question is not example, the bureaucracy made a big
only a powerful aid to our defense of the point of the Jewish background of several
Palestinian liberation struggle, but defendants in the 1969 trials of Kuron-
is important in itself. Modzelewski and other students, and

falsely labelled these revolutionaries
In areas like the United States and as Zionists. In Czechoslovakia, thecapitalist Europe, where there is a large Communist party has been singling out

Jewish population, there still remains Jews for special attack in regard to
the danger that a virulent form of anti- the 1968 developments. Referring to
Semitism can revive. Anti-Semitism has 1968, the Central Committee of the
always been one of the key forms of Czechoslovak Communist Party just recently
racism propagated by the ruling class, issued a statement that said "Zionists"
and has often figured as one of the ideo- were behind "the struggle against social-logical underpinnings of reactionary ism in Czechoslovakia." On February 19,political movements. 1971, in Moscow, Pravda carried a major

article saying, "Zionists strived toIn addition to their crimes in the seize leading posts in all the massMideast, an additional crime of the information media of Czechoslovakia soZionists is that they call upon Jews in as to carry out a frantic propagandathe United States to support and rely campaign against the socialist system in
upon the ruling class, and to look upon Czechoslovakia, against the Communistnational liberation struggles -— not only party of Czechoslovakia, against thethe Palestinian but all national libera- Soviet Union, eselnst the Sevlet 0<>mr11m1ettion struggles -- as the enemy of the party, against Communist parties ofJewish people. This is the road to fraternal countries." (reported in theanother catastrophe for the Jewish people. New York Times of February 20, 1971)
We point out that the only way to
successfully counter anti-Semitism and Our opposition to Zionism hasthe oppression of Jews, is by fighting nothing whatsoever in common with thisimperialism in alliance with these type of Stalinist anti-Semitism. Ournational liberation struggles. revolutionary approach, which combines

opposition to Zionism with opposition
Another important side to this is to anti-Semitism, strengthens the strugglethe necessity of distinguishing our on both of these fronts.position from that of the Stalinists as * * *it relates to the Jewish question. There

are some three million Jews in the Soviet Mueh has happened in the Middle EastUnion and several hundred thousand in since the defeat of 1967, and it wouldthe other countries of Eastern Europe. be impossible to go into a detailedIn these countries, the Stalinist history here. All that can be done is tobureaucracy perpetuates and fosters summarize a number of the key develop-racism and national oppression inherited ments.
from the capitalist past. This poisonis directed against a whole range of After 1967, Israel moved quicklynationalities in these countries, to consolidate its gains and lay theincluding the Jews. One of the results basis fer large Scale annexation ofof this is that the struggle against the new Arab territory. During the war andStalinist buTe@u0Ta0Y’ in these countries immediately after, Israel proceeded toincludes a struggle against national drive Out the Arab inhabitants in aoppression. This is something that we number of key areas, and to set upsee developing as part of the new its own settlements in their place.opposition that has been arising in Hndrede Of thousands of new Arabthese countries. refugees were created as a result ofthe war. In the Golan heights of Syria,The Stalinist bureaucracy, which only 6.000 Arabs remain today out of asupports the maintenance of Israel former Arab population of 80,000. Aboutand opposes the Palestinian liberation fifteen Israeli settlements have alreadystruggle, engages in a verbal anti- been established in this area, and theZionism that is often just a disguise for Ieraeli government has just released
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a ten-year plan to settle 50-60,000 cease fire last August, large scale air
Israelis there in the next ten years. We attacks, primarily against Egypt. Accord-
are all familiar with the latest Israeli ing to some reports, these attacks were so
plans regarding the Jerusalem area -- severe that at the most intense point
the construction of housing in the newly- Egypt may have lost l0,000 dead and
seized territories around Jerusalem for many more wounded in a three month
the purpose of settling l22,000 Israelis period.
there -- and that is but the first stage
of a larger plan. Israeli settlements Despite the terrible defeat in
have also been established in certain 1967, and the continuing Israeli pressure
areas of the West Bank and Sinai. thereafter, the Arab revolution was

able to rebound after l967 and move
As the Palestinian resistance in forward. One of Israel's goals in the

the newly occupied areas has grown, so 1967 war was to cause the downfall of
has the Israeli repression. Thousands the Nasser regime and its replacement
have been restricted in their movements, by one more directly tied to imperial-
jailed, beaten and tortured, or forced ism. This would have had repercussions
to leave their homes and go to one or in propelling and strengthening a swing
another of the neighboring Arab states. to the right in a whole number of other
Under the barbaric principle of collective Arab states. But this was prevented by
responsibility, Arabs suspected of aiding a mass upsurge right after the war, in
the resistance, or those who refuse to Damascus, Beirut, and especially in
collaborate with the police, can be the major cities of Egypt. Up to two-
arrested and their homes dynamited. This and-a-half million people came out into
is a frequent occurrence. The repression the streets of Cairo. This was an impor-
in the Gaza strip has been one of the tant development in starting the process
most severe, for the opposition has been of turning the 1967 defeat around.
great there. The New York Times described
the situation there Iast month as so But by far the most important
severe that "the Israeli Cabinet voted on development after 1967 was the emergence
January 5 for a stringent new security of the Palestinian resistance movement
policy. as an independent force in its own

right. Prior to 1967, there had been
"It has been widely regarded as Palestinian organizations established

the first reversal of the so-called under the auspices of the Arab govern-
liberal occupation policy instituted ments. But by virtue of this fact they
by Defense Minister Moshe Dayan in the were politically tied to these govern-
first days after the war of June 1967. ments and to the twists and turns of their

policy. In this period, there also
"The army garrison in Gaza was more developed the initial nuclei of some

than doubled -- with cease-fire in of the major Palestinian resistance
effect along the Suez Canal, the Israeli organizations that we know today, but
Army could spare the troops. A unit these groupings were neither large,
of tough border police, called the Green nor politically effective.
Berets of Israel, was dispatched to
Gaza town, armed with truncheons. After 1967, however, things

changed considerably. Nasserism and
"Entire refugee camps, housing Baathism, two of the most important

nearly 200,000 people [one-half of the political trends in the Arab Mideast,
population of the Gaza strip], were placed were proven to be incapable of defending
under 2O-hour curfews. Army and police the interests of the Arab masses against
PatT0lS began unannounced hut-toehut Israel and imperialism. The Soviet
searches for weapons and known members of bureaucracy, and the Arab Communist
the Palestinian guerrilla cells. partieghwere discredited. At the same

ime e n
"The results after a month are a Palestinian:Y gggzggrsiiigiggfizdtgeir

perceptible decline in the number of national consciousness and determination
terrorist incidents though Israeli to fight against the attempt to forever
officers are divided about how sig- deny their national rights. In this
nificant that is. The cost was loud context, the Palestinian resistance
accusations of brutality, torture and organizations, basing themselves around
Gestapo tactics from critics all the the irreconcilable demand for self-
way from the Israeli left to Tass, the determination, grew and developed
Soviet press agency-" (February 2, 19.71) re(I|ia€1':|iveiy %ndependeI1tly of Stalinism

an e ra na ' ' ,
There was a demonstration in Israel tlonal bourgeoisie

against this repression in the Gaza strip. gag of the key early developments
er was the ba

Combined with this occupation on March Z1, 1968. Thggii %£eK;€i2:2inian
policy, was a policy of continued mili- fighters took on an Israeli army contin-
tars’ Pressure on the Arab states, with gent that had crossed the Jordan. Al-
Israeli commando raids against guerrilla though the Israelis used tanks and had
bases and other targets, and, until the air cover, the Palestinians fought them
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for twelve hours, and the Israeli force struggle as a whole, in the conteXt of
had to leave the field with heavy losses, which we present our own ideas on revo-
leaving some destroyed tanks behind. This lutionary strategy for the Middle East,
and other actions had a tremendous impact we can considerably aid the process of
in proving that it was possible to fight creating Leninist parties in this area.
against the Israeli conquerors, and that
the Palestinian resistance movement was As the Palestinian resistance grew,
willing and able to do so. it became a pole of attraction for the

Arab masses in the surrounding area-
The Palestinian resistance grew Its independent stance, its mass base

considerably, attracting many of the and its refusal to capitulate to imperial-
best militants to its ranks, and gaining ism and the Israeli state, als0 Pu? it
widespread support among the masses, not in conflict with the bourgeois regimes of
only in Palestine, but all over the Arab the Arab states. Clashes between the
world. This generated sympathy with the Palestinian resistance and the Hussein
Palestinian cause internationally. regime in Jordan took place in November,

1968. In April and October, I969, there
A large number of Palestinian were armed clashes between the Palestin-

organizations developed, both political ian resistance and the Lebanese regime.
organizations and guerrilla organiza- The Palestinian resistance continued totions. Aside from the Palestinian gain in strength, particularly in Jordan,Liberation Organization, which is evi- to the extent that it was objectively in
dently a coalition including various a position to pose as an alternative
groups, the largest and best known is power to the Hussein regime. Thus, the
Fateh. Other organizations that are logic of the Palestinian struggle for
wellknown in the radical movement here, self-determination pitted it against
are the Popular Front for the Liberation the bourgeois regimes in the Arab world,
of Palestine and the Popular Democratic showing the dialectical interrelation-
Front for the Liberation of Palestine. ship between the Palestinian struggle
Two other large groups are the Saiqa and the Arab revolution as a whole.
and the Arab Liberation Front, which
have ties respectively to the Syrian Aside from the growth of the
and Iraqi Baathists. Aside from these, Palestinian resistance movement, other
there are half a dozen or more smaller developments after 1967 included theorganizations. And at present there is military reformist coups in the Sudan
a process going on of fusions and splits, and Libya in 1969, verbal shifts to the
which may possibly create entirely new left in the Syrian and Iraqi governments,
alignments. moves towards the possible federation

of the U.A.R., Sudan, and Libya, and
We must keep in mind that none of greater Soviet military and economic

these organizations are Leninist, nor aid-
are there at present sections of theTrotskyist movement on the spot, in The announcement of the Rogerseither the Arab countries or in Israel. plan was the next step by imperialism
Our previous experience in dealing with and Israel, with the complicity ofsituations in which there is no section Moscow and the bourgeois Arab regimes,of the Trotskyist movement shows that to impose a so-called settlement in theit is necessary to proceed very cautiously Middle E&st- With this development,in evaluating the differences among nation- the stage was set for the attempt toal liberation organizations. The political crush the Palestinian resistance move-differences among these organizations ment, because this movement, based
are far from being clear, nor is it around the self-determination demand,clear how directly the stated strategy was unalterably Opposed to this kind
Of eeeh of the various organizations of settlement which would sanctify theconforms to their day-to-day practice. denial of the national rights of the
None of these organizations has emerged Palestinians. The crushing of the
as the decisive leadership of the Palestinian movement, with its inde-Palestinian struggle. Thus, our policy pendent stance and mass base, became theis to give general support to all the first order of business in the implementa-main organizations fighting for se1f- tion of such a settlement.determination, without singling out any
one of them for special support. As On September 17, 1970, the Husseinthe situation evolves, this policy can regime launched an all-out massive attackpossibly change. designed to crush the resistance, while

U.S. and Israeli armed forces stood by
We see as essential to the revolu- to help out if it proved necessary.tion in the Mideast the creation of mass Although the Jordan regime was ultimatelyLeninist parties, in both Israel and the able to win a military victory, theArab countries. Many of the best militants Palestinian movement put up a far greater

who can be won to the Trotskyist move- resistance than Hussein had expected,ment are in the Palestinian liberation ahd_it ¢°uld not be totally °Tu$hed- Theorganizations. Through our campaign in Palestinian masses, especially those indefense of the Palestinian liberation the refugee camps, generally rallied to
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the support of the resistance organiza- tinian revolutionary movement after the
tions. This was most dramatically illus- muCh_m0¥e eefleue defeat Of 1957 Elves
trated in the northern region of Jordan, one indication of what can happen. The
where the mass mobilizations were the Palestinian movement cannot accept the
deepest and most extensive. In Irbid, type of settlement envisaged by the
the second largest city, in Jordan, a Rogers plan WlthOHtrlOSlng its reason

sW"mmam*mmm- smmamsurrsamn
But overall, it was a serious tion to the Palestinian people will

defeat for the Palestinian liberation generate a new resurgence of the struggle.
movement. Since then, the Hussein regime The Palestinian organizations, even now,
has been proceeding to try to whittle still retain a great deal of strength.
away at the remaining power of the Indications are that there is going on
resistance -- driving the armed Pales- right now in the Palestinian movement
tinians out of the major cities, dis- a continual process of political dlS—
arming the militia, placing restrictions cussion. This implies the possibility
on their freedom of movement and civil that important lessons can be drawn
liberties generally. The main Fateh from the past, and that the new resur-
newspaper in Jordan was forced to close gence of the struggle can be initiated
down both because of financial diffi- on a more advanced political level.
culties, and restrictions that the * * *
Hussein regime placed in the way of its
distribution. The Hussein regime has Because of the central role of
announced that the resistance fighters U.S. imperialism in the Middle East,
will no longer be allowed to mount we have proceeded on the basis of a_

operations against Israel from Jordanian special responsibility to campaign in
territory. It has made Iraq and Syria defense of the Palestinian rexglution
withdraw the troo s that the had and educate and mobilize the erican
stationed in Jordgn. y people against U.S. imperialism's

actions in the Mideast. This has taken
The Rogers plan maneuvers and the the form of an intensive propaganda

civil war in Jordan had their effects campaign, primarily in terms of press
in other Arab countries as well. One coverage, literature publication and
of Nasser's first moves after accepting speaking tours. The party branches and
the Rogers plan was to close down the YSA locals have undertaken to partici-
Fateh radio in Cairo. After his death, pate in and organize an increasing
the new Sadat government announced a number of forums, debates, and teach-ins
reversal of some of the nationalizations around the issue of the Middle East.
in Egypt, and Sadat has issued a state- We have made this issue an important
ment agreein to recognize Israel and part of our election campaigns. In
calling for iompensation for the Pales- addition, along with others, we have
tinian refugees, rather than self- helped organize a national tour for
determination. A coup in Syria signaled Arie Bober of the ISO, and just con-
a shift to the right by the new regime cluded a national speaking tour for
there, which has retreated from earlier Peter Buch. The YSA also sponsored a
criticism of the Rogers plan, and has number of speaking tours last fall
gliceg limitations on activities of the in whigh the Mideagt was one cg the

a es inian resistance against Israel. oci. on inuing t ‘s propagan a campaign
In Lebanon, the new government that remains our number one task in defense of
took office in August has instituted the Arab revolution.
severe restrictions against the Pales-
tinian libeiation movement. In the Sudan, Another important aspect of our

e regime as announced a reappraisal work was the campaign against U.S.
of the earlier nationalizations and intervention at the time of the civil
has instituted a purge against the war in Jordan. The slogan of “No U.S.
Communist Party. The Libyan regime has Troops To The Mideast" won considerable
get Out_€ie%;rSUfgr griendlier rela- suppo§t in the antiwar movement. As we
ions wi e . . inancial aid that know rom the antiwar movement this t e

some Palestinian organizations had been of slogan is the key to the organizatigg
receiving from several Arab states of united front action against Washing-
hs been severely curtailed. ton's imperialist ventures. For the

In defeat, too, these examples ggtpgggrgirggtedtggdgiiidaggrggment ls
afford an illustration of the inter- with our entire position in defense of
re1at1°nShlP between the progress of the Arab revolution. By focusing in on
the Palestinian revolution and that of the danger or actuality of U.S. troop
the Arab revelutien in general. intervention, we can put the pro-Israeli

forces in the worst possible tactical
The experience in other sectors of situation. We can win over in action those

the colonial revolution show that the who are confused or uncertain about the
Eype of setbicks susta%ned by the Pales- entire range of political issues involved
inian resis ance can e reversed in in the Mideast but who can a ree to

short order. The upsurge of the Pales- oppose American intervention.gWe can also
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take steps to win away from Zionism opposed to Zionism, and this can once
many of those who have not thoughtouiFR>the again beCOm6 the Situatl0H-
end the logic of supporting Israel against
the Arab revolution. Indications from Zionist publica-

tions and reports of Zionist confer-
While support to the Arab revolu- ences indicate that they will be stepping

tion is still limited to a small van- up a campaign on two fronts: l) to
guard in the United States, the situa- continue slandering supporters of the
tion has changed significantly since Palestinian liberation struggle as anti-
l967. There has been a steady rise in Semitic; 2) to single out radical Jews
interest in the Middle East, a growing for special attack on the grounds that,
alienation from Israel, and a growing as one leading Zionist stated recently,
support for the Arab revolution. The they "represent a social and religious
literature we publish and the speakers danger to the American Jewish community.“
we sponsor have been getting an in- This theme was repeated and taken a
creasingly positive response. There has step further in a recent series of
also been a general rise in the number articles in Commentary magazine, which
of talks and in the amount of litera- argued that the growing radicalization
ture published on this question in the in the United States was itself a threat
radical movement as a whole. to the Jewish community. In reality,

however, it is forces like the Zionist
‘This should be seen in the context movement which represent the real

of the growth of the antiwar movement danger to American Jews, by counselling
and national liberation struggles in support to the ruling class.
the United States, which increasingly
identify with all aspects of the colonial One group which has grown and gainedrevolution, and which are increasingly some notoriety recently is the Jewish
sensitized to the phony propaganda Defense League. This is a reactionary
that is put out in defense of colonialism hooligan group based around supportin any form. Thus, the prospects are to Israel and opposition to the Black
favorable for continuing to win over liberation struggle. But, in contrast
increasing numbers to support the Pales- to the majority of Jewish communitytinian revolution. groups or Zionist organizations in the

‘ United States, the JDL tries to culti-
One result of this is that the vate the image of being a group ofZionist forces are being put more and fighters for the rights of Jews, rather

more on the defensive. They are much less than being like the so-called moderate
confident now of public sympathy than and responsible traditional organiza-
they used to be. This is evidenced in tions. The only way that this type of
Peter Buch's tour, for example, where group can be effectively countered isZionist heckling and hooliganism have been through the combination of politically
at a minimum, compared with earlier taking on their reactionary political
times. line and hooligan methods, and at the

same time making it clear that the
The progressive image that Zionism revolutionary movement, the national

used to have on the left has been liberation struggles, and the othersteadily eroding. One illustration of social forces involved in the radicaliza-this was reported by Peter Buch in tion are the only ones who can be
connection with a debate he had in counted on to fight as allies of theAtlanta with a leading left-Zionist. Jewish people against the rebirth of
The Zionist tried to calmly present his anti-Semitic reaction.
usual line, but, as Peter Buch reported,
"he sort of lost his cool toward the Our experience has shown that
end of the debate, because he couldn't around a clear and principled revolu-sell his radicalism to the radicals tionany line on Israel, the Arab revolu-in the audience, nor satisfy the patriotic tion, and the Jewish question, we haveIsraelis, either." been able to recruit and hold revolu-

tionary-minded youth, including Jewish
One of the things that most youth.

enrages the Zionist organizations is
the fact that increasing numbers of One additional important resultJewish youth are being won over to of the increasing support for thesupport of the Arab revolution. The Palestinian revolution in the U.S. hasZionists see this as a tremendous long- been the effect this has had on theterm threat. The Zionist movement in many thousands of Arab students in thethe United States, which is a key United States who have previously feltfinancial base for Israel, has rested themselves to be politically isolated.
on the near unanimous support of the The changing conditions have givenJewish population, and they see this them growing confidence to expressunanimity crumbling among the youth. their ideas publicly and organize
We should bear in mind that until the politically. In the process, there hasend of World War II, the majority of been greater openness on the part ofJews were either indifferent to or many Arab students to the ideas of
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Trotskyism. By paying special attention There are today many thousands of Arab
to this work, we can win Arab students students in the United States, among
to Trotskyism, and help in the critically whom there are tremendous opportunities
important task of building Leninist for recruitment to Trotskyism. In addi-
parties in the Middle East. We should tion, in a number of cities, such as
bear in mind that in the early days of Detroit and New York, there are large
the Communist International, many of Arab-American communities which we can
its sections in the colonial countries reach with our program. There is a similar
were originally founded or strongly aided situation in Europe, with many thousands
by the recruitment of students from these of Arab students, and hundreds of thou-
countries who were studying in Europe. sands of Arab workers on the continent. 

A REPLY TO COMRADES LANGSTON, LANGSTON
AND ROTHSCHILD

by Gus Horowitz

Reprinted from SWP Discussion Bulletin vol... 29, no. 16

There are now two resolutions before the party on the 4. Another important difference is methodological. The
subject of Israel and the Arab Revolution. As is the ease counter resolution, with all its qualications, provisos, and
whenever the party must decide between two Opposing contingency analyses, professes to be a model of the dia-
p‘olitical lines, the discussion of the disputed questions lectical method. It is not. The method of Langston, Lang-
can bring our analysis into sharper focus. Through a ston and Rothschild is schematic and formal.
thorough discussion of these questions, the party has an The political line of the National Committee draft reso-
opportunity to clarify and deepen its understanding of lution is set forth in clear and concise thesis form in part I
the dynamics of the Arab revolution and the national of the resolution. Parts II and III of the National Com-
questioningeneral. mittee resolution deal with some current developments

This article is a contribution to that discussion, in an- and expand upon a few of the points contained in these
swer to the counter-resolution submitted by comrades Lang- line theses.
ston, Langston and Rothschild. I will concentrate only Unfortunately, the counter draft resolution does not
on the central points of political line that are in dispute. present its line in this clear and concise fashion. It in-
These can be enumerated as f()11Qw5; corporates verbatim much that is contained in the Na-

1. The National Committee draft resolution expresses ti0fl3-1 Committee draft Tesoiutionr While aPPending to
unconditional support to the struggle of the oppressed these seetiene 3 e°t1nte1"1iTleeontredieting them-
fl’:-liIee;t:‘1(1i1afI(1)rP*’:>P(:n£<:)Yc r$;t1if;de:€Lt:;1;atl1)¢;1i1e:£E1<ta Sgfggésce _This counter line can be most easily picked out. begin-

»_ mng with those sections that attempt to summarize the
fetftly exlneesed 8°31 of thls Struggle-_ Thu$- th1_$ ‘iemand feudal perspective, the bourgeois democratic perspective,
15 me°1'P°1'ated as Part of the Tevoiutlonary $°e13~11$tP1'°' and the revolutionary socialist perspective for the futuregram for the Mideast. Comrades Langston, Langston of Palestine_
and R°th$¢hi1d reject the demand for a democratic, secu- We may note at the very outset that this division itself
lar Palestine on the grounds that it reects the interests conveys a certain political appreciation. One can talk of a
of the Palestinian national bourgeoisie. "feudal" perspective, if by that is meant a political pro-

2. The National Committee draft resolution states that gram in the interests of the Palestinian landowning aris-
"an integral part of our program for the Palestinian revo- tocracy or pre-capitalist remnants. One can talk of a
lution and the Arab revolution as a whole is support revolutionary socialist perspective, meaning by that a
of full civil, cultural and religious rights for all nation- program representing the interests of the working class
alities in the Mideast, including the Israeli Jews. It re- and its allies among the masses of peasants and refugees.
jects the call for the right of seldeterminatign for the But what is a bourgeois democratic perspective?
Israeli Jews. The Langston, Langston, Rothschild ¢()un|[e1‘- It would have been more appropriate to counterpose
resolution calls instead for the right of self-determination to the "feudal" and revolutionary socialist perspectives,
for the Israeli-Jewish nationality—that is, the right to the bourgeois perspective, that is, the program of the
form a separate ‘state. We note that Langston, Langston Palestinian national bourgeoisie. But, as we shall see
and Rothschild are opposed to the present Israeli state, later, Comrades Langston, Langston and Rothschild in-
and say that this Israeli-Jewish right to self-determina- correctly identify this class with a program of bourgeois
tion can be recognized only "within the framework of democratic demands.
ti1ef\1t11l‘eW0l‘i<91'$P°W91‘ iI1Ple$tir1e-" A discussion of the basic policies of the contending

3- A third difference is interrelated with the two above. classes among the Palestinian people is both useful and
Comrades Langston, Langston and Rothschild present necessary, but only on the condition that it be rooted in
the party with a new and different evaluation of the role reality, that is, in an examination of the material inter-
of the national bourgeoisie in the colonial world, and of ests of the various social classes in the political situation
the revolutionary socialist attitude toward bourgeois dem- of the present day. In the counter-resolution, however,
ocratic demands. this element of reality is lacking.
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the Palestinian national bourgeoisie flows primarily from with a consistently revolutionary program, incorporating
these considerations which far outweigh its abstract desire the demand for a democratic, secular Palestine along with
for a unitary capitalist Palestine, its conflicts of interest an entire series of democratic and transitional demands.
with imperialism, with the Palestinian landowning aris- Langston, Langston and Rothschild, however, gratui-
tocracy, and with the Israeli state. When the chips are tously hand over the demand for a democratic, secular
down, the Palestinian national bourgeoisie, like the na- Palestine to the national bourgeoisie. They maintain that
tional bourgeoisie everywhere else in the colonial world, supporting this demand will leave the revolutionary party
will end up opposing a resolute and necessarily revolu- unable to differentiate itself from the national bourgeoisie,
tionary struggle around democratic demands. that it will leave the Palestinian masses unprepared for

Today, the ght for bourgeois democratic demands the betrayals of the national bourgeoisie. This is totally
does not mesh with the real interests of the national bour- false. The revolutionary party mobilizes the masses in
geoisie. In Palestine, the task of winning these bourgeois struggle independently of the national bourgeoisie, not
democratic demands and carrying out the unfullled bour- only by raising working class demands, but in large
geois democratic tasks to completion rests with the Pales- part by its consistent struggle around bourgeois dem-
tinian masses headed by the working class, in a revolu- ocratic demands. Our opposition to the national bour-
tion that will necessarily be directed against all the enemies geoisie stems not from the fact that it lends occasional
of this struggle—imperialism, the Israeli state, the Arab support to bourgeois democratic demands, but from the
feudal remnants, and the Arab national bourgeoisie. It fact that it betrays the struggle for these demands. To
is this dynamic of class forces which gives the Palestinian make this clear, it is the revolutionary socialist party
revolution its permanent, or uninterrupted character. In that must emerge as the champion of the struggle for
the age of imperialism, the struggle to fully win these these de!n0¢1'8ti¢ demands-
democratic demands and to guarantee their realization In short, Langston, Langston and Rothschild counter"
merges with the struggle for socialism, not capitalism. pose the creation of a workers state to the creation of

Taking this into account, the National Committee draft a democratic, secular Palestine. The revolutionary socialist
resolution states that "the program of this revolution will approach is to present the creation of a workers state
combine democratic and transitional demands directed as the means of achieving and guaranteeing the goal of
towards the creation of a workers state. This proletarian a democratic, secular Palestine.
strategy implies unconditional support for carrying out the
democratic tasks." (page 6) Bourgeois democratic de- * * *
mands, like that for a democratic, secular Palestine, are
a part, in fact a central part, of the revolutionary socialist We eolne nahY t° the argument about 5e1t'dete1'lnina'
program, tion forthe Israeli Jews. The basic arguments put for-

Langston Langston and Rothschild are wrong when Ward by Comrades Langston, Langston and Rothschild

they contend that the demand for a democratic, secular have e-h'eedY been answered "1 Part It °t the Natlenal
Palestine is the practical expression of "non-recognition (_:°mmittee t'e5°1“ti°h- But this eah beer e°me a1nPhhee'
of the existence of antagonistic classes within the Pal- hen» ehdeemee-ddlti°ha1P°ihts ee~nhe1nade-
estinian people." They are wrong when they contend that _The eehhter 1'ee°h1tt°h emP1°Y5 the same tnethed in its
it is the practical expression of »non_1.ecogniti0n that the discussion of the revolutionary socialist perspective as

Israeli-Jews constitute a modern capitalist nation." They tn the Preceding eeett°h5- "Fer this [1'eV°hltl°na1'Y s0eia1-
are wrong when they contend that it is the pt-actica1ex_ ist] consciousness," state Comrades Langston, Langston
pt-ession of the theory of primary and secondary con. and Rothschild, "the national territory does not consist
tradictions or the theory of revolution by stages. These 0t epltllleahle land and things; the human beings living
false notions, which have been raised in various degrees on it do not consist of exploitable labor p<>wer- Rather,
within the Palestinian liberation movement, are in cont-ra- the national territory is a work place for the production
diction with a program to establish a democratic, secular of use-values, and the population is a cooperating group
Palestine. of producers and consumers. Thus, while the workers

The contradiction should not surprise us. The Palestinian and Peasants have every interest in the hmadest Pesslhle
nberaon organizations are not Leninist pat-ties_ None voluntary economic and social assimilation of nations,
has a consistently revolutionary program. Their programs they have he eleee interest th t°1'eih1Y retahling the Israeli-
still reect inuences from diverse sources: the inuence Jews Within their state-" on this basis, they eontend that
of Maoism, Moscow Stalinism, or ultraleft adventurism; the “Leninist Pe1‘5PeetiVe 011 the s°1\1ti0n t0 the national
the influence of the various bourgeois and petty-bourgeois t'lheeti°h ehh he tertnhle-ted as t°110Ws1 A W0l'k€l'S State
currents in the Arab world; and they also reect the in- in Palestine 8°Ve1'hed by the h°1'm$ °tP1'°1etal'l8~n d8I!10C-
uence of revolutionary socialism and the objectively revo- 1'Bey’ iheh1dlh8 the Tight °t the I51'eeh'JeWieh P1'°lete-Flat
lutionary thrust of the struggle of the Palestinian masses t° secede and t°1'm 8 P°htie9—hY independent W0l'kel's stale-"
for self-determination. (Pee 17)

The demand for =1 democrac, secular Palestine. as the The right of nations to self-determination is thus pre-
current practical expression of the demand for Palestinian semed as if it were 3 universally applicable Marxist pt-in.
self-determination, reects the revolutionary inuences on ciple, owing from a consideration of conditions within
the Palestinian liberation movement. a future workers state, where there will be no objective

,' By itself, this demand is insufficient. But we do not basis for national oppression. It is presented without re-
reject it on that accotmt. To win this self-determination gard for the existing relations between nations.
demand, it will be necessary to carry out a revolution This abstract approach to the national question has
culminating in the creation of a workers state, which will nothing in common with long-established Leninist policy.
be democratic, secular, and more. It will necessitate the It is true in the abstract that within a healthy workers
creation of a Leninist party to lead the struggle, a party state there will be a basic harmony of interests between
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the workers of the former oppressor nationality and the In Palestine, this fight is direeted squarely against im-
workers of the former oppressed nationality. The inter- perialism and the Israeli state, and as such it is in the in-
ests of the working class throughout the world lie in the terests, not only of the Palestinian masses, but also of the

greatest possible assimilation of all the world's nationali- Israeli Jewish working class. Fighting in unconditional
ties and in the abolition of all nation-state boundaries. support of this right draws the masses of Palestinian
But, if that were the only factor to take into account, Arabs and Israeli Jews into a common struggle against
we would not call for universal self-determination, but their common enemy and leads in the direction of a so-

would reject the demand for self-determination entirely- cialist revolution. The Leninist position on self-determina-
for oppressed nationalities as well as oppressor national- tion is designed precisely to speed the process of bringing
ities. What possible advantage can there be in having the now-divided nationalities closer together.
scores of separate states throughout the world? The oppressed Palestinian people are demanding a uni-

The revolutionary party cannot treat the national ques- tary state rather than a separate state. This may seem un-

tion in this abstract manner. Our program on the national usual, at rst glance, but there is a good reason why.
question must be designed to offer a solution to the con- To see why they are demanding a unitary state, let us

crete problem that presently exists: there are two riationa1- look at what is similar and what is different in Palestine

ities that live in Palestine, but at present these nationalities as compared with situations of national oppression in
stand in relation to each other as oppressed and oppres- most other parts of the world.
sor. As far as the future relations between these two na- National oppression is usually maintained through the

tionalities are concerned, the task of the revolutionary par- forcible retention of the oppressed nationality within a

ty is obvious. It is of overriding importance to convince unitary state alongside the oppressor nationality (as in
the oppressed nationality that the socialist revolution of- northern Ireland) or in a colony (as in Angola). The
fers the means of ending its oppression. right of oppressed nationalities to self-determination has

We cannot simply say to the oppressed that the objective therefore usually been posed as the right to end this forced

relations between the {W0 nationalities Will be different "unity" and secede. Actually, however, it involves achoice
after a socialist revolution, that the workers of the present between seceding to form a separate state, or continuing
oppressor nationality will not need to oppress them. If to live within a unitary state alongside the former op-
the revolutionary program is to be meaningful to the pressor nationality.
present oppressed nationality, if it is to be considered con- In the case of Palestine, however, national oppression
crete and real, the oppressed nationality must know that has been carried out through the forcible eviction of the

it Will he ehle to rely» not only on the tuture ohleetive Palestinians, and the forcible partition of the country.
relations (Whieh seern ehstreet at Present) and not Pri' The right of the Palestinians to self-determination includes

Inriiy on the future good intentions oi the Working eiess not only their right to continue living in a separate state

oi the Present oPPressor nationality, hut also on its own if they so desire, but also their right to end the forcible
PoWer- it rnust he gueranteeti the "teens it ieeis are needed division of Palestine, and form a unitary state. Given the
to enti its oPPression- concrete conditions of their oppression, is it any wonder

This is the meaning of our demand for self-determina- that they are demanding a unitary state?

tion for oppressed nationalities. It guarantees to the op- The abstract approach of comrades Langston, Lang.
pressed nationalities the unconditional right to decide the .ston and Relhsehlld leads to denying this ehdlee to the

state forms that it thinks will he neeessery to end its oP- presently oppressed Palestinian nationality. It leads in-
pression, the state forms in which it will live uis a vis the eseapably to the position that the Israeli Jews are entitled
Present oPPressor netiont'1iitY- Whether this he through the to a veto power over the state forms in which the Pales-
fOI‘II1 Of 3. unitary state OI‘ th1'0\1gl’1 separate St8.t€S, it is th nians wish t0 realize their ght of self-detenninaon,

oPP1'esseti Who rnelte this tieeision» anti the oPPressor By this method, support to the right of the Palestinian
nationality has no say in this particular matter. people to self-determination is no longer unconditional;

Let us consider the situation in the United States. We it is made subject to demands imposed on the oppressed
support the unconditional right of the oppressed Black nationality by the oppressor nationality. In fact, one of
nationality to self-determination. This means that the Black the unstated reasons why Langston, Langston and Roths-
people in the United States have the unconditional right child reject the demand for a democratic, secular Pales-
to decide upon the state forms in which they will live vis tine—that is, a unitary state—is that this demand is in-
a vis the whites. It means, on the one hand, that if the compatible with what they consider to be the paramount
Black nationality should decide that the best guarantee principle of universal self-determination, including "the
of winning its liberation is to secede from the United right of the Israeli-Jewish proletariat to secede and form
States and form a separate state, it has the unilateral a politically independent workers state."
right to do so. On the other hand, the Black nationality Langston, Langston and Rothschild have no way to
may decide that remaining within a unitary United States get around this problem. The demand for self-determina-
will provide the best means of insuring its liberation; it tion for both nationalities is not self-determination at all
has the right to make this decision unilaterally also. The for the Palestinians,
whites will not have the right to decide the state relations Their position leads them to present a sort of polities of
vis a vis the Black nationality; they will not have the the abs“,-d_
right to decide whether or not to maintain a unitary state They maintain that they are for the general Isl-sell-

or set uP separete White and Blaelt states If the Whites Jewish right to self-determination, but they support the
had the right to make this decision, it would contradict Palestinian struggle against lsrsel_"agalnsg the existing

self'<ieterniine-tion tor Black PeoPle~ Israeli-Jewish right to national self-determination" (page
So, in saying that we support the right of oppressed new 2l)—because that means oppression of the Palestinian

tionalities to self-determination, we are simply saying that Al-abs
we support the ght to end their oppression by any means They maintain that they are for the general Palestinian
necessary.
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right to self-determination, but reject the current self-deter- by the Israeli Socialist Organization in connection with
mination demand of Palestinians for a unitary state, be- a series of demands against discriminatory Zionist prac-
cause that "would constitute an element of national op- tices. Comrades Langston, Langston and Rothschild state
pression of the Israeli Jews." (page21) the importance of ghting for democratic demands within

So, we are being presented with a rather unusual argu- Israel, but maintain that "a general program of such
ment: In general, each nationality is entitled to whatever democratic demands with a transitional character has
state forms it wants; and in the concrete, neither is en- been d€V81Op8d by the Israeli SOCi8liSt O1'g8nlZ3.ti0Ii under
titled to the state forms it wants now. the call for the de-Zionization of Israel." (page 10)

Comrades Langston, Langston and Rothschild main- The problem with the de-Zionization formula is that it
tain that after a socialist revolution, the Palestinians will is ambiguous. It can be taken to mean opposition to a
not need a unitary state, and that consequently if the series of discriminatory features of the present Israeli
Israeli-Jews form a state of their own, this will not be to state-while supporting the state itself. Uri Avnery, for
the detriment of the Palestinians. Aside from the fact that example, calls for an "Israel without Zionists." On the
this argument denies the right of the Palestinians to de- other hand, Langston, Langston and Rothschild say that
cide, there are very good reasons why a unitary state is "this d&Zionization can only be accomplished through the
seen as Preferable by the Palestinians overthrow of the Zionist state." (page 10). Of course,

Take the example of preferential treatment for the op_ this immediately raises the question: what type of state

pressed nationality. Given the existing situation of in- W111 r_ePlaeetheP1'e_sent Ziehist state?
equality, this is one of the key steps that will be necessary nus questmn Wm be Posed’ at least fmphely» at every
to prevent the perpetuation of the existing inequality and point of the revolutionary struggle within Israel. When-
to move in the direction of establishing equality between ever there is a strike, whenever there is a protest against
the two ns_tione_lities_ Steps will have to be taken to in_ religious or national discrimination, whenever there is a
sure that there will be sufiieient eeonornie and human civil liberties ght, the Zionist politicians will raise the
resources in the country to provide good jobs’ housing, specter of the Arab revolution. They will ask the masses
edueetion, medical eere and all the other neeessities of within Israel to subordinate all their demands to the
life in whieh the pelestinien Arabs are unequal in rele_ needs of defending Israel against the Arab peoples. This
tion to the Israeli Jews. Preferential treatment in areas makes it all the mere ln"lP°rtant tor the revelutlenary
like these will be one of the key faetors leading to the party to show the masses of Israeli Jews how their im-
sellzadvancemeut of the Palestinian Arabs and the over. mediate and future interests both are bound up with the
ooming of the eects of years of oppression and exploits- success of the Palestinian revolution. The Israeli-Jewish
tion. During this process, all the skills and resources working masses have a basic interest in supporting the
available in the country, including those of the Israeli- Palestinian struggle tor selhdeterrnlnatlon» net 0nlS’ Ont
Jewish community, will have to he d1-awn upon, The of elementary democratic obligations on their part, but
Palestinian liberation movement evidently feels that the also on the basis of their direct interests. One of their
creation of a unitary state will be the best means by which key goals rnnst be t° terge links With the Palestinian
they can guarantee that steps like these will be token, liberation movement. They cannot do this adequately

Langston, Langston and Rothschild answer that "the unless they glve Whelehearted saPP°rt to the enrrent self-
A1-ah workers and peasants will demand that the class- determination demand of the Palestinian liberation move-
conscious Israeli-Jewish proletariat assume the primary Inent, the delnnd T01‘ 8 delnderatie, Secular Palestine This
responsibility for carrying out this policy [of preferential goal will be undermined by a formula which calls for the
treatment]." (page 19) But the Palestinian Arabs, who de-Zionization of Israel, but which fails to spell out a
have already had some experience with a separate Israeli- correct position on the state forms that will replace the
Jewish state, can hardly be expected to rely solely on Israeli state.
the stated declarations of a class-conscious Israeli-Jewish As far as the national question is concerned, the over-
proletariat. Their presently expressed demand for aunitary riding political consideration for the revolutionary party
state reects their intention of having a form of direct is as follows: its program for ending the presently existing
control over this process. Guaranteeing them that right Oppression must be expressed in clear and unambiguous
is one of the key aspects of the demand for self-determina- demands Whleh ean Win the eenfldenee Of the masses Of
tion for the Palestinian people, the oppressed and mobilize them in an effective struggle

In these conditions, what are the political implications t0 end their °PPressl°n- Neither the de-Zionization de-
of saying that the Israeli Jews have the unilateral right mend’ 1101' the demand for seledetermhlatleh t°r the ls"
to form a new separate state? To the Palestinian Arabs raeli Jews ea" fulll this function-
it will inevitably be seen as a step away from utilizing T9 the e°htrarYl Cernratles Langston» Langsten and
the full 1-esoul-ees available in the country to overcome Rothschild tend to present the central problem of the revo-
their oppression. To the Palestinian masses, it will be llltlehery Party frern a dlrte1'entP°lnt of VleW- The)’ tend
viewed as just a disguised and subtle means of perpetu- t° see the main Prehlern as °rle °t glvlng assllranees
ating the existing conditions of inequality. If the revolu- te the Present °PPress°r rlatlenallty against the danger
tionary party should raise this demand it will seriously 0t its being °PPresserl in the future lt is rleeessar)’ to give
damage its credibility among the oppressed nationality, such assurances. But the program of the revolutionary

' It will undermine the overriding purpose of presenting party must be presented in its proper proportions. The
a program on the national question designed to mobilize central thrust must be directed, not toward schemas to
the Palestinian masses in a struggle to end their oppres- prevent unlikely future dangers, but toward solutions to
sion. the reality of the present oppression.

A similar problem develops in 1-elation to the demand The National Committee resolution is quite clear in its
for the de-Zionization of Israel, which has been raised principled approach to the Israeli Jews: "An integral part
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of our program for the Palestinian revolution and the Mideast is to break down this fear and show the masses
Arab revolution as a whole is support of full civil, cul- of Israeli Jews that their interests lie in support of the
tural and religious rights for all nationalities in the Mid- goals of the Palestinian revolution. This will greatly ad-
east, including the Israeli Jews-" (Page 5) This Conforms vance the revolutionary process in the Mideast. This fear
to the norms of revolutionary socialism and is part of Wm be broken down, not only through the clear pl-oSon_

the Program that the revolutionary Socialist Petty will tation of the democratic goals of the Palestinian revolu-
fight ton tion, but also through the experience of increasingly op-

Langston, Langston and Rothschild maintain, however, pressive measures undertaken within Israel, against Arabs
that this is not in accordance with democratic norms under and Jews alike, as the Zionist state apparatus attempts
socialism: ". . . violent retention of the Israeli-Jewish na- to meet the rising Arab revolution. Intolerable conditions
tion within an Arab state, under conditions in which po- within Israel itself, will eventually lead the Israeli Jewish
litical independence of the Israeli-Jewish nation would be working class to look for alternatives, and they will see

consistent with the elimination of Israeli-Jewish privilege, the alternative of a democratic, secular Palestinian work-
would constitute an element of national oppression of the ers state in a new light.
Israeli-Jews." (page 21) It is in the interests of the Palestinian liberation move-

This absurd statement follows logically from the ab- ment to present its democratic goals clearly to the masses
Street methodology of Comrades Langston, Langston and of Israeli Jews and facilitate the process of winning the
Rothschild who reason as follows: the right of statehood Israeli-Jewish working class as an ally. It is attempting
is a universal, absolute national need; therefore, denial to do this today Bot, in doing So, it is not inenfnhent
of that right equals national oppression. on the Palestinian liberation movement to give up its

In a socialist United States, the whites will not have own unilateral right to self-determination. We cannot ask
the right to secede and form a separate white state. Does the Palestinian liberation movement to give up its own
this in any way mean that the whites will suffer an element central demand, and thereby cut across its ability to mo-
of national oppression? Of course not. Oppression is not bilize the Palestinian masses, in order to gain propaganda
an abstract phenomenon. Denial to a nationality of the points among the Israeli Jews.
right to secede can be a form of national oppression Comrades Langston, Langston and Rothschild, however,
only if that nationality is oppressed in other ways as make this demand of the Palestinians. "To the extent that
well. In such a case, the denial of self-determination is the Palestinian national movement recognizes the reality
a key means of perpetuating a real oppression; it be- of Israeli-Jewish nationality and thus, consistently with
comes another part of that oppression. This is the case its general democratic content, raises the perspective of
in northern Ireland, for example. the right of this nationality to self-determination within

In a unitary Palestinian workers state, the Israeli Jews the framework of the future workers power in Palestine,
will hot he °PP1'e55e<l- They will het leek a stale to gum" to this extent it will contribute to undermining the hold
entee that their legitimate Tights are i1Pheld- They will of Zionist ideology over the Israeli-Jewish masses, and
have sileh e 5thte- it lust Won't be a P1'ePohde1‘ehtly JeW- consequently their support of the Zionist state. For, to
ish State the masses of Israeli-Jews, under the domination of Zion-

it the Israeli Jews Will not he oPP1'e$5e<l Within e unitary ist ideology, the Zionist state apparatus appears not
Palestinian State» Why would they heed e $ePe1'ate Ste-te? as an instrument of sustaining the economic ex-
why would they eveh feel that they would heed e $ePe' ploitation of the Israeli-Jewish proletariat, but as the ma-
rate state? In the Soviet Union sentiment for a separate tei-ial expression of their nationality and the protector
state exists among several Of the oppressed nationalities. of their democratic rights and material well-being," (pages
But do the Great Russians, the privileged nationality, l7-18)
feel that they need a separate state? Is there any serious Langston, Langston and Rothschild consider the two
sentiment for a separate state among the English-speaking incompatible demands: 1) for a democratic, secular Pal-
Canadians? Among whites in the United States? Among estine; and 2) self-determination for the Israeli Jews; and
the English in Great Britain? No, because these nation- they attempt to evaluate these demands primarily from
alities are not oppressed. the point of view of their political effect in splitting the

To nationalities that are not oppressed, our demand is masses of Israeli Jews from Zionism. They fail to give
not for their right to self-determination, but for their assim- adequate consideration to the negative effect of the latter
ilation with other nationalities. In Europe, for example, demanding among the Arab masses, which has been dis-
one of our major demands is for a United Socialist States cussed earlier in this article. Their approach is improp-
of 'Europe, for a unitary state. erly balanced.

Their approach is wrong, moreover, even from the
lh raising their $elt'¢leteI‘n1inati0n demand for the lS— point of view of its effect in splitting the Israeli-Jewish

raeli Jews, Comrades Langston, Langston and Rothschild working class away from Zionism.
are not actually speaking of a demand designed to meet It is quite true that the masses of Israeli Jews see the
a real problem of oppression within a unitary Pales- Israeli state as the "protector of their democratic rights
tine. Nor are they talking about a demand that might and material well-being." At present they do feel that
become appropriate in the future, in the unlikely event they need a state to protect themselves against the Arabs.
that the Israeli Jews were subjected to national oppres- These unjustied fears are played upon and reinforced
sion. They are actually trying to meet a problem that every day by the Zionists.
exists now: the widespread fear among the Israeli Jews To eounter this fear’. Langston, Langston and Roth-
of what the Palestinian revolution holds in store for them. schild say that the Palestinians must promise the Israeli

Although this fear is unjustified, it is a real problem Jews the right to form another state to protect themselves
today. One of the important revolutionary tasks in the from the Arabs after the Zionist state is destroyed.
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This tactical concept is ludicrous. So long as the Israeli Rothschild even maintain that this is more than likely-
Jews fear the Palestinian revolution, the state they will the national bourgeoisie "would inevitably introduce an
want is not some abstract future state, which the Palestin- element of national privilege and hence national oppression
ians (whom they at present fear and distrust) promise into its own partial struggle against Israeli-Jewish cap-
them, but the powerful state that they have right now. italisrn-" (page 22) In fet, they imply that the present
The extent to which the masses of Israeli Jews feel they program of the Palestinian liberation struggle would lead
need a separate state is the extent to which they will sup- in this direction. In that section of their resolution where' port Israel against the Palestinians. The demand raised they Say that the deniand tor a dernoeratle, Seelllr Pales-
by Langston, Langston and Rothschild will fail even in tine expresses "in reality a program for a capitalist Pales-
its avowed purpose. It cannot split the Israeli Jews from tine," they also say that this would "tend to institute a
Zionism, system of national oppression of the Israeli-Jews." (pages

Is it likely, as the Zionists claim, that a victory for the l6"l7)
Palestinian revolution will result in the future oppression Comrades Langston, Langston and Rothschild are
of the Israeli Jews? Comrades Langston, Langston and Wrong here too- ln the event that the Arab revolution is
Rothschild reject this contention, but on balance they see temporarily halted, short of ii Workers state, it is theo-
this possibility as far, far more likely than it really is. retically possible that the Israeli Jews could be oppressed.
In their attempt to answer the Zionist argument on this But even under these conditions we cannot say that this
question, they present a line which would tend to reinforce, will be a likely, much less inevitable, development.
rather than dispel these fears. Their mistake flows from the same methodological and

They grant that a successful revohmohary Struggle’ political errors that they make in discussing the role of
ciihhihaiihg ih the creation oi a healthy workers state» the national bourgeoisie in the revolution. They continue
will not pose this danger. But they go on to speculate to see the primary political approach of the Palestinian
about a variety or other Possible variants which will national bourgeoisie as one of sharp conicts with the
These ahetraet eonstrnetions lead Us nowhere einee they do Israeli-Jewish bourgeoisie. They grant the Palestinian na-
not reect reality. It is fruitless to try to spell out a series tionai bourgeoisie for too inneh independent Strength and
of models of future development, to try to state categor- freedom of action
ieally What will happen it - - - - The fundamental political content of a situation in which

Furthermore, even in this speculation, they utilize the the revolution temporarily stops short of a workers state
same incorrect method of analyzing class interests as they will not be a tremendous rise in the independent strength
do in their earlier seetlons of the feudal, bourgeois demo- and freedom of action of the Palestinian national bour-
cratic, and revolutionary socialist perspectives. geoisie. To the contrary, it will mean its subordination

The first speculative danger that they foresee for the to foreign imperialism and its opposition to the mobili-
Israeli Jews will occur "in the unlikely event of a massive zation of the working class and peasantry. Experience
defeat of the Arab revolution [!], a defeat that would in cases like these has been that the indigenous national
leave the Arab masses exhausted and demoralized for a bourgeoisie tends to adapt and accommodate itself to the
whole epoch [!!] . . . ," in which case, "the Zionist state already privileged layers, in whom it will find an ally
would lose its value to imperialism.[!!!]" "lt is certain against its own Working class and peasantry. Although
[!!!!], under these circumstances, that the U. S. ruling there are exceptions, the experience throughout the colonial
class would dump its client state, and be quite prepared world has generally been that the former oppressor nation-
to see it crushed." (pages 21-22) The Israeli Jews, ac- ality, including the European settlers, continues to retain
cording to Langston, Langston and Rothschild, would a specially privileged position in situations like these. This
then be the object of plunder resulting from pogromist is the caseinAlgeria, for example.
demagogy. In the event that the Palestinian revolution stops short

It is hard to imagine what type of defeat they have in of a workers state, this will mean that the road to the
mind. If U. S. imperialism would so easily dump Israel, self-advancement of the Palestinian people will be tempo-
then why did it play a key role in creating it in the first rarily blocked. In this case, who will continue to be the
place? And if the Arab revolution were overwhelmingly skilled workers, the technicians, the professionals, the ad-
defeated, how would Israel be destroyed? The Arab rev- ministrators—with all the special privileges that are im-
olution suffered major defeats in 1948, 1956 and 1967 plied? Can we not say, and with better justication than
—yet all of these strengthened Israel and U. S. imperial- Langston, Langston and Rothsehild have, that the pres-
ism's support for it. Wouldn't an even more massive ently privileged Israeli Jews, and not the Palestinian Arabs,
defeat strengthen Israel even more? Wouldn't U. S. im- are more likely to remain in a privileged position? At
perialism still need to maintain Israel to guard against the very least, We Inllst say that there is absolutely no
the next upsurge in the Arab revolution? Or do Comrades basis for the contention that the Israeli Jews are likely
Langston, Langston and Rothschild foresee the serious to be 0PPre55ed, U1‘-‘>‘-fl-vi-9 the Palestinian Arabs, in this
possibility, even the unlikely, but serious possibility, of a turn of events-
defeat to the Arab revolution lasting over an entire his- Langston, Langston and Rothschild make the very same
torical epoch? If so, they had better be prepared to scrap type Of error in their speculation about the third possible
quite a bit of our entire program. danger to the Israeli Jews—-in the event of the degeneration

The next, and "far more likely" possible danger to the of a workers state in a liberated Palestine. "Experience
Israeli Jews, according to Langston, Langston and Roths- has shown," they maintain, "that the ruling bureaucracies
child, will occur if the Palestinian revolution succeeds in of degenerated workers states utilize chauvinist agitation
overthrowing Israel, but stops short of a workers state. to keel) the Working elaee divided along national lines

with the national bourgeoisie in power, "it is likely that in order to deect potentially antibureaucratic struggles,
the Israeli-Jews would be subject to some degree of special and allow some Privileges to the dorninant'nation Working
national oppression" (page 22) Langston, Langston and class in an effort to win its support. Thus it is likely that
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in a degenerated workers state that could emerge following ality, but his policy was to perpetuate the dominance of
the crushing by the Arab revolution of the Zionist state, the Great Russians to the detriment of Georgians and
Israeli-Jews would be subject to some degree of special other oppressed nationalities in the USSR.
national oppression in addition to the general Oppression Throughout the history of the colonial revolution, where
of all workers and peasants by the privileged bureau- the he-tiehat question is Posed so she1'P1Y1 the ruling eless
cra¢y_" (page 23) of the dominant oppressor nationality has always raised

the specter of a bloodbath in the event of a successful
revolution by the oppressed. They have always tried to

Again, there is a possibility that this may occur. But portray the oppressed nationality as a horde of backward
here, too, it is not at all likely, as Langston, Langston barbarians out for revenge. This has always been false
and Rothschild contend. Nor does experience back up their propaganda designed to cover up their own backward,
argument. The degeneration of a workers state takes place barbaric and bloody rule. They propagate stories about
under pressure from the privileged strata of the working "Mau Mau savagery," "Viet Cong bloodbaths," "rampag-
class and from alien class forces, including foreign impe- ing Chinese hordes," and "Arab jihads." In reality, the
rialism. It is based upon, and in turn tends to reinforce riders of the technologically advanced oppressor nations
inequality. It is therefore likely that the degeneration of a have been the worst barbarians in history in their relations
workers state would mean the maintenance of inequality with other nations.
between nationalities. But the dominant nation is not de- A victory for the Arab revolution. even if it was only
fined numerically. It is defmed by its materially privileged a Partial ViCl0ry that temporarily ended short of a work-
Status vis-11-vis the oppressed nationality. The question ers state, or a victory that temporarily ended in the crea-
to ask again is: which nationality is still likely to be priv- tion of a workers state that was deformed or degenerated,
ileged vis-a-vis the other immediately after a revolution? would still be a major victory for all peoples concerned.
From'which will there be greater tendencies towards bu- In its overall balance, it would be a major blow to all
reaucracy? From which will there tend to be a dispro- forms of oppression and barbarism in human relations.
portionate number of the higher-paid skilled workers, We can give no credence, not the slightest credence at
technicians, and professionals on which a bureaucracy all, to the argument that the Arab revolution poses a likely
is largely based? From which will there tend to be more threat of extending oppression.
skilled administrators drawn into the governing appa- e it e
ratus? These questions are all speculative, and so we
cannot answer them. Rut there is_certainly no basis to The points that have been discussed in this article c°m_
°°n_clude_ thin the Isl-aeh Jews Wm likely be the oppressed prise the essence of the counter line that has been presented
mmonahty m a degenerated workers state‘ to the party by Comrades Langston, Langston and Roths-

Let us look at the best concrete experience that we have, eht1d- These are the Points that are Presented as eh 81'
the experience of the Russian Revolution. The degeneration tentative t° the Nati°11e1 Cmnmittee draft 1"s°1“tt°n'
of the Soviet workers state tended to reinforce all the old This cmmter line is w1'°ng' It is wrong in its ‘ma-lysis
special privileges and backwardness in national relations, Qt the ele-ss tofees in the Mideast It is Wrong in its dis"
rather than create entirely new ones. These were enforced e\1s$i0h Of se1f-detel‘1T1h1eti°I1- It is W1'°hg in its meth°d'
politically through a totalitarian dictatorship headed by 010gy- It Should be rejected by the party.
Stalin. Stalin came from the oppressed Georgian nation- July 1, 1971

THE MAJOR DISPUTED ISSUES ON
ISRAEL AND THE ARAB REVOLUTION:

Report Adopted by the SWP Convention,

[The following is the text of the report given to the Mideast is also one of the sharp points of strategic con
1971 convention of the Socialist Workers Party presenting frontation between world imperialism and the Soviet work-
the National Committee draft resolution on Israel and the ers state, with the real danger that a nuclear war could
Arab Revolution. It was adopted by the convention. A grow out of a conflict there.
few paragraphs discussing the party's tactical approach The 1967 war, and the events that have transpired since
to the Palestine resistance organizations have been slightly then, have made it abundantly clear that the confrontation
edited and expanded. Some points made in the summary between the Israeli settler-colonial state and the Arab revo-
have been incorporated into the text of the report. —G. H. lution is a pivotal axis of the entire Arab revolution. It is
October, 1973.] this particular component of politics in the Arab world

Under this point in the agenda, the party will be dis- that is the focus of the National Committee draft resolu-
cussing one of the most important questions in inter- tion on Israel and the Arab revolution.
national politics. The revolution in the Arab world in- The central role of U. S. imperialism in the Mideast
volves the destiny of some 125 million people—both Arabs gives the Socialist Workers Party a special obligation
and other nationalities living in the area—and has major to come to the defense of the Arab revolution, and we
repercussions in other areas of the world revolution. The have been carrying out that obligation consistently.
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The purpose of the National Committee draft resolution The National Committee draft resolution is not primarily
that is being presented here is to arm the party with a a conjunctural resolution, although in Part III, it does

clear political line on this issue. If adopted, this line will include a very brief outline of the present political situation
form the basis for all 0111' Work- and an outline of our practical tasks. These points, also,

Because of the nature of the internal party discussion can be developed at greater length in our press, once

that has taken place on this question, it is not appropriate the central line is clear.
in this report to go into an analysis of the current situa- Nor is the resglutign intended to be a recipe book for
tion in the Middle East of the P13-etleal tasks before the the tactics to be followed by revolutionary socialists in
Pa1'tY- F01‘ e dlsenselen °t these questions» l fete!‘ the Mideast. These are best developed by those who are
comrades to the National Committee resolution and the on the spot
report on ll lnel was glven lo lne Nellonal Colnlnlnee The National Committee draft resolution does not out-

plenllln on Maren lo’ wnlen are Pllnleo ln SWP Dleellesloll line a series of contingency plans, presuming to take care

Bllllelln no‘ 3 ln l97l' Tnele nave also been nlllnelolle of all possible variants in future developments that will
ellleles ln lne Mllllenl and ll? ellelyzlng lne developments occur. It deals only with the basic principles of revolu-
lnnl nave oeeulled more leeenlly' In alldlnon’ lnele wnl tionary socialist politics as applied to the situation that
be a panel discussion on Mideast work that will take place extete in the Mideast todey_ on the heels of this line,
tomorrow evening, where we can have a thorough dis- the party will he adequately armed pelltleally to deel
cussion of our practical tasks. with new developments he they eeetm

In lne wllnen pleeonvenllon dleelleslon’ no eellolls ole" Part II of the National Committee draft resolution deals

agreements were expressed over ellnel our besle enelysle in more detail with several points that are included in
of lne eellenl slnlellen ln the Mideast’ or evel elll the theses of Part I. This section is isolated from the main
practical tasks. However, there have been disagreements bod of the theses, in order to keep the dtseueeieh in

. . . . . Y
over the basic political line which the party should adopt. proper balance, while taking up these points which are

Rctgmieilleies Berta Igeegeten’ Bob Lengstonf and Jen the subject of much debate in the radical movement.

0 Sc have S“ muted e eounteleresolutlon to the The line of the National Committee draft resolution
sleittiiggaldigglfglegtgee tillrafégiiolugert $11(Lin the plhegne ows from our long established analysis of the colonial

S1 ’ e mu S en ency an 0 rev lution as a lied to the concrete situation in the
. . . o , pp

leaders of the Proletarian Orientation Tendency have ex- Mideast This tine is not dependent the political tine

pressed line disagreements with the National Committee followed b an of the Palestinian liberation organizations
draft resolution. y _y _ , , _ .

This repore therefore’ will have to center exp1ana_ or the Israeli sOC18.l1Sl. Organization (IoO), and differs
fr all of them-—while at the same time, we su ort

tion of the central points that are at issue, and defend the om _ , _ _ pp,
hne that has been submitted to the convention in the Na_ the struggles against Israel and imperialism that are bemg

tional Committee draft resolution. These line questions wegee by these elgenlzeeene We give ueeendleenel suP'
must he settled rst, before there eah he any meaningful port to the Palestinian struggle for nationtatl liberation,
discussion of taetles and practical taske but we do not give unconditional or uncritical support

The basic line of the National Committee draft resolution to the Pollnelll Ploglelns or leedelsnlpe of any of llle
is contained in Part I of the resolution. This is a very Pelnenlal °lgllnlze'llone'
short eeetlon__e_nd deliberately ed The NC-S purpose We should be clear, in this convention discussion, that
was to present this line elearly and unambiguously lh the question before us is the line that our party should
eonelse thesis fol-mt follow, not the correctness or incorrectness of the positions

In their discussion article, which appears in SWP Dis- e<l°Pted bi’ any °t the Palestinian Qrganizons 01' the

cussion Bulletin no. 27 in 1971, Comrades Berta, Bob, lS0- Saying this» l1°WeVe1', We must natllfelly take into
and Jon say that the NC draft resolution deals lnnde account in our analysis what these groups have to say,
qnately with the question of Zlonlsm_ They Say that the and the demands that are currently being raised in the

NC draft resolution does not explain where Zionism came Palestinian llbe1‘etl°n struggle-
from and how it could form the basis of a mass political As I have lndleeted ln e dlsensslen eltlele Wnlell aP'
move;-neht_ They say that the NC draft does not explain peared in SWP Discussion Bulletin no. 16 in 1971, there
adequately how the Israeli state came into being The are four main differences between the NC draft resolution
counter-resolution, by contrast, deals with these questions and the e°nnte1"1'es°lntl°n=
at great length. (And, Imight add, is in error on a couple 1) The NC draft 1'es°l11tl°n snPP°1'ts the demand tel‘
of minor p()int$,) a democratic, secular Palestine, while the counter-resolu-

lt Was n°t the intentlen 0t the NC t0 Offer en exhaustive tion rejects it on the grounds that it reects the interests
historical sketch of the development of Zionism and the of the Palestinian national bourgeoisie, tether than the

Israeli state. This is best handled in press articles devoted masses_

to that question. Such an analysis can be useful in pro- 2) The NC draft resolution rejects the demand for the
paganda and in determining particular tactics, but it is right of self-determination for the Israeli Jews, while the
not necessary for the presentation of our basic line. In counter-resolution calls for this right "within the frame-
fact, the inclusion of such a long historical sketch might work of the future workers power in Palestine."
tend to obscure the basic line by overbalancing the resolu- 3) Although both resolutions attempt to stand on the

tion in one direction. This is a deciency in the counter- theory of the permanent revolution, the counter-resolu-
resolution. The N C's theses explaining Zionism and the tion's evaluation of the relationship between bourgeois-
Israeli state are perfectly adequate to establish our line democratic demands and the role of the national bour-
on these points. geoisie tends to call important aspects of this theory into
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question. cratic state.
4) These errors in the counter-resolution ow from a In their polemics against the NC draft resolution, com-

methodological approach whichiis abstract, schematic, and rades Berta, Bob’ and Joh Often slip over into polemicizing
formal. against the concept of a classless democratic state. They

The authors of the counter-resolution have also sub- then proceed to knock Over this Straw mI1- But sueh
mitted a lengthy article in defense of the c0unter-res0lu- arguments are irrelevant to the present discussion in the

lion, and in reply to the NC draft, the plenum report, party. And I hope we can avoid them during the discus-
and my discussion article. Their article, which appears sion today.
in SWP Discussion Bulletin no. 27 in 1971, was sub- The term "democratic state" has come to be widely used
mitted at the very end of the written pre-convention dis- by the Stalinists to denote a capitalist state or some in-
cussion, so it was not possible to reply to it in written termediary state between a capitalist state and a workers
form. And, because of the time limitation in-this report, state, as part of their two-stage concept of the colonial
it will enly he Pessihle t° rePly t° a tew °t the arguments revolution. It is in relation to this that two leaders of
in this a1‘tiele- the Proletarian Orientation Tendency and an official state-

In their discussion article, comrades Berta, Bob, and ment of the Connnnnisi Tendency have made much more
J01! ask, "What does the NC draft mean hy the demo- serious charges against the National Committee draft
cratic, secular Palestine?" (p. 19) I will try to explain. resolution_
Let me emphasize that l am tiiseilssing What the Party Comrade Ralph Levitt, who was the reporter for the
means by this Particular demand, net the entire Pr°gram' For A Proletarian Orientation document before the Oak-
matte P°siti°ns °t all the Palestinian 8r°hPs- land-Berkeley branch, said that the party accepts the call

There are three tlistinet Parts tn this demand‘ for a democratic secular state in Palestine, which he said
l) t°r secularism is a call for a bourgeois revolution, and which epitomizes
2) t°r Pnlitieal tlemeeraey the Stalinist-Menshevik theory of class collaboration and
3) i°r a unitary Palestine betrayal. His remarks are quoted by Nelson Blackstock
The demand for secularism—that is, for the separation in SWP Discussion Bulletin no_ 13 in 1971, (p, 21)

of church and state—is a key component of the revolution comrade Bill Massey, one of the authors of For A
in the Mideast-both in the Arab countries and in Israel. progetarian Orientation, wrote 3, discussign ai-tiele that

T0 my knowledge! all °t the main Palestinian liheration appears in SWP Discussion Bulletin no. 25 in 1971, where
Organize-ti°ns s\1PP°rt- the tight t°r seenlerism» in the sense he says that "the concept of the ‘democratic, secular state‘
that the NC draft uses the te1'm- is nothing more than the Menshevik-Stalin-Mao concept

Now, within the Palestinian movement, there are many of the 'two stage' theory of revolution)‘ He implies
who reject the concept that the Israeli Jews are a nation- that the party leadership has adopted this position and
ality (and this includes representatives not only of Fateh, says that "the leaderships position negates the theory
but 8.180 Of l’.l1€ D6I1‘lOC1‘8.C POpI.1l8.l‘ FI‘OI1t, and th POplll8.1' of the pefmangnt 1'evQlu[iQn_"(p,
Front). There are also some who incorrectly tend to pose . . .th it _ I 1 i t _ t h t, And, in the same bulletin, the Commumst Tendency

e con c agams Mae as a con c agams W a ls has submitted an article on the international situation
designated as primarily a religious community. It is only in which they label Fateh "the Palestinian Kuomim
to distinguish themselves from this second concept that tang, and that have propogated its slogan for

the Democratic Popular Front often avoids using the term a democratic secular state, which thev describe as a bour-
secular in its demands. But the Democratic Popular Front geois state_(p_ 13) “

is for secularism in the sense that the NC draft uses the These charges are among the most Seriousthathave been

temh raised in the entire internal discussion. Comrades Massey
The important point of difference in the internal party and Levitt, and the Communist Tendency charge that

discussion is ‘over the second component of the democratic, we have abandoned the theory of permanent revolution
secular Palestine demand_the demand f°r pohncal d°m°c’ and have adopted a Menshevik-Stalinist line on the Mid-
racy. All of the major Palestinian groups call for political east—and this line, comrades, is the line of counter-rev0-
democracy. They do not, however, express this in a the‘ lution. Comrade Levitt called it the line of betrayal. These
°i'eti°allY exact fashi°n- They use iiiterehahgeahly the charges are totally false. We do not call for a two-stage
terms» "democratic Palestine" and ndemeeratie state in Pal‘ theory of revolution, and it is a dishonest slander to say
estine." The National Committee draft resolution, however, so_ Comrades Massey and Levittiare delegates here and
ealls °hlY f°l'. a dem°°ratie Palestine it does not eall comrade Dave Fender is a delegate from the Communist
t°r a denieeratle stateih Palestine . Tendency. I challenge these comrades to come up here

The term "tieni°eratie state" leaves °Pen the class ehar before this convention and produce evidence that we have
acter of the state. But as Marxists, we def'me the state adopted the Stalinist two_stege theory of revolution
as the armed t01'ee and system °t laws and institutions Aside from that, the comrades are mistaken about the
used to enforce the domination of one class over another. full meaning of the two_ste_ge theory of revolution’ as
Thus, in talking ab°iit the state’ we must sPeeity it was propounded rst by the Mensheviks and later by
class character. We call for a democratic Palestine, which the stulinists You know, the two-stege theory involves
Will be e w01'k8T-9 state The NC draft res°hiti°n sPeeif' a lot more than just the use of the term, "democratic
ically says that the democratic goals of the Palestinian state"
liherati°n struggle ean °nly he aee°l'nPlishetl threngh There are two central points to this theory.
e 1'eV0luti0n culminating in the ereati°n °t a w01‘keT8 First is the concept that the course of the revolution
state. It nowhere calls for an abstract, classless demo- in colonial countries is divided into two distinct stages-
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a bourgeois stage and a socialist stage—with a histori- we label Fateh as "the Palestinian Kuomintang?" (And

cal separation between them. But that is only One part if we did, then to be consistent shouldn't we have blasted

of the theory. The key part involves the practical conclu- Castro's July 26 Movement of the 1950's for being a

sions that are drawn. Cuban Kuomintang? After all, its stated political line

/- The Mensheviks, and later the Stalinists, proclaimed that at the time was not too different from those of the Pale-

since the present stage was a bourgeois stage, the work-I stinian resistance organizations.)

ing class parties had to subordinate themselves to the The National Committee does not think so. We consider

political leadership of the national bourgeoisie. That was the Palestine resistance organizations to be petty bourgeois

the key thing. It was that policy which led to the defeats national liberation organizations, similar in many respects

of revolutions throughout the colonial world. It is that to others throughout the world. One of the key things for

which makes the two-stage theory counterrevolutionary us to note is that the Palestinian organizations are those

in practice. of a mass movement that is engaged in a struggle around

The Bolsheviks, before 1917, also thought that the com- a self-determination line that runs counter to the bourgeois

ing Russian revolution would be a bourgeois revolu- line of accommodation with IsraeL It is a movement in

tion, and that a long stage capitalist development would which there is great political ferment. We should assume

take place before a socialist revolution could occur. But that the possibility exists to win support for Trotskyism

they differed from the Mensheviks on a crucial point: the from militants in all the main organizations engaged in

Bolsheviks maintained that the national bourgeoisie would struggle. In the absence of Trotskyist organizations in the

betray the revolution, and that the democratic revolution area, which would be the only ones capable of working out

would have to be carried out through the independent mo- an effective tactical approach toward one or another Pale-

bilization of the working class and peasantry against the snian group, we should steer clear of singling out any of

national bourgeoisie. The Bolsheviks gave their concept the groups for special commendation or special criticism.

theoretical expression in the call for a"democratic dictator- All of the groups have petty bourgeois programs, and

ship of the proletariat and peasantry." their written documents that reach us are not sufficient
for us to make accurate judgements about the real nature

As we know, the Bolsheviks were mistaken. The Rus- of these groups.

sian Revolution combined the struggle around bourgeois- Our task, as the revolutignary party with the most

democratic‘ tasks with the socialist revolution, through advanced political concepts, must be to solidarize ourselves

an uninterrupted and telescoped process, as Trotsky had with the struggles of all the organizations, while simul-

foreseen. taneously explaining our own political position. We do

But Trotsky did not equate the Bolshevik position with support the goals of secularism, political democracy, and

the Menshevik. In his essay devoted to this question, self-determination, and we point our how in order to

which is entitled, "Three Concepts of the Russian Revo- win these objectives, it will be necessary to create a Leninist

lution," he gives his estimate of the Menshevik and BOl- party based around a, program which can lead a so-

shevik positions as contrasted to his own: Trotsky said, cialist revgluon culminating in the creation ofa workers

"'I'he perspective of Menshevism was false to the core: state.

it pointed out the wrong road to the proletariat The To turn our backs on the Palestinian liberation orga-

perspective of Bolshevism was not complete: it correctly nizations, simply because they do not have a revolu-

pointed out the general direction of the struggle, but char- tionary socialist program, is the height of sectarianism.

acterized its stages incorrectly." (Appendix to Trotsky's Now, to return to the arguments raised by comrades

book Stalin p. 433; also published in a different transla- Berta and Bob Langston and Jon Rothschild,

tion in Writings of Leon Trotsky (1938-39). These comrades maintain that they do not reject the

Trotsky saw the Bolshevik position tending in the same struggle around democratic demands. However, they do

fundamental direction as his own, but he also saw it reject the demand for a democratic, secular Palestine.

as inconsistent and self-contradictory. In any case, the The counter-resolution contains a long section devoted

Bolsheviks‘ mistaken concept of stages was not as crucial to an analysis of bourgeois-democratic consciousness,

as their opposition to the political leadership of the na- which is intended to prove that the demands for secularism

tional bourgeoisie. Otherwise how can you explain that and political democracy tend to mesh with the interests

the Bolshevik party, trained for years in this mistaken of the Palestinian national bourgeoisie, rather than the

concept of stages, was able in April, 1917, to correct masses of workers, peasants, and refugees.

these errors and lead the Russian Revolution to victory? Their analysis of this question tends to introduce an

One of the key lessons to learn from this is that in alteration in our concept of the theory of permanent revo-

judging an organization, we must look not only at what lution. By abstracting from present conditions, it fails

they say on the theoretical side, but also at what they to take into account the changed role of the national

do in practice. bourgeoisie in the age of imperialism.

With this in mind, we can better work out our tactical A couple of centuries ago, the struggle around democratic

approach toward the main Palestinian organizations when demands did tend to mesh with the historical rise of the

they raise the call for a democratic Palestine, and inter- capitalist class. These demands became a part of the

change it with the call for a democratic state in Pale- bourgeois revolutions—that's why they are called

stine: Should we center our propaganda on attacking bourgeois-democratic demands. Today, however, the na-

them broadside? Should we treat their slogan as a danger, tional bourgeoisie is incapable of accomplishing these

as if it helped spread a fully-developed, hardened two- tasks, and moreover, its basic aims and interests are in

stage theory of revolution? Should we equate this slogan opposition to the struggle around these demands. This is

with the line of the Mensheviks and the Stalinists. Should easily seen by examining the role of the Palestinian na-
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tional bourgeoisie today. It is opposed to an intransigent the traditional reactionary social relations on the land
struggle for a democratic, secular Palestine. are examples of this.

As a result, these democratic goals in Palestine can only But democratic demands that are in the interests of the

be won under the leadership of the working class, in al- masses, demands like those for secularism and political
liance with the masses of peasants and refugees, in a revo- democracy, do not by themselves reect the interests of
lution that must culminate in the creation of a workers the national bourgeoisie today. Even in the age of the

state. Under conditions of today, the struggle around' ; rising bourgeois revolutions, these democratic demands

democratic demands, including the demands for political; were in the interests of the masses. They still are. Under‘
democracy and secularism, tends to mesh with the so-it present conditions, mass consciousness around these bour-
cialist revolution, not the bourgeois revolution. That is> geois-democratic demands tends to impel the masses

one of the main reasons why these democratic demands against the national bourgeoisie. Even though a workers
are a key part of the revolutionary socialist program» state will go beyond a democratic republic in establishing
in the Mideast. But the counter-resolution does not see Soviet forms, the demand for political democracy is part
the key role of the demand for political democracy in of the program for an anticapitalist revolution.
Palestine. The counter-resolution fails to take this into account.

When the National Committee draft resolution calls for It sees the demand for political democracy serving the

political democracy, we are not introducing an innovation objective interests of the capitalist class, simply because

in the program of revolutionary socialism. There is a a struggle that is limited to this demand, will generally
long tradition in the revolutionary movement of giving be inadequate to prevent the consolidation of power by
a prominent place to this demand. the "national bourgeoisie. The counter-resolution's solution

One example is attorded by Lenin's Bolshevik Party- \ to this problem is to steer clear of the demand entirely.
In the period prior to 1917, there were three main de- It ends up by letting the program of the national bout-

mands that the Bolsheviks Propagated among the masses geoisie determine its program. This is a fatal mistake.
These demands Were rePeated so often» and hammered In their discussion article, comrades Berta, Bob, and
home so mneh that they heeame known in the Russian Jon charge that the objective logic of the National Com-
rdieal movement as the "three Whales ot Bolsevisrn-" mittee draft resolution is towards a "spontaneous develop-

What were they? ment theory" of revolution. (ibid, p. 20) That is, the con-

One demand was tor the eight-hour day, a key demand cept that the struggle around democratic demands is some-

in the interests ot the Russian Workers how sufficient, in and of itself, to lead automatically to-
A second demand Was tor conscation ot the landed ards a socialist revolution. This is not the case at all.

estates, a key need oi the Russian Peasants Of course, it is true in the abstract that any democratic
And the third demand Was tor a democratic republic» emand, and even any transitional demand, considered-

a demand which sPoke to the needs ot the -masses as a in isolation, apart from the totality of a revolutionary
Wh0le- ' socialist program, is not enough. There are manyexamples ,

Were the Bolsheviks Wrong in this? Did raising this which show that a democratic consciousness among the
demand for a democratic republic serve the objective inter; masses is not by itself Sufficient to guarantee a successful

ests ot the Russian national bourgeoisie? l do not think revolution. This requires a revolutionary socialist con-

so- Nor did Trotsky ln tact, he incorPorated this tyPe ot sciousness as well. But revolutionary socialist conscious-
demand into the Transitional Program- "The slogan tor ness will not develop all at once. The revolutionary party
a National (or Constituent) Assembly Preserves its hill aids the development of this consciousness through its
force for such countries as China or India." (Transitional program of transitional and demoeratie demands, The

Program for Socialist Reolution, Pathnder Press» Page counter-resolution misses a key point—that the consistent

97) The demand tor Political democracy is very relevant struggle around democratic demands tends to go against
to Palestine What Possible hasis can there he tor shying the interests of the national bourgeoisie, and therefore,
away from it? tends to aid the process of winning the masses to a revo-

Comrades Berta, Bob, and Jon maintain that this luonary $()(3i3_list program,
demand is too abstract. They feel that if it is given a
prominent place in our program, this will cut across It is worthwhile to recall what we say in the Transitional
the development of revolutionary socialist consciousness, Program on this point. In the section entitled "Backward
that it will fail to break the masses away from the ideology Countries and the Program oi Transitional Demands," /
of the capitalist class, and will thus open the door to the we say the following:
consolidation of power by the national bourgeoisie. They "It is impossible merely to reject the democratic program;
say in their discussion article, "It is not enough to say it is imperative that in the struggle the masses outgrow it.
that we are for democracy. In fact, we should steer quite The Slogan for a National (or Constituent) Assembly
clear of any formulations that refer to some abstract preserves its full force for such countries as China or
democracy." (SWP Discussion Bulletin no. 27 in 1971, India. This slogan must be indissolubly tied up with the
page 19.) problem of national liberation and agrarian reform. As

No, comrades, we must utilize the demands of democ- a primary step, the workers must be armed with this dem-
racy. We must champion the demands for democracy. ocratic program. Only they will be able to summon and‘

It is true, that to the extent that the masses do not have unite the farmers. On the basis of the revolutionary demo-
a revolutionary socialist consciousness, their ideology will cratic program, it is necessary to oppose theworkers to the

tend to reect in varying degrees the pressure of alien ‘national’ bourgeoisie. Then, at a certain stage in the mo-
class forces. The hold of religion or sexism over the bilization of the masses under the slogans of revolutionaryf
masses, or the support that exists among the masses democracy, soviets can and should arise." (Transitional;
for the maintenance of capitalist economic relations or Program For Socialist Revolution, page 97)
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The demand for a secular, democratic Palestine is not say that the NC draft is wrong because it "operates under
sufficient by itself. But we do not reject it on that account. the assumption that the designation of which is the op-
We pose a socialist revolution culminating in the creation pressed nationality, and which is the oppressor, is sufficient
of a workers state as the means of achieving and guaran- to decide all other questions." (SWP Discussion Bulletin no.
teeing a democratic, secular Palestine. We do not counter- 27 in 1971 page 29)
pose the two. No, we do not assume that this is sufcient to decide

, Notice how the Transitional Program says that "the all other questions. But what we do say is that this is the
workers must be armed with this democratic program." starting point for all further discussion ofthenational ques-
One of the ways that the revolutionary party distinguishes tion. It is true that two nationalities will live in a Palestin-
itself from the national bourgeoisie, and mobilizes the Pal- ian workers state. But the starting point of all wisdom is
estinian masses independently of the nationalbourgeoisie, recognition that right now these two nationalities stand
‘is not by steering clear of the demand for political democ- in relation to each other as oppressed and oppressor.

e racy, but by becoming the champions of the struggle for it. It is precisely the present experience of the oppressed Pales-
The program of the revolutionary party is different tinian nationality that makes the statement of democratic

from that of the national bourgeoisie, not only because norms within a healthy workers state insufficient in ap-
it raises working class demands, but also because it car- Proaching the national question. Promises of democratic
ries out the most consistent and intransigent struggle norms in national relations, and explanations Qi i1°W_ihe
around democratic demands objective conditions in a workers state will work against

Comrades Berta, Bob, and Jon, however, would have °PPl‘essi0n, are not suffieient i° eenvince the °PP1'esse<i
us steer clear of the demand for pglical demQcracy_ The nationality that lIh€ socialist 1‘€VOll1llOI1 Off€1'S the 11188118

demand for a democratic, secular Palestine, which is capa- Of ending its 0PP1'essi0n-
ble of mobilizing the Palestinian masses in struggle against It is because of this that we raise the right of oppresseii
imperialism and the Israeli state—they would just hand nafi0na1iiieS to $eif-deie1'Ininaii°n-
it over to the national bourgeoisie. It is their approach, F i1'si Of aii, the snuggle for Seii‘deiei'miiiiiii°n mobiiizes
and not that of the National Committee draft resolution, the °PPIessed nailionaiiiy in siinggie against ihe siaie
which would weaken the effectiveness of the revolutionary Whieh is °PP1'essing iheni, and inns advances the seeiai‘
party as opposed to the national bourgeoisie. isi l‘eV0i\iii0n~

We now come to the third aspect of the demand for a In their discussion article, comrade Berta, Bob, and Jon
democratic, secular Palestine—the demand for a unitary say that "for a demoei-atie, secular Pa1estine' is not a de_
state. The National Committee draft resolution supports mend on anybody) (ibid, p, 19) No, eotnrades, it is not
the right of the Palestinian people to destroy the present a demand directed on somebody. It is a demand directed
Israeli state and establish a unitary state in which the pres- at imperialism and the Israeli state, and helps mobilize
ent Israeli Jews and Palestinian Arabs will both live. We the Palestinian masses in struggle against these sources
support this right unconditionally as an expression of of their oppression, It is a demand, in the same way that
Palestinian self-determination. the call for an independent Algeria was directed against

The counter-resolution rejects this. It maintains, instead, French imperialism.
that the norms of the future workers state in Palestine Secondly, it is only by fighting for the right of the op-
must include the right of Israeli Jews to secede and form pressed Palestinians to self-determination that the revolu-
a politically independent workers state of their own. tionary party can prove in life that its program offers them

There are two main types of arguments before us on the means of achieving the state forms that will guaran-
this question: the arguments relating to revolutionary tee an end to their oppression. From the standpoint of
principle; and the tactical arguments. We should therefore the Leninist party, the demand is instrumental inthis sense.
take up the principled questions first. [See excerpt from summary for a further discussion of this

From the standpoint of principle, the key argument point—- GH]
advanced by the counter-resolution derives from an ab- Thirdly, support to this demand mobilizes the Israeli
stract consideration of conditions that should exist within working-class in struggle against their own ruling class on
a healthy workers state. On page 17, the counter-resolu- this very critical question. Remember, the Israeli state is
tion states this as follows: " . . . while the workers and not only the instrument of national oppression against the
peasants have every interest in the broadest possible volun- Palestinian Arabs. It is also the instrument of the Israeli
tary economic and social assimilation of nations, they capitalist class against the Israelibvorkers.
have no class interest in forcibly retaining the Israeli These factors in combination lay the basis for a genuine
Jews within their state." (SWP Discussion Bulletin no. 10 internationalist alliance between the oppressed Palestinian
in 1971) From this concept, and from the premise that the Pe°Pie and iiie israeii Jewish Working eiass- Thai is ihe
Israeli Jews constitute a new and distinct nationality, the basis fol‘ On!‘ Posiiioll On the fight 0f0PP1‘€SSed national-
counter-resolution concludes that the right of the Israeli iiies i0 se1i-deie1‘n1iI1aii0n-
Jews to self-determination is consistent with Leninist norms. But this Combination is missing from the demand for
Tactical arguments are then advanced to show why rais- Self-deiefininaiinn f°1' tile Israeli Jews, W110 are at Present
ing this right is advantageous to the victory of the social- the 0PP1‘ess°1' naiienaiiiy Vis a Vis the Arabs-
ist revolution in Palestine Furthermore, the demand for self-determination for the

This approach misses the entire point of our concept of Israeli Jews comes into contradiction with the right of the
the right of oppressed nationalities to self-determination. °PPi‘essed Palestinian A1‘abs i° seii"deiel‘lninaii0n-
To begin by postulating the norms of a healthy workers T0 see Why, We she‘-lid i°°k a iiii-ie more eioseiy at this
state is not our method on this question demand. We place no conditions on the right of the Pales-

Comrades Berta, Bob, and Jon in their discussion article tinians to self-determination. This does not mean that we
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give imconditional support to the programs of the various mittee draft resolution specically states that "an integral
national liberation organizations, or that we refuse to criti- part of our program for the Palestinian revolution and the
cize them, or that we do not pose norms for a workers Arab revolution as a whole is support of full civil, cul-
state. All it means is that our supportfor their right of self- tural and religious rights for all nationalities in the Mid-
determination is unconditional. east, including the Israeli Jews." This is part of the revolu-

Self-determination speaks to the key question of the tionary program that the Leninist party will fight for.
nation-state relations between the two nationalities. Will The thing we oppose is the right of the Israeli Jews to
they live in a unitary state, or will they live in separate make the decision about whether or not there will be
states? We say that the oppressed_nati0nality has the right separate states or a unitary state.
lo make this elleiee i1nilalei'allY- Comrades will note that our position is based on the

Usually. the right of seladelefmlnalion is Posed as the concrete situation that exists today. We are not proposing
Fight of an °PPi'essed nationality lo secede and f°1'ln 3- a series of contingency plans to take account of the situ-
separate state Blll llle Paleslllllalls ale not demanding a ation in case the Palestinian revolution should go through
sePe-Tale stale They are demanding 3 l1nilarY Stale This a phase of deformation or degeneration, or in case the
may be llllllsllal’ blll ll ls easlly llllllelsleoll’ ellee you revolution temporarily stops short of a workers state.
look at the speellles of lllell °pplessl°ll' One possible course of development, and we consider

National Oplllesslon ls usually eallled °ll_l llllellgll the it an unlikely possibility, is that the Israeli Jews could
forelble retention of an oppressed natlenehly wlthm the become the oppressed nationality. But this would present
bellndaelee of e, emtery state aloegslde the oppressor us with a different situation than we have now, and we
nationality, or within a colony. The right of self-determina- would have no problem in raising the appropriate de_

tion has therefore usually bween posed as the right to end mands thatwould apply to that concrete Simaom

thle forced’ eeeaued umty and eeeede But aetuaull’ ll However, we do not anticipate this type of develop-
involves a choice. The oppressed nationality has the right ment. We put forward an optimistic perspective for the
to choose between secedmg and forming a separate state, Palestinian revolution
or continuing to live within a unitary state alongside the Now just a brief word on the tactical argumenm
lolmel oppressor llall°llallly' The counter-resolution maintains that raising the per-

spective of an Israeli Jewish right to self-determination
This elieiee is 1"lill1teTal- The °PPl'ess°i' natienellly has will facilitate the process of breaking the Israeli Jews

no voice in this particular decision. Think about the word away from support to Zionism_
—self'detei'minali°n- This ls Very P1'eeise- The °PPl'esse<l This argument does not stand up from the tactical point
nationality decides this question itself. of view. So long as the Israeli Jews feel they need a state

This is exactly What We mean When We Say We are of their own, then the state they will want is not some
for self-determination for Black people in the United States. abstract future state, which the Palestinians promise they
We support the unilateral right of the Black nationality can have after Israel is destroyed, but the state that they
to make the choice between continuing to live in a unitary have right now. So long as they feel they need their own
United States, or seceding to form a separate Black state. separate state, they will support Israel against the Pal-
It is the Black nationality alone that makes this decision, estinian revolution. In order to break the Israeli Jews
because the key issue, as far as the party is concerned, away from Zionism, we have to convince,them that they
is that of establishing the nation-state relations between do not need a separate state to protect their democratic
the whites and the Black nationality that the Black people rights and economic well-being, or to insure their rights
feel will best insure the means to end their oppression. to national expression are maintained.
The whites W111 have no say in the matte;-_ Moreover, from the tactical point of view, it is neces-

In Palestine, national oppression has been carried out, sary, above ll. l0 ¢0I1si<le1' the effeel that the P1‘0P0se~l
not through the forcible retention of the oppressed Pal- for Israeli Jewish self-determination would have among
estinians, but through their forcible eviction, and through the Palestinian masses. The overwhelming likelihood is
the forcible partition of the country. Just look at it his- that they would consider this as some sort of disguised
torically. The Israeli state was set up in 1948, in direct form of Zionism, or as a rationale to perpetuate the exist-
opposition to the Palestinian goal of independence from ing conditions of inequality. If the party raised this per-
Great Britain, in opposition to the establishment of an spective, it could call into question, in their minds, the
independent and unitary Palestine. genuineness of our support to their national liberation

The Palestinian right of self-determination involves the struggle.
very same unilateral choice as in the other cases. And To give just one example: The Democratic Popular
the reason why they are demanding a unitary state, rather Front, which some people have considered to be most
than a separate state derives from the concrete circum- open-minded towards Trotskyism, issued an attack on
stances of their oppression. Trotskyists at their conference in August, 1970. This was

When the counter-resolution calls for the right of the made public in Arabic in March, 1971, and has just
Israeli Jews to form a separate state, it denies this uni- been published in English in the June, 1971 issue of Pal-
lateral choice to the Palestinians. This amounts to a veto estine Resistance Bulletin. It appears that they may have
power by the present oppressor nationality over the right been referring to some of the positions taken by our Eu-
of the oppressed nationality to self-determination. Se1f- ropean comrades. This attack charged Trotskyists with
determination. for both nationalities is not self-determina- taking isolationist positions stemming from the "inability
tion at all for the Palestinians. to comprehend the national nature of the Palestinian rev-

This does not in any way mean that the Israeli Jews olution at its present stage." They charge Trotskyists with
have no rights in a unitary Palestine. The National Com- taking an isolationist position towards the Democratic
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Popular Front, by singling it out for special support de-Zionization of Israel. We support all specic struggles
as a "Marxist-Leninist organization." And the statement against the discriminatory Zionist laws and practices.
concludes by saying: But the call for "de-Zionization" is ambiguous. It can

"Above all that, the Trotskyists have tried to present be interpreted to imply support for the maintenance of
the DPFLP as concurring with their anti-Leninist position, the Israeli state. Therefore, this slogan should not be

which calls for ‘the right of self-determination for the used. The specic anti-Zionist demands in the party's
oppressor community,‘ the Jewish community in Palestine, program must be linked to the call for replacing Israel
and by putting forth their slogan of a bi-national state, with a democratic, secular Palestine, along with all our
instead of the correct Marxist-Leninist solution to the Pal- other demoeratie and t1-ansonal demands,
estine Q\1e$ti0I1- The line of the counter-resolution is wrong on several

"The cessation of these Trotskyist attempts has for long key quesdonS_ It is wrong on the demand for a demo-
become ari important task in our internationalist relations, e1-ado, secular Palestine It is wrong in its diseussion on
311d the elleeese °f tmP1emeI1tiI1g this t3$k will help to eleef self-determination. It is wrong in its analysis of the class
up the misunderstanding and reservations of many leftist forces in the Mideast It is Wrong in its methodology
movements toward establishing strong relations with the It should be I-ejected by the pal-ty_
Front." The National Committee draft resolution presents a

I think th3t this is 3 8°03 eX3mP1e °t the teetieel Week‘ line that can politically arm the party with an effective
ness of the demand for Israeli-Jewish self-determination. policy on the important question of I51-ael and the A1-ab

There is 311 31131380115 Weeknees in the 51°83" for the Revolution. We urge its adoption by this convention.

Excerpt from Summary

Comrades Berta, Bob, and Jon state in their discussion No, that is not true. This demand asks the Israeli Jews
article that "The implication of the [National Committee] to renounce the false mystification that they need a sepa-
draft's formulation is that the members of the oppressed rate nation-state to express their national identity. It asks
nationality consider various state forms in a purely in- them to see that they can still express their national iden-
strumental manner, posing to themselves the question, tity in a unitary state, alongside the Palestinians, and
Which state forms can best serve as the instrument for that they can express this national identity in a way that
ending oppression?" (ibid, p. 23) does not conflict with the rights of the Palestinian Arabs.

And they go on to say that this is not true—that to the As I explained earlier, the degree to which they fail to
masses of people, the state "does not appear primarily renounce this mystification, is the degree to which they
as an instrument at all, but as the very expression of will support the present Israeli state.
their nationality; they tend to identify the nation with the Furthermore, in my opinion, I believe that comrades
nation state" (ibid p. 24) This, furthermore, is an aspect Berta, Bob, and Jon are in error in thinking that the
of bourgeois-democratic consciousness. over-riding factor binding the masses of Israeli Jews to

Because nationalities tend to identify the nation with Zionism is the identification of the national state with
the nation-state, rather than as an instrument, and be- their nationality. In my opinion, the major factor is the
cause this identification is part of their general demo- unjustified fear that they have of what the Palestinian rev-
cratic consciousness, comrades Berta, Bob, and Jon con- olution holds in store for them. Given the breakdown of
clude that the denial to any nationality of the right to this fear, through a combination of factors, I think that we
form a national state "itself constitutes national oppression." can be optimistic about the possibilities of winning the
(ibid. p. 24) masses of Israeli Jews to an internationalist position.

The comrades miss an important aspect of our con- Finally, there is an iI1e0I1SiS'teI1ey in the Way in which
cept of self-determination here. Although the nationality e0mI‘8-(lee Berta, B011, and J0n pose the question of Is-
in question looks upon self-determination from several raeli Jewish self-determination. They pose this as a na-
different aspects (including the instrumental aspect), the tional need of the Israeli Jews, who identify their nation-
party's concept of self-determination does flow primarily ality with a nation-state—but then they raise the right
from this instrumental point of view. For the party, the of Israeli-Jewish self-determination not in the national
key thing about self-determination is that it is an instru- senSe—aS 6 right f0r the nati0nality—but as a right of
ment to guarantee to the oppressed nationality the means the Israeli-Jewish working class to secede and form a
that it feels are necessary to end its oppression. politically independent workers state. This presupposes

Comrades Berta, Bob, and Jon say in their article that a class consciousness—that is an internationalist con-
the demand for a democratic, secular Palestine "asks the sciousness—to begin with. But in that ease, the q11e$h0Il
Israeli Jews to renounce not just Zionism, but their na- would not arise in the way inwhich Berta, Bob, and Jon
tional identity."(ibid p. 28) presuppose. 
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APPENDIX: Counter Draft Resolution on Israel and the Arab Revolution:
Resolution Rejected by the SWP Convention

by Berta Langston, Bob Langston, and Jon Rothschild
reprinted from SWP_11iscussion=l§ulletin, Vol. 29. NO» 10

l. Preamble of Black Africa. A decisive defeat
__——.______ for imperialism in the Arab East would

Nowhere in the world do the be a powerful stimulus to the revolu-
various components of imperialist, and tionary forces in these and all the
especially United States, interest other colonial and semi-colonial areas
converge more sharply than in the Arab of the globe.
East. More than half the petroleum --
the primary energy source of modern The deepening radicalization of
industry and military power -- consumed important sections of the population
by the imperialist powers other than in the imperialist countries themselves
the United States is produced in this is partly both a consequence and a
region, and the world's largest proven cause of increasing solidarity withoil reserves are there. This current the anticolonial revolution. The Pales-
production and these reserves are today tinian movement is regarded by ancontrolled by an international capitalist ever increasing number of radicalizingcartel in which a handful of giant U.S. youth as the most inspiring example,
corporations are dominant. These corpora- next to the Vietnamese revolution, oftions have more than a billion dollars the worldwide upsurge of the colonial
invested in oil production in the masses. A decisive revolutionary victoryregion, from which they draw more than in the Arab East would contributehalf a billion dollars a year in profits. greatly to undermining capitalist
They have several billion dollars more ideological hegemony over the masses
invested in petroleum refining, trans- in the imperialist countries bothport and distribution facilities around‘ because of its immediate political
the world, the profitability of which impact on the radicalizing populationis largely dependent on continued and because of the intensified class
control over crude-oil production in struggles attendant on the economic
the Arab East. Moreover, the region consequences to imperialism.is an important area for selective
investment other than oil production. Victory for the revolution inIt is also an important center of the Arab East, in short, not onlyinternational trade, linking southern would make it possible for the masses
Europe, North Africa, Black Africa of the region to begin to solve the
and southern and western Asia. immense economic, social, political

and cultural problems imposed on themMilitarily, the Arab East is of by a century of imperialist penetra-
great importance to imperialism. Turkey, tion and domination. It would also
one pillar of the "northern tier" of constitute a major advance of the
U.S. imperialism's military encircle- worldwide socialist revolution that
ment of the Soviet Union, is sandwiched is liberating the exploited and oppressed
between the workers state and Syria masses everywhere from capitalist
and Iraq. Iran, the other pillar of tyranny.
the "northern tier," has a long borderin common with Iraq. Preventing the Because the Arab East possessesestablishment of naval or air bases by such great economic and political
any workers state anywhere along the importance, the ruling classes ofeastern Mediterranean or Arab-Persian the imperialist powers, and especiallyGulf shores is a key aspect of imperialist of the United States, are trying andmilitary policy. Such bases would will continue to try, to mobilizegreatly enhance that workers state's all the military, political and financialdefensive capability throughout the resources at their disposal to defeat
immense area that includes southern that revolution. In this effort, theyEurope, northern Africa, Black Africa, have received and will continue towestern and southern Asia. The military- receive the aid of powerful indigenousstrategic stakes are high, and they social forces tied by class interestconfer on any confrontation between to the world imperialist system. Fore-imperialism and the Soviet Union in most among these is the ruling classthe region the potential of escalating of the Zionist state of Israel. Second,into a nuclear war. are the traditional feudal and comprador

classes which still rule, through a
The Arab East also possesses a variety of political forms, in Jordan,crucial political-strategic importance. Saudi Arabia, Lebanon and the princi-

Developments there have an immediate palities of the Arab-Persian Gulf.
and powerful impact on the rest of the Finally, there are the Arab nationalArab world and influence political bourgeoisies -- shading off into thedevelopments in Turkey, Iran and part second group and consisting of some
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commercial, industrial and financial Its international policy, like that
capitalist elements and of sections of of the Soviet bureaucracy, is predicated
the various state bureaucracies, es- on its conservative and narrowly conceived
pecially the military establishment -- identification of the bureaucracy's
which hold power in several states, own interests with the interests of
including Syria, Egypt and Iraq. These the workers state.
Arab national bourgeoisies have proven
themselves capable of producing ideolo- Despite the enmity of Washington,
gies of considerable depth and power, the might of the counterrevolutionary
as well as able leaders. These classes forces in the region, and the double
have been able to wage significant dealing of Moscow, the Arab revolu-
partial struggles against imperialism tionary struggle will continue and
and sections of domestic capitalism deepen despite temporary setbacks and
in defense of "national interest" as defeats until complete national libera-
they define it, often mobilizing mass tion and social emancipation are attained.
movements on their own initiative, as The magnitude and character of the
well as by manipulating and containing power arrayed against the revolutionary
spontaneous ones. Their class interest, forces in the Arab East determine the
however, requires maintenance of capitalist urgent task of revolutionary socialists
property relations and the region's there -- the building of mass Leninist
integration into the world imperialist parties that can lead the struggle
system. to a successful conclusion. At the

same time, the central role played
There are deep antagonisms between by U.S. imperialism in continually

these three groups, and the feudal- attempting to contain and crush the
comprador and national-bourgeois groups Arab revolution imposes a special
are often united against the Zionist obligation on the Socialist Workers
ruling classes. Within each group, party to educate the American people
there are important conflicts of particu- and mobilize opposition to Washington's
lar interests which, in the case of aims and actions in the Arab East.
the two Arab groups, largely parallel
the existing state divisions of the The perilous situation there
Arab East. They share, however, a highlights the mutual interrelation
fundamental class interest in crushing and interdependence of the three main
and/or deflecting the forces tending sectors of the world revolution: the
toward complete national liberation socialist revolution in the advanced
and socialist revolution. capitalist countries, the political

revolution in the bureaucratically
The bourgeois regimes in several deformed or degenerated workers states,

Arab states have turned to the USSR and the combined democratic and socialist
for economic and military aid to help revolution in the colonial countries.
their economic development and to
counter-balance imperialist pressure. At present, the revolutionary
As a result, in recent years the Soviet conflict in the Arab East is centered
Union has become more deeply involved on Palestine. The Zionist state is
diplomatically and militarily in the the most immediate imperialist weapon
region. But the Soviet bureaucracy against the Arab revolution. At the
sees the Arab liberation struggle as same time, the Palestinian national
a pawn that can be sacrificed in its liberation movement is at present the
dealings with imperialism. Moscow's vanguard of the revolution in the
goal is a settlement based on the main- Arab East. Moreover, the Zionist state
tenance of the capitalist status quo is deeply involved in the broader
in the Arab East and a division of Jewish question, which remains of
this region into stable spheres of great political importance in thepolitical influence between it and United States. Thus, this resolution
imperialism. The Soviet bureaucracy considers the Arab revolution almost
and the Stalinist parties in the region exclusively from the standpoint of
oppose all independent revolutionary Palestine.
developments, like the Palestinian
liberation struggle, which fundamentally 2. Zionism
threaten the status quo.

The Zionist state is the product
Neither can the revolutionary and continuing instrument of the Zionist

forces rely on support from the ruling colonization of the Arab East. The
bureaucracy of the People's Republic character of the Israeli state there-
of China. From Indonesia to Bangla fore flows from the character and
Desh, the Chinese bureaucracy has practice of the political movement
demonstrated that its interests lie not which created it.
in solidarity with oppressed peoples
struggling to throw off the imperialist Zionism, as a national movement,
yoke, but with national bourgeois originally had its mass base in the
regimes that help to impose that yoke. Yiddish-speaking Jewry of Eastern
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Europe, especially of the Russian of the Ottoman Empire.
Empire. Towards the end of the l9th
century, this group was rapidly losing These elements could mobilizeits traditional social position in the the capital necessary to make the
decaying feudal society. Modern social Zionist colonization a reality. Above
classes -- a bourgeoisie and prole- all, they could negotiate with thetariat -- were beginning to develop European states, stressing the advan-
out of it. A certain amount of terri- tages to their ruling classes of Euro-torial concentration was occurring pean colonial settlement in Palestine.
through the mass migration of Jews An apparatus began to take shape --
from small villages to large towns an anticipation of the future state
and cities. An East European Jewish and the international Zionist apparatusnationality, in short, was in the of today: to raise funds, acquire land,
process of formation. At the same organize immigration, and, especially
time, this incipient nation was sub- after 1917, to unify the immigrants
jected to the most bitter, systematic in a labor organization, political
oppression, which greatly intensified bodies and a military force.
the development of a national conscious-
ness. But under the conditions of a Ideological leadership remainedgenerally weak development of capitalism in the hands of East Europeans who,in the Russian Empire, Jewish capitalism in response to the weakness of East
remained especially weak. Jewish capita1- European Jewry, formulated a secondists, and the Jewish workers, were important tenet of Zionist ideology:
concentrated in the light consumer- "normalize" the nation, "productivize“
goods industries. Capital accumulations the Jews; the Jewish national state
were small; profits were marginal; must have a purely Jewish society as
the Jewish proletariat was scattered its base. This meant that the Jewsin a myriad of small establishments must not become exploiters of Arabfar from centers of economic power. labor; rather, the Palestinian peasants
Under these circumstances, no revolu- had to be driven from their land andtionary Jewish nationalism -- one refused employment by Jewish capital,
aimed at wresting state power from in order to make way for the creation
the national oppressor -- could develop. of a Jewish peasantry and working

class. Many of these leaders professed
One typical manifestation of commitment to an ultimately socialist

Jewish nationalism was represented goal. But the primacy they accorded
by the Bund, a basically reformist to "national" development over classsocial-democratic party with a program struggle, the dependence of funds madeof "cultural-national autonomy" within available by Jewish capitalists and
the existing Russian state. Zionism the encouragement of foreign invest-offered a different ideological resolu- ment, combined with the dependencetion of the contradiction between the of the whole enterprise on the political
scope of national development and the goodwill of imperialism assured thatsocial weakness of the incipient nation development would occur in an increasing-in the utopian vision of the establish- ly capitalist fashion, not only in the
ment of a Jewish national state far private sector but also in the state
from the overwhelming power, the misery, and cooperative sectors of the economy.
and the pogroms of Russia. By divertingits adherents from the real class Loans and gifts from Jewishstruggles of the Jewish workers and communities abroad to the "Jewishencouraging "national solidarity" between homeland" have in reality increasinglyJewish workers and capitalists, Zionism become capital to exploit Jewish workers.from the outset played a thoroughly The "patrimony" of the "Land of Israel"reactionary role. has in reality increasingly become

capital producing rent for IsraeliZionism would have remained a banks. The "Ingathering of the Exiles"reactionary utopia, confined to tiny has in reality increasingly becomesects, if not for developments in the provision of labor-power forWestern Europe. There, many highly capitalist exploitation. The "sacredassimilated bourgeois and upper-midd1e- national trust" to reclaim the "Landclass Jews were becoming concerned of Israel" (from the Palestinians)about the danger of increasing anti- has in reality increasingly becomeSemitism -- caused, they believed, the need of capital to expand.
by the mass influx of East European

AJewish immigrants. Settlement of these Like every movement of the national-East European immigrants in Palestine ly oppressed, Zionism originally possessedappeared to be a solution that was a deep democratic ideological content.both humanitarian and in accord with In the reality of Palestine, however,their individual and group interests. every right won by the settler wasSome, moreover, saw such settlement a right lost by the Palestinian; everyas a means of penetration of their benefit gained by the colonist wasimperialist countries into the territory a benefit lost by the Palestinian.
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Since for the bourgeois-democratic Several hundred thousand displaced
consciousness, rights are "natural," survivors of the Nazi holocaust had no
the necessity to deny rights to another place else to go besides Palestine.
must also have a "natural," biological, (The Zionist leadership opposed opening
basis -- namely race. The contradiction the borders of the United States to
between the original democratic ideo- the d.p.'s on the probably correct
logical content of Zionism and the assumption that, given the choice,
reality of colonization was resolved most refugees would have preferred
by the virulent racism that today settling in North America to fighting
saturates Israeli-Jewish society. to create a new nation-state in Pales-

tine.
At least until the l95O's,Zionism

remained a minority trend within East The American imperialist ruling
European Jewry. It had even fewer class, which was displacing British
adherents in the Jewish communities imperialism in the area, judged the
of Western Europe and the United existence of the Zionist state advan-
States, and it was virtually unknown tageous. The Soviet bureaucracy, looking
among the Jews of the Arab world. for some power in the region it could
Probably the majority of Jews who influence, supported its formation.
immigrated to Palestine from Europe World public opinion, under the immediate
during and immediately after the years impact of the revelation of the extent
of the Nazi persecution were not ideo- of the Nazi crime, was sympathetic.
logical Zionists. They were simply
fleeing persecution and had no place The Zionist state fought a brief
else to go. The same is true of Jews war -- which appeared to the Israeli-
from the Arab countries who immigrated Jewish masses simply as a war of nationalin the late 1940's, though they were independence -- against a feeble Great
also lured, in many cases, by the Britain acting through the armies of
promise of a higher standard of living. its Arab semi-colonies. But it was in
These immigrants were quickly inte- reality also a war against the Arab
grated into the Jewish economy; they people. When it was finished, nearly
were quickly assimilated into the new a million Palestinians had no homenational culture. They considered the and no land.Zionist movement, the Zionist settle-
ments, and later, the Zionist state The transformation was complete.
as their salvation. What had begun as a movement of illusory

national liberation had become a state
5. The Zionist State of real national oppression. What had

begun as a dream of national awakeningIn 1947-48 a series of factors in conditions of fraternal solidarity
converged to bring about the creation had become the reality of a rather
of the Israeli state and expulsion ordinary bourgeois nation. What had
of the Arabs. From the outset the begun as a utopia of Jewish indepen-Zionist colonization had been charac- dence had become the reality of Jewish
terized by the organized immigration dependence on imperialism, the very
of Jews, by the organized flow of cause of Jewish oppression.
capital under Zionist control into
Palestine and by the organized, violent The Zionist state thus combines
dispossession of the Palestinians. features of three types of capitalist
Unlike many other colonization movements, states. As a capitalist national state,
the Zionist colonization did not inte- it is an instrument in the hands ofgrate the dispossessed indigenous the Israeli-Jewish ruling class forpopulation as exploited workers into maintaining the direct economic exploita-
the newly developing economy. Rather, tion of the Israeli-Jewish proletariatnearly all functions in the developing and the super-exploitation of that
economy were filled by colonists them- part of the Palestinian proletariatselves. and peasantry under its dominion, as

well as for carrying out the territorial
By 1947 this process had created and other forms of economic expansion

a significant-sized exclusively Jewish determined, in the last analysis, bysociety in Palestine, with an economic, the requirements of capital accumulation.political and military structure. The As a settler-colonial state it is anorganic development of this society instrument for procuring and maintainingpointed increasingly toward the creation privileges for Israeli-Jews of allof a nation-state. classes, as well as for Jews everywhere
who choose to immigrate, at the direct

The crushing of the revolt of expense of the Palestinian and, poten-1956-58 had left the Palestinians tially, of the other Arab peoples.leaderless, unarmed and politically As a client state of imperialism, itatomized, unable to effectively resist is an imperialist beachhead in theeither British domination or Zionist Arab world that serves to spearheadexpansion. imperialism's fight against the Arab
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revolution. wise, the real interests of the Jewish
masses elsewhere in the world lie in

Within Israel today, Zionism a total break with Zionist illusions,
leads the Israeli-Jewish masses into in support to all the democratic strug-
the trap of opposing the national gles of oppressed groups and in revolu-
liberation struggle of the Arab people, tionary struggle to overthrow the
a democratic struggle which will ultimately capitalist ruling classes and bureau-
be victorious. The racism inevitably cratic ruling strata in the countries
bred by the Zionist oppression of the in which they live.
Arabs is carried into the heart of
Israeli-Jewish society itself, where 4. Anti-Semitismit justifies and intensifies the oppres-
sion of Israeli-Jews of Oriental origin. Revolutionary socialist opposi-
Israeli capitalism exploits the Israeli- tion to Zionism has nothing in common
Jewish workers in addition to super- with anti-Semitism. On the contrary,
exploiting Arab workers in Israel and in the context of the real conditions
the territories occupied since l967. of the world today struggle against
Police and military repression of Arabs Zionism, and therefore against the
tends to extend increasingly to repres- Israeli state, is a necessary aspect
sion of Israeli-Jews who oppose Zionism of the struggle against anti-Semitism.
or even only some Zionist policies.
The prevailing chauvinism fosters the Anti-Semitism justifies and
popular influence of reactionary religious reinforces the oppression and persecu-
leaders who are able to impose a variety tion of the Jews. It is anti-Jewish
of clerical restrictions on civil racism, the primary function of which
liberties. is to obscure the non-Jewish masses'

consciousness of the real causes of
The Zionist propaganda machine their oppression and exploitation and

promulgates the lie that to be Jewish thus divert their struggles away from
is to be a Zionist and therefore a their real enemies -- the ruling classes
supporter of Zionist and imperialist or strata -- toward a mythical enemy --
oppression of the Arab people. It the Jews. Marxists have been and remain
thus makes it easier for racist and the most militant and uncompromising
chauvinist demagogues in other countries fighters against anti-Semitism and
to foster anti-Semitism among the all oppression and persecution of Jews.
masses. Zionism fosters the illusion
among the Jewish masses outside Israel The source of the oppression
that the Zionist state can be a refuge and persecution of the Jews in this
for them in the event of a revival of era is the capitalist system, which,
violent persecution elsewhere, or that in its period of decay, produces the
the existence of the Zionist state most virulent racist ideologies of
somehow decreases the likelihood of such all types and carries all kinds of
persecutions occurring. It thus diverts ethnic and national oppression to the
them from the democratic and socialist most barbarous extremes. The annihila-
struggles in the countries in which tion of 6,000,000 Jews by German imperi-
they live, struggles which alone can alism under the Nazi regime is horri-
end the continuing danger of persecu- fying testimony to this truth. Today,
tion. The Zionist movement and its anti-Semitism remains widespread in
imperialist allies, which were incapable all of the Western imperialist countries.
or uninterested in fighting for the Until the capitalist system in abolished
salvation of the masses of European in these countries, there is the ever-
Jews against Nazism, are today just present danger of a mass revival of
as incapable or uninterested in defending virulent anti-Semitism and of a new
the interests of the Jews wherever systematic persecution or-oppression
they are oppressed or persecuted. of Jews.

From the moment of the establish- In the Soviet Union and the workers
ment of the Zionist state, imperialist states of Eastern Europe, the privileged
and Zionist propaganda has attempted Stalinist bureaucracies perpetuate andto equate the Palestinian struggle for reinforce many forms of chauvinism 'national liberation with the Nazi geno- and national oppression inherited from
clde. One of the factors enabling the the previous capitalist era, includingimperialists and Zionists to make this anti-Semitism and oppression of thefalse identity is the widespread racism Jews. The bureaucrats utilize anti-
against the Arab people that exists in Semitism to contain and divert potentially
Europe, North America and Israel. But antibureaucratic struggles of the non-the imperialists and the Zionists to Jewish masses. In these countries athe contrary, the basic interests of political revolution is needed to sweep
the Israeli-Jewish masses lie in alli- away the reactionary bureaucracies and
ance with the Palestinian liberation institute the norms of proletarianstruggle for the most consistent demo- democracy, equality and international-
cracy and for the workers state. Like- ism.
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In the colonial and semicolonial social position of these groups on the
countries, including those in the Arab West Bank has been generally maintained
world, bourgeois regimes perpetuate both under Jordanian rule -- when they
and foster national chauvinism and oppres- tended to be assimilated into the Jor-
sion of ethnic and national minorities, danian ruling class -- and under Israeli
including indigenous Jews. The crimes occupation, they face the constant
perpetrated by the Zionist colonization possibility of expropriation by the
and the Zionist success in falsely Zionist state in the course of its
identifying "Jew" and "Zionist" have further colonization.
made the Jews in the Arab world especially
vulnerable to this kind of oppression An important feature of the Pales-
and persecution. Only when the colonial tinian exile has been the development
and semi-colonial countries win complete of a relatively large, wealthy, highly
national liberation, through the process educated, energetic and well-connected
of permanent revolution culminating in national bourgeoisie concentrated in
socialist revolution, can the oppression finance, industry, commerce and state
and persecution of these national and administration, particularly in Lebanon,
ethnic minorities be ended. Jordan, Saudi Arabia and the Gulf states.

Despite the important economic and
The struggle against anti-Semitism, administrative roles this class plays

like the struggle against every form of in these countries, and although it has
racism and chauvinism, is part of the close ties with their ruling classes,
struggle for mass revolutionary conscious- its degree of assimilation is slight.
ness. The struggle against oppression Rather, its Palestinian identity has
and persecution of the Jews is part of tended to become more intense, especially
the democratic struggle to abolish all since the June l967 war.
forms of national and ethnic oppression.
This struggle can be fully and finally Thus, while the Palestinians are
won only through the alliance of all a part of the Arab people, they also
the oppressed and exploited of the world. constitute a distinct national grouping

shaped by the specific experiences of
§. The Palestinian People the Zionist colonization, their forced

exile and by a specific history of strug-
The principal victims of the gle against imperialism. There were

Zionist colonization have until now been Palestinian uprisings in 1921, 1929, and
the Palestinian workers and peasants. throughout the 1950's directed in varying
They were driven from the land and degrees against both the Zionist coloniza-
denied employment opportunities by the tion and British colonial rule. At the
Zionist colonization. At the moment of climax of these struggles, in 1956, the
the establishment of the Zionist state, Palestinians were able to conduct a six-
nearly a million of them were driven month general strike despite a reactionary,
beyond the borders of the new state, pro-imperialist leadership that con-
and those that remained have been sub- tributed to its eventual defeat. '
ject to systematic national oppression.
Since 1967, several hundred thousand Since the establishment of the state
more have been forced to live under a of Israel, the struggle of the Palestin-
barbarous Israeli military occupation. ian people against their national oppres-

sion and for self-determination has
The majority of the totally dis_ primarily assumed the form of a struggle

possessed Palestinian workers and to destroy the Zionist state. We give
peasants today live in miserable refugee unconditional support to this struggle.
camps and survive from the wages they
earn as marginally employed workers, from 6. The Permanent Revolution and Arab Unity
remittances of relatives living and
working elsewhere, and from United Nations In the epoch of imperialism neitherrelief pittances. At the same time, the Palestinians in particular nor the
a sizable Palestinian industrial prole- Arab people in general can fully attain
tariat, composed principally of oil national liberation, national unification,
workers in Saudi Arabia and the Gulf national economic development and other
states, has developed in the exile, democratic goals except through the pro-

cess of permanent revolution culminating
The traditional feudal-comprador in the establishment of the workers

classes have likewise suffered as a state. These objectives can only be fully
consequence of the Zionist colonization. realized and guaranteed by the victory
Although many elements of these classes of the working class at the head of the
cooperated with the Zionist colonization, toiling masses, chiefly the peasantry, inprincipally by selling land to the Jewish a revolution against imperialism and its
National Fund, many of them also found primary regional social forms -- the
themselves suddenly totally 6XpIOpri&ted Zionist ruling classes, the Arab feudal
at the time of the establishment of the and comprador classes, and the ArabIsraeli state. And while the fundamental national bourgeoisie. The program of this
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revolution will combine democratic and of the past and present interference
transitional demands and slogans directed can be effectively opposed only through
toward the creation of the workers struggle against the Arab ruling classes.
state with perspectives on the norms This entails the forging of revolutionary
that will guide the practice of the alliances among the Arab masses, directed
workers state. This proletarian strategy against not only Zionism and imperialism,
implies unconditional support for but against the Arab bourgeoisie as
carrying out the democratic tasks. The well.
national bourgeoisie, whether "progres-
sive" or "conservative," cannot lead Under the specific conditions
the struggle for national liberation of the Palestinian national liberation
and thorough democratization to victory struggle, indications have appeared
over the imperialists, but instead of how the unity of the Palestinian
limits, diverts and suppresses it. and other Arab peoples will be accom-

plished. Some Palestine liberation
One of the tasks of this permanent organizations have actively begun to

revolution in the Arab East is the support some of the social
achievement of the national unity of struggles of the Lebanese and
the Arab people. Just as the revolution Palestinian masses. Sloganswill develop unevenly throughout the like "For popular Lebanese-Palestinian
region, leaping ahead in one area and and Jordanian-Palestinian councils"suffering setbacks in another, so too have been raised. Although the Septem-will the forging of the Arab nation ber 1970 genocidal attack on the Pales-in the Arab East proceed unevenly. The tinian people in Jordan has temporarily
Arab nation will not issue from a arrested the tendencies towards unity
simultaneous and uniform revolution of the Palestinian and Jordanian masses,
throughout the area. these tendencies will deepen in the

future because of the interpenetration
Achievement of Arab unity will of the social struggles of the Jordanian

be the work of the revolutionary masses masses against their ruling class ex-
themselves. The history of projects ploiters and the national struggle offor Arab federation since 1958, and the Palestinian masses against thetheir failure, reflects both the objec- Zionist oppressor and its Jordaniantive tendency toward unity and the ruling class allies.inability of the Arab feudal or bour-
geois ruling classes to achieve it One side of this dialectical
because of their narrow special interests. relationship between the Palestinian

revolution and the Arab revolution as
The history of Palestine demon- a whole was illustrated during thestrates the fact that the political and 1970 civil war in Jordan. The Palestin-

social conditions in the neighboring ian resistance was directly pitted
Arab countries play a decisive role in against the Hussein regime and a situa-
the determination of the fate of the tion approximating dual power emerged,Palestinian people. In large part this in which the slogan "All power to the
has been a negative history, from the resistance" was raised. Initially, the
acquiescence of the Arab ruling classes resistance had considerable supportto the Zionist colonization to the from the Jordanian masses, althoughcurrent attempts by the Egyptian bour- the ties between the Jordanian andgeoisie to reach an accomodation with Palestinian masses had not deepenedIsrael and the United States at the sufficiently to withstand the resolution
expense of the Palestinians. of the dual-power situation to the

advantage of the Hussein regime.Partly because of this record
some tendencies in the Palestinian move- 7. The Revolution in Israel
ment have relegated the struggle for
Arab unity, and therefore the struggle The first line of military defenseagainst the Arab bourgeois and feudal for imperialism in the Arab East hasruling classes to a secondary position been the Zionist state of Israel. Theof priority. Zionist state commands the greatestmilitary power in the Arab East. ItThis has a progressive aspect to possesses, proportional to its popula-it, in that it has had the effect of tion, the largest industrial proletariatsplitting the Palestinian masses from in the region. Its economy is the mostreliance on the non-Palestinian ruling productive in the area. For theseclasses. In that sense it is a precon- reasons, internal developments in Israeldition of the development of unity are of great importance to the futurebetween the oppressed classes. But, of the national liberation strugglesat the same time, the interference of and the socialist revolution in thethe non-Palestinian Arab ruling classes Arab East. Active struggle by the massesin the affairs of the Palestinian people of Israeli-Jews against their owndoes reflect, in a distorted form, the exploiters would immeasurably shortenobjective tendency toward integration of the road the Arab revolution would havethe region. The reactionary character to take if it were forced to destroy
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the Zionist state exclusively "from tend to bring them into conflict with
without." the Zionist state and are in no way

directed against the interests of the
As in every advanced capitalist Arab people tend to undermine the hege-

country, the revolutionary program mony of Zionist ideology over the
addressed to the Israeli-Jews will Israeli-Jewish masses by exposing the
emphasize transitional demands and illusion that the Zionist state is the
slogans that tend to transform the guardian of their interests. They pre-
spontaneous struggles by the Israeli- pare the massive class struggles of
Jewish workers aimed at limiting ex- the future which will ally the Israeli-
ploitation into the conscious political Jewish proletariat with the Arab masses.
struggle for state power to end that Examples of such struggles are the
exploitation altogether. Because, recurring strikes of Israeli-Jewish
however, of the settler-colonial and workers in the face of official cries
imperialist-client character of the of "treason" and systematic strike-
Zionist state, democratic demands aimed breaking by the state; the growing
at abolishing the financial and military movement of Israeli-Jewish youth pro-
dependence of the Israeli-Jewish nation testing the brutal Israeli occupation
on imperialism and the position of policies and demanding immediate with-
privilege held by Israeli and other drawal from the territories occupied
Jews against the Palestinians, assume since l967; and the struggles of
a transitional character. Such demo- growing numbers of Oriental Israeli-
cratic demands will therefore play an Jews for jobs, equal educational oppor-
exceptionally important role in the tunities and better living conditions.
revolutionary program addressed to
the Israeli-Jews. 8. Towards the Leninist Party

A general Pregram of Such democratic To lead the struggle for national
demands with a traneitienal eharaeter has liberation and socialism to completion
been developed by the Israeli Socialist through the process of permanent revs-
Organization under the eall fer the de- lution, the creation of mass revolu-Zionization of Israel. These demands in- tionary socialist parties is absolutely
elude the en? of all laws and praeticee ¢0n— essential in both the Arab countries
ferrlng Prlvllege on Jews, beglnnlng Wlth and Israel. These parties, based on
the law of return; repatriation of all clear programmatic principles and in.
Palestinians who desire it to the present ternally centralizgd so as to be ableterritory of Israel and compensation for to aot as fighting units, will be deeply
their lessee Of all who d0 net Want re- rooted in the broader mass movements.
Patriatl°n§ and_the ruPtUre of all mi1i- They will conduct a persistent ideologicaltary and financial ties to the imperialist struggle against bourgeois and feudal
pOW6I‘S and all fiIl8.IlCi8.l &'D.d pOlitiCa-1 ties ideglogies among the masseg, They will
to the Jewish communities of the world. Tied Propose transitional slogans and demands
ta rhe de-Zlenazatien Program is the demand within these movements and will lead
Qf }mmedlate_W1thaTaWel from the terri- the mobilizations of the masses around
terlee °eeuP}ed elnee the June 1967 War» these demands. They will develop the
Th}5 de-Zlenlzatlen can enly be aee0m— experience and tactical flexibilityplished through the overthrow Of the Zion- necessary to select and combine aist state. " variety of tactics in a complex, rapidly

changing conjunctural situation -- united
The objective basis for the even_ fronts, strikes, demonstrations, armed

tual mobilization of masses of Israeli- struggle, electoral action, boycott,
Jews around such demands includes the and S0 fOrth-
democratic ideological elements present
in Israeli-Jewish culture, the tendency Such parties do not yet exist
towards the erosion of the democratic either in the Arab countries or inrights of the Israeli-Jews as a conse- Israel. At present, only a few Trotsky-
quence of the measures necessary to ist cadres are active in those countries.
maintain the system of Israeli-Jewish In Israel, e Small group of Trotskyistsprivilege, and the special group oppres- participate in the Israeli Socialist
sion suffered by the Oriental Israeli- Organization, a heterogeneous grouping
Jews. It rests above all in the inexor- yet t0 be WOn to political support of
able, long-term rise of the Arab revolu- the Fourth International and Leninisttion itself, which will continue to make organizational concepts. In Europe and
the maintenance of this system of privilege North America, a promising development
ever more costly to the Israeli-Jews, has been the Winning of a number ofespecially to the Israeli-Jewish prole- Arab and Israeli-Jewish cadres fromtariat, both in terms of casualities different Mideast countries to Trotskyism.
and in terms of the increasing rate of
exploitation of labor required by the Nene Of the Various Palestiniancapitalist military economy, liberation organizations meets, or claims

to meet, the criteria of such revolu-All struggles by Israeli-Jews that tionary socialist parties in theory,
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program or organization. However, among between the Palestinian masses and the
these groupings numerous militants have rulers of the Arab states, for example,
appeared who can be recruited ‘U0 the as "Secondary," masses and leaders influ-
Trotskyist movement, enced by this conception were unprepared

for the acceptance by Egypt of the U.S.
At Present, We Pessess enly limited "peace plan" and the genocidal attackinformation about the actual day-to-day oh the Palestinian people in Jordan

practice of the various Palestinian iaunohed by the Hashemite ruler.
organizations in translating their formal

e

Pregrems ihte seti0h- We else leek Closely related to the conceptiondetailed knowledge of the precise direc- of "primary" and "secondary" oontradio_
tion in which the various organizations tiohe is the theory of the "two_stage"
ere moving. of the seeiel <>e111l>~>si‘bien revolution, according to which a "nation-
Of their leading cadres» and ef ether al-democratic" stage, based on an allianceties connecting them to the various social of ultimately antagonistic classes under
classes in the Arab East. In the docu- slogans of national unity and class
ments Of the Various ersehizetiens peace, must be completed before theavailable to us, there is a frequent lack "eooialiet" stage, characterized byof clarity about the political issues class oohfiiot, oen begin, According to
behind their splits and organizational this doctrine, a revolutionary party
differences- Under these ei1">w11st=mees, that struggles for political hegemony init Would be Premature TOT us t° give the national liberation movement on a
any one of them special support over the oleer elass_struggle program is not only
0thePs- We should regard them as Part of superfluous but inimical to the struggle
the Objeetive unfelding Qf the Peles- for national liberation because it istinian and Arab revolution and view their "divisive," The history of both the
formal programs and the differences successes and failures of the revolu-
between these programs as reflections of tionary movements in the colonial and
objective tendencies within the revolu- eemiooloniai oonntriee in the 20th cen_
tion, while withholding judgment On the tury, however, testifies to the exactrelative fitness of the various cadre opposite. Only a relentless struggle
formations to play the crucial subjective, for proletarian hegemony against allleadership, role. we should maintain an bourgeois and feudal elements withinattitude of general support to the Psles- the national liberation movement, withtinian struggle, and in that sense t0 the perspective of establishing a workersall the struggle organizations, while state, can assure accomplishment of thereserving full freedom to present our national_democratio tasks,
own views on program and other issues.

Both of these false conceptions
An imP°Ptent end hepeful sign in serve the interests of imperialismthe development of the Palestinian revo- beoanee they refleot the bourgeois in.

11117101]. iS that S‘b8.liI1iSm has I101; succeeded 1791-931; in submerging real 31333 antagon-
in attracting, helding Or shePin8 the isms in an illusory national unity. They
meer Palestinian 8T°uPs- Nevertheless, thus leave leaders and masses unprepared
SOI118 Stalinist dOCtI'iI16S, 6Sp6Ci8.lly in fQ]_'- the sharp turns in the real national
Maoist form, have considerable influence struggle oaueed by the presenoe of
among those Palestinian fighters who antagonistic class interests within the
share e Senerelly Seeielist PersPeetiVe- nation. They increase the possibility

that the workers and peasants will be
one Of these false e°neePti°n$ is robbed of their class victory at thethe theory of "primary" and "secondary" moment of the seizure of power; thecontradictions. Instead of understanding danger that the bourgeoisie and not thethe Arab revolution as a unitary but proletariat will win and consolidate theunevenly developing process in which no new power.contradiction is finally resolved, no

battle finally won, until all the contra-
dictions have been resolved, all the 9. Nationality and Democracybattles won, and in which quickly shifting
conjunctural alliances of antagonistic The national question has proved tobut fundamentally counterrevolutionary be one of the most thorny problems forsocial forces require extreme tactical the revolutionary worker's movement sinceflexibility on the part of the revolu- the founding of the First International-tionary movement, those influenced by In Palestine especially the problem ofthis conception tend to regard the revolu- nationalities may well be the touchstonetion as composed of a series of discrete of revolutionary activity» The elementscontradictions, one of which is dominant of a revolutionary program on the nationalfor a certain period and the resolution question which we recommend to the revo-of which prepares the emergence of a lutionary socialists in the Arab East
subsequent dominant contradiction. To and which guide our educational activitythe extent that they regarded the contra- here are derived from the Marxist theorydiction between the Arab people and of democracy and nationality, particular-Israel as "primary" and the contradiction ly as developed by Lenin.
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Democratic rights, ranging from organization of violence was required
elementary personal rights (like inviola- to conduct it. The rise of capitalism
bility of persons without due process thus showed a general tendency for the
of law) through political rights of struggle against feudal privilege to
individuals and voluntary associations coincide with the formation of national
(like those of suffrage and assembly) to economies - counterposed both to
the rights of social groups (like the particularistic feudal economy and to
right of nations to self-determination), other national economies -- and national
are not eternal principles inherent in states as instruments of struggle both
some "human nature." Rather, they are against feudal privilege and against
general norms governing the exercise of other national states.
socially organized violence which have
been produced in, and which reflect, a The protagonists of this anti-
long history of struggles by masses of feudal national struggle were social
human beings against privilege -- the classes and strata -- the bourgeoisie,
violently maintained inequality of access the petty bourgeoisie and plebeian ele-
to the means of satisfying human needs. ments out of which a proletariat was
The democratic character of these rights emerging in the cities, and the peasantry.
derives from the fact that they are pro- The real and potentially divergent or
ducts of such struggles. antagonistic interests of these classes

tended to be submerged in the national,
In the course of these struggles, anti-feudal struggle. Except for the

possession of these rights has itself moments when class conflicts broke
become a human need. A general democratic through with exceptional sharpness, the
consciousness has developed for which process of the formation of the new,
these rights appear natural and viola- capitalist national economy tended to
tion of them intolerable. This consciou- appear to the individuals involved not
ness is deeply imbedded in the popular as what it primarily was - the estab-
culture of all nations and other groups lishment of a new system of exploitation
which have a history of struggle against and privilege in which individuals are
national or ethnic oppression, or of related to one another through the classes
internal struggle by submerged or exploited to which they belong - but as the estab-
classes ainst the privilege of other lishment of the conditions of free inter-
classes. ere there is widespread enjoy- action between citizens endowed with
ment of these rights, the masses of people equal rights. In particular, the national
tend to regard them as among their most state appeared not as what it primarily
precious possessions; winning them tends was -- an instrument of coercion in the
to become a goal of mass struggle wherever hands of the new, capitalist ruling
they do not exist. class to create and maintain the new

system of exploitation - but as the
The basic component of national or guarantor of the rights of the citizensethnic oppression is usually the material of the nation.

privilege of the oppressor group, a higher
material standard of living deriving A national consciousness thuseither from superexploitation of the pro- developed as an aspect of the general
ductive classes of the oppressed group or democratic consciousness, for which the
from violent exclusion of the oppressed existence of the individual was immediately
group from access to the prerequisites and indissolubly bound up with the destinyof a level of productivity as high as of the nation. Parallel to and inextricablythat of the oppressor group. Severe bound up with the democratic rights ofrestrictions of the democratic rights of individuals and voluntary associations,
the oppressed group compared to those democratic rights of nations were also
enjoyed by the oppressor group is usually produced. Foremost among these was the
a major component of national or ethnic right to form a national state itself.
oppression. Refusal by one state to permit a national-ity subject to it to secede and form an

During the epoch of the rise of independent state became a central element
capitalism, the struggle against privilege of national oppression. The slogan of the
was above all the struggle against feudal right of national self-determinationprivilege. It was, of necessity,also a became one of the slogans of the general
struggle for the secure establishment of democratic struggle against privilege.large economic regions integrated by free
commodity exchange against the fragmented As a consequence of the history of
economy on which feudal privilege depen- the formation of national consciousness
ded. The boundaries of such regions tended as an aspect of the general democraticto coincide with linguistic boundaries -- consciousness, every oppressed ethnicsince initially a common language is a group that is fighting its oppression andprerequisite for extensive commodity which is developing the objective prere-
exchange -- which in turn usually more or quisites of the formation of a nationalless coincided with more general ethnic economy - at least a degree of territori-boundaries. Since this struggle generally al concentration and above all a social
assumed a violent character, a social structure containing at least one eco-
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